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Akelius at a glance
-- residential properties
-- A and B locations in metropolitan cities
-- low financial risk
2018
Jan-Dec

2017
Jan-Dec

2016
Jan-Dec

Rental income, EUR million

482

469

434

Like-for-like growth in rental income, percent

3.2

5.1

4.1

Net operating income, EUR million

259

251

244

5.1

10.7

8.0

EBITDA, EUR million*

236

231

233

Profit before tax, EUR million

634

984

1,406

6,284

5,840

5,127

12,379

10,624

9,171

1,286

1,297

643

Property sales, EUR million

300

737

957

Investments, EUR million

349

288

316

50,407

47,177

46,516

Real vacancy residential, percent

1.4

0.9

1.1

Like-for-like rent level increase, percent

3.6

4.7

4.5

Loan-to-value ratio, percent

44

44

43

2.8

4.7

4.5

1.8

1.9

1.9

1,326

876

734

Like-for-like growth in net operating income, percent

Net asset value, EUR million

Property fair value, EUR million
Property purchases, EUR million

Number of apartments

Interest coverage ratio
Interest coverage ratio,
excluding realized value growth
Number of employees
* see page 82
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North America

Europe

Scandinavia

Toronto, Montreal,
New York, Boston,
Washington D.C.
EUR 3,228 million
26 percent

Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt,
Cologne-Düsseldorf, Munich,
London, Paris
EUR 5,784 million
47 percent

Stockholm, Malmö,
Copenhagen
EUR 3,367 million
27 percent

Lettable space,
thousand sqm

Fair value
EUR
EUR/
million
sqm*
2,854
3,045

Population
growth
2019-2028**

Residential
units
13,817

Residential
867

Stockholm
Malmö

8,030
4,067

587
266

2,017
949

3,215
2,717

14
11

66
91

New York

1,726

117

924

7,810

5

97

Hamburg

4,330

241

903

3,573

2

87

London

2,244

88

878

8,772

8

86

Toronto

4,105

222

837

3,699

9

82

Montreal

3,674

245

650

2,640

8

91

974

63

480

7,652

5

87

Paris

1,546

48

380

7,143

6

97

Washington D.C.

1,082

81

337

4,118

10

86

Cologne-Düsseldorf

1,746

101

318

2,923

5

95

Copenhagen

1,031

83

300

3,385

8

95

Frankfurt-Mainz

1,086

66

256

3,538

7

89

Munich

748

41

195

4,540

10

87

Other

201

14

101

1,878

11

73

50,407

3,130

12,379

3,617

8

88

City
Berlin

Boston

Total/Average

Percent Walk score
3
91

* includes commercial lettable space
**source: local statistic offices Germany, Office for National Statistics UK,
United Nations, Statistics Sweden, Malmö city, Statistics Denmark
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Rigaer Straße 4, Berlin

change is the price of progress
For the past five years we have sold
properties for EUR 3 billion in smaller and
mid-size cities, “clean the map”.
We have reinvested these funds in
metropolitan cities that are new to us
- Paris, Copenhagen, Montreal, Boston,
Washington D.C. and New York.

In a few years’ time,
we will be in a position to decommission
external applications and run our operations
almost solely on our own customized
applications.
This will make our operations considerably
more efficient.

Today, more than ninety percent of our
portfolio is located in cities with more than
one million inhabitants.
The walk score of the portfolio is ninety,
the maximum score is one hundred.
We believe that the best insurance against
vacancy and falling income is to operate in
walkable locations in growing metropolitan
cities.

strive for BBB+

During this period of significant changes to
the portfolio,
we have cherry picked staff, built offices,
transferred procedures and knowledge to our
new cities.
This investment in increased safety comes at
a price; higher expenses.
We are now in an excellent position to
capitalize on these investments.

digitalization of operations
During the past five years,
we have also invested significant amounts in
the digitalization of our operations.
We have developed twenty applications.
We have another twenty applications in the
pipeline.

Loan-to-value is 44 percent.
To reach BBB+,
we will reduce the loan-to-value to below
40 percent.
In April, we will sell properties in Greater
Stockholm with a value of EUR 460 million.
The proceeds from this sales and any
additional sales during 2019 will be used for
debt reduction.
We expect very few acquisitions in 2019.
The reduced acquisition activity will allow
more concentrated efforts in removing
certain bottlenecks we have experienced,
such as internal and external construction
capacity.

change is in the DNA of Akelius
Consequently, we will keep changing
continuously to make Akelius a better and
safer company.
In the short term,
change comes with higher costs.
But in the long run there is no better way.
Pål Ahlsén,
CEO and Managing director
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Akelius’ 24 years
fair value
properties,
EUR billion
12.4

2018
Reaches 50,000 apartments,
spread over 15 metropolitan cities.

10.6

2017
Grows in existing metropolitan areas.
Digitalizes to increase efficiency.
“Clean the map” concluded.

9.2

8.0

6.1

2016
Launches “Clean the map” to focus
on metropolitan cities.
Sells property portfolio in western and northern
Sweden and Rostock in Germany.
Established in Copenhagen.
2015
Buys the first residential properties in New York,
Washington D.C. and Boston.
2014
Starts to buy residential properties in Paris and
Montreal.
Buys Hugo Åberg-portfolio in Malmö, Sweden.
Issues preference shares.

3.6

2011
Starts business in Toronto and London.

2.7

2007
Roger Akelius donates shares in
Akelius Apartments Ltd to Akelius Foundation.

2.4

2006
Buys the first properties in Berlin and Hamburg.

1.9

1.3

2005
Issues secured bonds
for the first time,
EUR 257 million.
2003
Buys the listed real estate company Mandamus,
property value SEK 6 billion.
1994
Buys the first residential properties in the Swedish
cities Helsingborg, Gothenburg and Trollhättan.
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Blücherplatz 5, Frankfurt

Lutterothstraße 7, Hamburg
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Styrelsen och verkställande direktören för Akelius Residential Property AB (publ.),
organisationsnummer 556156-0383 med säte i Stockholm,
avger härmed årsredovisning och koncernredovisning för räkenskapsåret 2017.

Langton Road, London

Akelius’ business model
environmentally and socially responsible operations
low-risk financing

cherry picking in
metropolitan cities

upgrade to
better living
grow cash flow,
increase property values

long-term
ownership
sales at the
right time

best trained staff
tailor-made applications support efficiency

limit downside risk,
maximize long-term return
Akelius cherry picks properties that provide
a secure and increasing income.
Akelius’ criteria for reduced risk are
- residential
- stable countries
- growing and attractive metropolitan cities
- safe and walkable locations
Metropolitan cities do not only offer a
reduced risk of vacancies.
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Population growth is also essential to high
long-term return.
As times goes by,
the increasing demand pushes rents
upwards.
As areas improve due to the growth of the
city,
property prices are also boosted by lower
risk premiums.
Properties in neighborhoods that are
walkable will become more and more
popular as metropolitans strive to
become less car dependent and more
environmentally friendly.

Langton Road, London

upgrades are profitable and
optional
Akelius upgrades apartments when there is
a turnover of tenants.
The idea is that no tenant should be forced
to accept higher quality and rent.
Akelius upgrades apartments since a
growing number of metropolitans desire
rental apartments of high quality.
Upgrading is profitable,
as the rent can be increased with a good
return on investment.
As Akelius can let out most of the
apartments at the current standard,
these investments are optional.

diversification reduces risk,
increases opportunities
By investing in many markets,
rental income, property values and funding
cost vary less.
A global crisis has its epicenter and will
affect countries differently.
Local events such as Brexit mainly affect
one market.
It is a competitive advantage to be able to
invest or divest in many property markets.
As the price in different capital markets
develop differently,
access to many capital sources is an
advantage.
It reduces risk and funding cost.

concentration gives efficiency
By targeting a limited number of
metropolitan cities,
efficient operations can be set up in each
city.

Akelius has created key departments to
support the business in the different cities.
These help to achieve the same high level
of quality everywhere.

striving for BBB+ or better
Akelius´ ambition is to combine a very low
business risk with a loan-to-value below
40 percent.
This enables high creditworthiness and
access to long-term financing on attractive
terms.

best trained staff
Akelius aims to have the best staff with the
most relevant training.
This is valuable,
since the entire chain,
from acquisition to upgrades and property
management,
is conducted by Akelius’ staff.
Akelius has a strong decentralized
organization with short decision paths.

sustainability
As a long-term investor,
Akelius understands the importance of
acting responsibly and to creating better
living from an environmental standpoint.

systems support efficiency
Akelius is creating global systems for
best-in-class residential property
management.
This includes efficient working tools for
decision-making and work procedures.
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key indicators
property return 7.6 percent
annual property return
percent
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

2012
Jan–Dec

2013
Jan–Dec

income return

2014
Jan–Dec

2015
Jan–Dec

2016
Jan–Dec

8.0
6.9
4.3 4.0

3.4

2013

10.7

7.1

6.7

2014

5.1

4.1

5.1
3.2

2016

2015

net operating income

2018

2017

1.0

10

1.1

1.0

2010

average

1.4

1.3

2009

4.3

rental income

real vacancy 1.4 percent

0.6

2018
Jan–Dec

average annual property return

value growth

growth for like-for-like properties
percent

5.8

2017
Jan–Dec

0.7

0.7

0.7

2011

2012

2013

2014

0.9

2015

2016

2017

0.9

2018

average

property value EUR 12,379 million

12,379

EUR, million
7,965

2,830

3,154

3,630

4,115

2009

2010

2011

2012

4,932

2013

9,171

10,624

6,068

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

net asset value EUR 6,284 million
EUR, million

5,840

preference shares

6,284

5,126

exclusive preference shares

4,026
2,888
2,082

986

1,196

2009

2010

1,336

1,576

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

233

231

236

2016

2017

2018

EBITA EUR 236 million
EUR, million
202
131

2009

120

2010

147

157

2011

2012

221

174

2013

2014

2015
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Skalitzer Straße 79, Berlin

99 percent residential properties
Since Akelius puts safety first,
Akelius invests in residential properties with
secure and growing rental income.

A large volume of rental agreements
combined with stable tenants limit
the risk of bad debt.

lower vacancy

lower expense

Vacancies and rent levels fluctuate less for
multifamily dwellings than for other types
of properties.
Everybody needs somewhere to live,
regardless of the economic cycle.
The population structure changes slowly,
which decreases vacancy risk even in a
time of weak economic growth.

Residential properties only need minor
upgrades when a tenant moves out.
Commercial properties,
on the other hand,
require larger investments,
especially during a recession.

secure income
Income from residential properties is safe
and predictable.
The demand from Akelius’ apartments is
high.
Akelius can therefore always attract good
tenants.
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liquid assets
Residential properties in metropolitan cities
are more liquid assets than
commercial properties.
There are many different buyers,
from the tenants themselves and small
private investors to large international
funds.

residential rent versus office rent
rent level development in the United States
index
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rent regulation reduces risk
96 percent of Akelius’ apartments
subject to some form of rent control
Rent regulation normally occurs in markets
with high demand for apartments.
Rent regulation aims to protect tenants
from swift rent increases.
Regulation limits the price that would be the
result of a free market.
Rents for current tenants in rent regulated
apartments are normally constructed to
follow an index that mirrors the inflation.
In most jurisdictions where Akelius
operates,
it is possible to increase the rent to market
level when there is a turnover of tenants.
87 percent of Akelius’ apartments rent
below the market rent level
The rent for rent regulated apartments in
metropolitan cities is below market rent.
On average,
the in-place rent is 36 percent lower than
the market rent.
In Akelius,
the rent level of new leases grows faster
than the in-place rent.
One reason is that the growth of population
and economy is higher in metropolitan cities
than for the country as a whole.
Therefore,
the market rent tends to increase faster
than the country specific inflation that is
connected to regulated rents.
Another reason is that the construction of
new apartments struggles to keep up with
the growth of the population in large cities.
This is particularly true for central locations
with a lack of space for new dwellings.
Rent control reduces further the supply of
rental apartments since developers may
then prefer other investments.
low vacancy
The supply of rent-controlled apartments is
very scarce,
especially in affluent areas.
If rent-controlled apartments are more
valuable to tenants,
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they will be increasingly motivated to hold
on to them.
This prevents tenants from causing trouble
and not paying their rent on time.
The landlord can benefit from a low risk of
vacancy and low cost due to less turnover
of tenants.
stable cashflow
Investors in rent regulated properties
benefit from stable,
growing revenues.
For example,
the average rent level in Sweden has not
decreased since the current system was
implemented in 1975.
This makes regulated residential properties
easy to manage and turns them into secure
cash flow generators.
Stable cash flows result in lower volatility
in asset values and these properties attract
favorable financing throughout the business
cycle.
possible higher returns
Investing in cities where the market rent
increases faster than the regulated rent
makes higher returns possible for investors
if the regulation becomes less strict.
Another opportunity arises in markets like
Germany and Sweden.
Apartments can be converted into
condominiums.
In such a transaction,
the resulting profit is split normally between
the landlord and the tenants.
New and adverse rent restrictions are a risk
for landlords.
Consequently Akelius only invests in
stable and developed metropolitan cities
where material adverse changes in rent
regulations are rare and inflation is well
monitored.
This reduces downside risk.
The risk is further mitigated through
investing in different countries.

fluctuation
percent
35
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Montreal
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25
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15
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Southern Germany Toronto
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0 		

Hamburg
Berlin

2 		

4
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degree to which the rental market is free,
index 1-10 according to Akelius’ estimation
87 percent of portfolio below market rent
percent
55
13 percent
at market
rent

9

>30 percent
below
market rent

20-30 percent
below
market rent

10

10-20 percent
below
market rent

13

0-10 percent
below
market rent

13

at market
rent

When existing rents are below market rent,
the risk of lower rental income is small.
This is especially true for a diversified portfolio that includes properties in many growing
metropolitan areas.
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rent regulation
Stockholm, Malmö

Toronto

Rent levels for both current and new leases
shall be proportional to the standard and
the location.
The rent can be increased if the standard is
raised.

The initial rent is at market level.
The government announces guidelines for
rent increases for current tenants which are
normally in line with inflation.
When properties are modernized,
the rent for existing tenants can be
increased by up to nine percent above the
guideline over a period of three years.

Rents are negotiated between the landlord
and the Swedish Tenants Association.
Negotiations usually result in rent increases
in line with the inflation.
The rent regulation has resulted in rent
levels below market rent,
which in turn leads to fewer new rental
residential units and an increased housing
shortage in growing cities.
The housing shortage is greater in major
cities.
For property owners,
this results in a low risk of lower income.

Berlin, Hamburg, Munich
The parties to a new rental agreement can
generally agree on the rent freely.
In cities with a strained housing market,
such as Berlin,
the rent may be restricted to the locally
prevailing comparable market rent plus
ten percent.
This restriction does not apply to
extensively upgraded residential units.
Since 2012, Akelius has used indexation
according to the consumer price index as
the method for setting rent levels in new
lease contracts.
If the lease contract does not include
such indexation,
the rent is set by a comparison to the
locally prevailing rents set forth in the Rent
Mirror - Mietspiegel.
Increases in rent in comparison to the
“Rent Mirror” are then capped at
fifteen percent over a three-year period.
When residential units are upgraded,
landlords are allowed to increase the rent
for an existing tenant by a total of eight
percent of the modernization cost.
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Montreal
The initial rent is at market level.
However,
new tenants are able to challenge the rent
level in court.
Rents for existing tenants can be increased
when the landlord’s costs increase.
Modernization costs can,
to some extent,
be passed on to the tenants.

London
Initial rent for residential units are generally
set freely.
The most frequent type of lease has a term
of twelve months,
after which the lease can be renewed at the
new market level.
Rent regulation applies to leases signed
before 1988.
Such leases make up one percent of
Akelius’ apartments.

Paris
The initial rent is set freely if the residential
unit has been renovated within the last
six months with a total cost of work that
exceeds the previous annual rent,
or if the residential unit has been vacant for
at least eighteen months.
During the lease,
the annual rent increase may not exceed
the variation of the reference rent index.

New York

Boston

Three percent of the apartments in New
York are regulated under the “rent control”
system.
65 percent of the apartments are regulated
under the “rent stabilization” system.
Free market rent applies to 32 percent of
Akelius’ apartments.

In Boston,
the tenant and landlord can usually agree
on the rent freely.

The rent control system limits rent
increases for existing tenants.
There is a cap on the rent that can be
charged called the “maximum base rent”,
which is adjusted by the city every two
years.
If there is a change of tenants and the new
tenant is not a legal successor,
the apartment transfers to the rent
stabilization system.
Stabilized rent means that the landlord can
increase the rent each year,
approximately in line with the consumer
price index.
When there is a change of tenants,
the rent can be increased by at least
nineteen percent,
plus an additional one sixtieth of any
upgrade costs incurred.

Washington D.C.
34 percent of Akelius’ apartments are
located in Washington D.C. and are subject
to rent control since they were constructed
prior to 1976.
For regulated apartments,
the maximum rent increase for current
tenants is two percent on top of the change
in consumer price index.
For new leases,
rents can always be increased by at least
ten percent.
Rents can be increased by up to 30 percent
if there is a similar apartment in the
building with the same rent level.
If accepted by at least 70 percent of the
tenants,
rents can be raised in exchange
for upgrades, services, repairs and
maintenance.

In apartments intended for low income
households,
the rental level follows a local consumer
price index.
The index is determined by the local
housing authority and is adjusted once a
year.
97 percent of Akelius’ apartments can be let
out at market rent.

Copenhagen
The rental system can be divided into three
main parts.
In the cost-based rent system,
the rent is calculated as the sum of the
operating costs plus an owner’s yield in the
range of seven to fourteen percent of either
the real estate value on April 1, 1973 or
any subsequent construction costs.
On an annual basis,
the rent will fluctuate with the operating
costs.
If an apartment is significantly improved,
the landlord is allowed to change to the
utility value rent system,
where the rent levels reflect the utility value
of the apartment.
The rent can be adjusted yearly by indexing
the rent according to the consumer price
index.
For buildings constructed after 1991,
the new lease level is set freely.
This includes conversions of commercial
buildings as well as attic conversions.
The annual rent is then indexed according
to the consumer price index.
59 percent of Akelius´ apartments are
regulated by the cost-based system,
39 percent of the apartments are regulated
by the utility value system and for two
percent,
the rent can be set at market level.

66 percent of Akelius apartments are
located in Virginia,
outside Washington D.C.,
and can be let at market rent.
17

The Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of Akelius Residential Property AB (publ),
company registration number 556156-0383, based in Stockholm, Sweden,
hereby present their 2017 report for the Group and Parent Company.

Weinbergsweg, Berlin

88 percent apartments in growing metropolitan cities
metropolitan city with a soul
Akelius focuses on metropolitan cities with
a soul since they have lower risk and offer
higher long-term returns than small and
mid-sized cities.
A metropolitan city with a soul is the
combination of the cultural, intellectual,
political and economic centers in a country.
Factors that add to a better quality of
life combined with a strong business
climate and good infrastructure create and
maintain robust cities.
The economy of metropolitan cities is
diversified and less dependent on a few
individual businesses.
These cities have a standard of living that
attracts an increasing number of people.
People will always want to live in
metropolitan cities,
since such cities offer a wide range of
possibilities,
regardless of the economic cycle.
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demographics - key to success in
real estate
Population growth reduces risk for
vacancies and is the cornerstone towards
higher rent levels.
Metropolitan cities have higher population
growth and younger populations than the
country as a whole.
Cities with positive trends have
neighborhoods such as Brooklyn in
New York, Parkdale in Toronto and
Kreuzberg in Berlin that experience
improved business activity, higher
employment rate,
less crime and better schools.
With time,
the improvements lead to lower risk
premiums,
another key factor towards growth in
property values.
Focusing on metropolitan cities makes it
possible to own more apartments per city,
increasing operational efficiency.
The property market in large cities is liquid,
and it is the first choice among creditors.

strong demographics in growing metropolitan cities
ten years’ population growth pace in percent
*Sweden, United Kingdom,
France, Denmark, United
States, Germany and Canada

12
7

countries
Akelius*

**Berlin, Hamburg, Munich,
London, Paris, Stockholm,
Malmö, Copenhagen, Toronto,
Montreal, New York, Boston,
Washington D.C.

cities
Akelius**

source: Statistiches bundesamt, Statistics Sweden, Statistics Canada, US Census Burea,
Statistics Denmark, Office for National Statistics UK, Insee, London Datastore,
Bundesländer statistics offices

population growth - large cities on top
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diversification reduces risk and opens for new opportunities
diversification reduces risk

access to large amounts of capital

There is always political and economic
uncertainty in the world.
Calm periods are replaced by periods of
change.
High growth periods are replaced by
periods of weak growth.
It is difficult to predict the shifts,
when they may arise and what is the
triggering factor.
Diversification is the key to lower risk.
Changes in supply and demand are local.
The same applies to rental legislation and
the taxation of properties.

Access to capital in the capital market
varies.
Europe may experience an economic or
political crisis while North America remains
stable.
Banks may have problems in the United
States but be stable in Canada.
The ability to borrow in many markets
reduces risk and increases the opportunity
to find favorable financing.
At the end of 2018,
Akelius borrows from 36 banks in seven
countries.

Akelius only invests in stable, democratic
countries with low geopolitical risk and safe
legal systems.
Economic growth and political stability are
deeply interconnected.

many offers to buy residential
properties

Choosing residential properties rather than
commercial properties reduces risk,
as they are less affected by crises.
Crises can be local or worldwide,
but even worldwide crises have different
effects locally.
The global crisis that prevailed in
2008-2009 is an example of how Akelius’
focus and diversification strategy mitigated
the effect on the company’.

Finding quality property is easier in a large
market.
In the absence of good properties in
Europe and Scandinavia,
Akelius may choose to invest in North
America and vice versa.
In 2018,
Akelius received invitations to buy
properties for EUR 41 billion.

open to best practice
Akelius’ key to better quality and more
efficient property management is to work
systematically,
based on best practices in the various
markets.

accumulated change property values 2008 and 2009 in percent
6
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Canada

Group*

office

source: © 2019 MSCI Inc. All rights reserved.
MSCI has no liability to any person for any loss, damage,
cost or expense as a result of any use or reliance on any of
the information.

Alte Schönhauser Straße, Berlin

attractive locations in metropolitan cities
health and happiness

walk score
Akelius owns properties in cities with
strong attributes in all regions.
A high walkscore is one of these.
More than ever,
“walkability” has become a key factor in
the process of selecting a home.
People value neighborhoods where they
can walk to stores, schools, work and
public transportation.
In coming decades,
people will move away from cars and invest
in public transportation and bike lanes.
Walkability is key.
The demand for walkable neighborhoods is
growing fast.
The popularity is fueled by several reasons.

Walkability encourages people to travel by
foot rather than taking the car and results
in healthier and more happy citizens.
Less time commuting results in more
leisure time.

environment
Your feet produce zero pollution and traffic
noise.

finances
Being car-dependent is costly,
often the second largest cost of a
household.

community
Streets dedicated to people,
not cars, lead to increased social
engagement and community trust.

88 average walk score
walkscore.com
91

91
66

87

82

86

Berlin Stockholm Malmö Hamburg Toronto London
0–24
25–49
50–69

car-dependent,
almost all errands require a car
car-dependent,
most errands require a car
somewhat walkable,
some errands can be accomplished
on foot

97

97
73

New
York

Paris

other

88

Akelius

70–89

very walkable,
most errands can be accomplished
on foot
90–100 walker’s paradise,
daily errands do not require a car
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100 percent properties in A and B locations
Metropolitan cities are large and contain
everything from soulful, attractive locations
to socially challenging areas.
The properties’ architecture vary as well.
Akelius owns properties in popular
A and B locations only.
These properties are located in what
Akelius refers to as prime, mid or entry
segments.
49 percent of the properties are in the
prime segment,
35 percent are in the mid segment,
with a low risk of vacancy,
and 16 percent are in the entry segment.

Akelius refrains from investing in C
locations,
areas where apartments become vacant
first.
Akelius also avoids the luxury segment with
lower rental potential and varying demand.
Attractive buildings in good and improving
areas provide not only a limited down-side
risk,
they provide good rental potential and good
liquidity as well.
These properties attract investors and
creditors even when the economy is weak,
making the investment safer.

In growing metropolitan areas,
tenants are looking for such locations.

share of property fair value in different segments

prime
A+ to B+ locations,
soulful,
attractive buildings

0%

49%

luxury
A+ locations,
extraordinary
buildings and service
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mid
B+ to B locations,
regular buildings

35%

entry
B to B- locations,
regular buildings,
“plattenbau”

16%

0%

discount
C+ to C- locations,
“plattenbau”,
socially challenging
areas

Leberstraße, Berlin
prime

Brockley Road, London
mid

Leesburg Pike, Washington D.C.
entry
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investments for better living
Akelius continually strives to provide tenants
with better living.
Akelius is continuously improving the quality
of the properties and the level of service
offered to tenants.

upgrades
Akelius upgrades apartments and common
areas,
creates attractive design that lasts,
raises the service level to the tenants and
focuses on sustainability.
The first construction team kicked off five
years ago.
It consisted of a handful of people.
Today, there are two hundred people
involved in construction.
They represents a broad field of expertise,
including construction managers, architects,
kitchen planners, supply chain managers,
energy managers, property developers.

Simon-Bolivar-Straße 51, Berlin ,
B location, 91 sqm
bathroom before and after upgrading
before
rent EUR 595 per month
rent EUR 6.49 per sqm
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43 percent of the apartments have been
upgraded.
54 percent can be let at the same or higher
rent level without additional upgrading.
3 percent will require an upgrade when the
current tenants move out.
Upgrades are optional.
Akelius upgrades because it is profitable and
the tenants appreciate high quality.

tenant services
Akelius invests in tenant services.
This means a service center in every
metropolitan city that can handle efficient
and accurate communication with all
tenants.

digitalization
Akelius invests in the development of
applications for multinational residential
property management.
Akelius will benefit from efficient processes
and customized decision support.

after
rent EUR 999 per month
rent EUR 11.04 per sqm
+68 percent increase
upgraded for EUR 33,579
capitalization rate +14 percent

EUR 349 million upgrades
EUR 142 million on upgrading of
apartments

EUR 100 million to improve
efficiency

An increasing number of metropolitans
are looking for rental accommodation that
meets the same standards as newly-built
condominiums.
Akelius therefore upgrades apartments.
Akelius upgraded apartments for an
average of EUR 114 per square meter in
2018.
A total of 21,474 apartments have
now been upgraded,
which corresponds to 42.6 percent
of the total number of apartments.

Akelius also invests in energy efficiency
and the conversion of attic and commercial
spaces into apartments.

EUR 29 million in maintenance
Akelius takes care of its properties.
Maintenance includes both repairs and
preventative work aimed at avoiding
malfunctions.
Maintenance costs amounted to
EUR 9 per square meter and year.

EUR 77 million on upgrading
common areas
Akelius upgrades common areas,
such as stairs, elevators, entrances,
gardens, facades and roofs.

EUR 114 per sqm
investments and maintenance
114

upgraded apartments 42.6 percent
41.7

-4.2

5.1

42.6

Dec 31
2017

sales and
purchases

upgraded
like-for-like

Dec 31
2018

99

89

10

2017
investments
maintenance

105

9
2018
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Alte Jakobstrabe 75, Berlin

attractive design that lasts
To ensure exactly the right quality and
standard for long-term sustainability,
Akelius employs a team of in-house
architects.

colors, and natural wood make for a palette
that suits diverse tenants.
Akelius strives for a design that is tasteful,
refined and lasting.

These architects support the construction
department in areas such as recommending
optimal floor plans, designing lighting
installations and renovating facades.
They create design guidelines for kitchens
and common areas.
A well-planned and beautiful outdoor
environment not only provides relaxation
and enjoyment,
but also increases the value of the
property.

Akelius also works with a single product
price list to streamline the purchasing
process.
To a large extent,
Akelius uses the same products globally,
which provides economies of scale.

The ambition is to have rental apartments
that will be as attractive in years to come
as they are today.
Akelius uses only quality products to
ensure sustainability.
Akelius focuses on materials and finishes
that are as timeless as they are robust.
White and gray tones, discrete accent
26

The product list has been developed in
collaboration between architects, buyers
and managers.
All products meet Akelius’ demands for
quality and sustainability.
Akelius has digitalized the purchasing
process.
Products are ordered by Akelius’ internal
purchasing company and delivered on time.
That way, Akelius ensures efficient and cost
effective processes to provide a design that
lasts.

upgraded kitchens
Akelius’ kitchen design has a elegant,
yet discrete look.
Different finishes and appliances make
each kitchen well suited to the various
requirements of Akelius’ growing portfolio.
The emphasis on simple geometries remains
consistent.

Kitchen planners ensure that also
apartments with difficult conditions get the
best kitchen possible.
This effort, in turn,
maximizes the value of each upgraded unit.
Akelius does everything possible to provide
better apartments to the tenants.

234-236 Baker Street, London

Peschkestraße 16, Berlin

745-749 Dunstable Road, London
27

our own bathroom design
An Akelius’ bathroom is functional with a
clean design.
The bathrooms include a number of details
which emphasize the quality of the

constructions and design.
It is key for giving the tenants a good
impression.

Franz-Jacob-Straße 1,3, Berlin

Einbecker Straße 43, Berlin
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Katharinenstraße 27, Berlin

facade renovations - contribution to the cityscape
Facades shape not only the buildings
themselves,
but also the face of the city.
They also represent Akelius as a property
management company.
Akelius upgrades facades with attention to

detail and the soul of the building to make
a beautiful first and lasting impression
of the properties.

Thornbury Road, London

54-56 Cheam Common Road, London

Akelius applies the same design principles
to all projects,
attractive design that lasts.
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flexible design solutions
In Berlin,
three commercial units in the property at
Nehringsstrasse 11 have been converted into
four small residential units.
A total renovation was carried out,
where the floor plan was adjusted and
new kitchens and bathrooms were built.
This is one example of upgrades which
requires flexibility and knowledge.
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The conversion increased the rental income
from the apartments on Nehringsstrasse
by six hundred percent.
Akelius is actively converting commercial
units to apartments and converting large
apartments into smaller ones since it is
profitable.

new solutions
Akelius built three new apartments in the
property Lärkträdet 16 in Malmö.
These were built in the passages that
went through the building between the
inner courtyards on Zenithgatan and
Sallerupsvägen.

The construction work took six months and
included the upgrading of
- concrete floors

The property was acquired in 2011 and is
situated in the city district Värnhem,
a B location.

- kitchens

The passages between the courtyard were
in bad condition.
Due to a new zoning plan,
an opportunity emerged to build new
apartments in three dilapidated passages.
This was a great opportunity to increase the
rentable area.

- outer walls
- balconies
- bathrooms
By rapidly assessing the potential of the
opportunity and turning it into action,
the apartments reached a new lease level
record in the property.
Another benefit is that a safer environment
is created for the tenants.

Sallerupsvägen 11, Malmö
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renovating common areas while preserving the soul of the building
Tenants love a beautiful entrance where historical ornaments have been preserved.
Akelius maintains the soul of the property when renovating.

379 Washington Ave, New York, after renovation

2400 Bathurst Street, Toronto, after renovation
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tenant services
The tenants are Akelius’ customers and
their homes are Akelius’ assets.
As a long-term owner of residential
properties,
it is important to build a good relationship
with customers.
Quick response times and optimum
solutions for the tenants’ needs are top
priority.
Good service include an efficient handling
of reported errors,
immediate bookings of service time,
twenty-four hour service,
and efficient communication.
In 2018,
Akelius completed the project One service
center in each country.
Akelius has service centers in Stockholm,
Copenhagen, Berlin, London, Paris,
Montreal and New York.
Eighty people are employed to answer
questions from tenants.

the properties and the neighborhoods and
works closely with the property managers.
Akelius provides the same customer
services in all metropolitan cities.
In 2018,
Akelius’ service centers answered two
hundred thousand calls and made one
hundred thousand calls to tenants.
The average queue time was 30 seconds.
On average,
a call lasts three minutes.
Akelius’ tenants sent sixty-five thousand
emails.
Akelius will continue investing in service
centers.
Tenants will be able to call or email.
They can also search for information via a
customer portal,
text us or chat with Akelius.

A service center near the customer
provides benefits.
The local service center is familiar with

All service centers use the same application, Connectel.
The application show in real-time the number of active calls and calls waiting.
It also records the number of emails, text messages and inquires.
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digitalized systems support the entire operation
Akelius focuses on custom applications,
meant for global use.
Applications support precision and speed
in decision-making and efficient work
procedures.
Work processes involve tenants, employees
and other external partners.

Internal employees are also less expensive
than external consultants.

In general,
real estate companies that let residential
apartments are often active in one market
only.
Akelius is active in seven countries.
No external application meet the need of
Akelius.
The cost of customizing an external
application that would suit the business is
high.

- digitalized upgrading process

Akelius’ employees can describe the global
requirements that form the basis when
developing Akelius’ work processes and
applications.
External consultants simply do not have this
knowledge.
Akelius’ employees bring a long-term
thinking into the development of the
applications.
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Seventeen applications are used today.
Additional applications are under
development.
Akelius’ applications include
- offer application
- inspection application

digitalized upgrading process
Akelius has developed a support system
for the upgrading process.
This system simplifies logistics and cost
control significantly.
The aim is to create a fully automatic digital
and user-friendly process for planning and
controlling the upgrading process.
The process ensures close collaboration
between the Construction,
Architecture and Technology departments.

inspection application

offer application

This application is used for property
inspections.
Inspections are sent digitally to internal
systems or subcontractors.
The goal of the inspection application is to
increase the efficiency of inspections and
collect data that will form the basis
for better decisions.
Most departments have been involved in the
development of this application,
in order to set the right requirements.

Akelius receives ten thousand offers per
year.
Akelius’ application collects data that
provides a better understanding of the
market.
It improves the transaction process and
gives Akelius an advantage in future
negotiations with sellers.
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225 West 23rd Street, New York

property portfolio
99 percent of Akelius’ portfolio is located
in metropolitan cities such as Berlin,
Hamburg, Munich, Cologne, Düsseldorf,
Paris, London, Toronto, Montreal,
New York, Boston, Washington D.C.,

Stockholm, Copenhagen and Frankfurt and
Mainz.
The remaining one percent is in Eskilstuna,
Sweden.

fair value property EUR 12,379 million
share in percent
Berlin

23

Stockholm

16

Malmö

8

Hamburg

7

London

7

New York

7

Toronto

7

Montreal

5

Boston

4

Paris

3

Washington D.C.

3

Cologne-Düsseldorf

3

Copenhagen

2

Frankfurt-Mainz

2

Munich

2

others
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1

225 West 23rd Street, New York

2018

2017

2016

2015

50,407
3,422
12,379
3.67
42.6
62

47,177
3,228
10,624
3.60
41.7
62

46,516
3,236
9,171
3.82
40.8
63

51,231
3,587
7,965
4.33
36.0
64

Average rent,
EUR/sqm/year
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Like-for-like portfolio, Jan 1
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
- Increase in percent
Like-for-like portfolio, Dec 31
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

142
142
5
3.6
147
2
149
233

132
1
133
6
4.7
139
4
143
212

125
2
127
6
4.5
133
4
137
192

118
-1
117
5
3.8
122
6
128
165

Vacancy rate residential, percent
Real vacancy rate
Apartments being upgraded
Vacancy rate

1.4
8.2
9.6

0.9
5.7
6.6

1.1
3.9
5.0

1.3
3.0
4.3

47
27
26

46
33
21

44
37
19

42
44
14

Property portfolio
Number of apartments
Rentable area, thousand sqm
Fair value, EUR million
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Average apartment size, sqm

Portion of fair value, percent
Europe
Scandinavia
North America
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EUR 1,286 million cherry-picked purchases
Akelius prefers to make many smaller
purchases of properties that are just right,
rather than to make a smaller number of
larger purchases of properties
that are not quite right.
Akelius picks properties according to the
ten-year rule;
a secure and growing return over ten years
is more important than short-term profits.
Akelius is accurate in its assumptions when
buying,
partly thanks to twenty years of experience
in property management.
Akelius carries out purchases in the same
proven manner in all countries.

stable
countries

growing
metropolitan
cities with a
soul

Purchases are made locally,
using realistic assumptions.
The regional office is responsible for
preparing the assumptions.
Akelius reviews the development of
purchased properties regularly.
Akelius is very active in the property
market.
In 2018,
Akelius received invitations to buy
for EUR 41 billion.
Bids were submitted for EUR 3 billion.
Akelius purchased 4,826 apartments in 108
transactions,
totaling EUR 1,286 million.

attractive
locations

potential
in rent

meets return
requirements

cherrypicked
property

invitation to buy
EUR 41 billion
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indicative bids
EUR 3 billion

purchases
EUR 1 billion

2018 purchases
Montreal
Berlin
New York
Washington D.C.
Paris
Stockholm
London
Toronto
Hamburg
Boston
Cologne
Munich
Düsseldorf
Frankfurt am Main
Total

Number of
apartments
1,805
964
192
407
424
199
91
460
157
54
34
12
16
11
4,826

Total area
in sqm
114,160
67,185
18,601
32,780
17,789
17,096
9,455
24,867
7,362
2,930
1,314
790
1,124
731
316,184

Acquisition price,
EUR million
315
194
167
152
124
103
92
75
26
22
5
4
3
2
1,286

6885 Sherbrooke, Montreal
Built in 1926
30 residential units
254 CAD per sqft or 1,807 EUR per sqm

1100 F Street NE, Washington D.C
Built in 1937
24 residential units
327 USD per sqft or 3,031 EUR per sqm
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Berlin

purchases

walk score: 91/100

like-for-like properties

Berlin is the world’s hippest city,
with many opportunities for young people
and highly educated professionals.
Berlin is also one of the fastest-growing
cities in Europe.
Rents in Berlin are developing fast,
but rental levels are still lower than in
other metropolitan areas in the world.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent
Average rent, EUR/sqm/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level
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Many areas in Berlin are undergoing
a social transformation due to high
immigration and improvement in property
quality.
The residential property market
is liquid in Berlin.
Both international and local private
individuals are active in the market.

2018

2017

2,854
13,817
3.39
37
1.5

2,390
12,781
3.41
35
1.5

8.06
0.63
-0.05
8.64
16.42

7.63
0.51
-0,08
8.06
14.83

Blücherstraße 40, Berlin
prime

Danziger Straße 81, Berlin
prime
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Hamburg

purchases

walk score: 87/100

like-for-like properties

Hamburg is Germany’s second largest city
with 1.8 million inhabitants.
Hamburg has Europe’s second largest port,
and years of international trade has made it
the richest region in Europe.
Hamburg is ranked as one of the most
livable cities in the world.
Large parks are scattered throughout
the city.
Lake Alster, the Elbe river and
the Baltic Sea provide proximity to water
right in the middle of the city.

Hamburg is growing.
An example is Hafen City,
where areas close to the harbor were
converted to create an urban area with
accommodation, work, culture and leisure.
Modernization of apartments,
floor-planning and conversion into
condominiums are profitable.
Akelius sold 47 apartments in 2018 with an
average sales price of 5,517 EUR per sqm
and a gross profit above 37 percent.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

903
4,330
3.77
52
0.8

828
4,205
3.78
51
1.2

Average rent, EUR/sqm/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

10.70
0.00
0.55
-0.07
11.18
15.77

10.23
0.01
0.45
0.01
10.70
14.51
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Alsterdorfer Straße 155, Hamburg
prime

Lange Reihe 21, Hamburg
prime
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Cologne

Düsseldorf

walk score: 93/100

purchases

walk score: 95/100

like-for-like properties

Cologne is one of Germany’s largest and
oldest medieval cities.
Cologne played an important role in the
Hanseatic League during the Middle Ages.
The city is famous for its trade fairs,
as a cultural center and is a lively city,
especially during the carnival.
Cologne is the largest city on the river
Rhine and is best experienced by boat.

Düsseldorf is the capital of the province of
North-Rhine-Westphalia,
and half as big as its neighbor Cologne.
Düsseldorf is a business city and several
European companies have chosen to locate
their headquarters here.
There are plenty of exclusive shops,
a wide art scene and several interesting
museums.
Including the Heinrich Heine Institute,
named for the famous German author
Heinrich Heine.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

318
1,746
3.77
44
1.0

288
1,668
3.77
42
0.4

Average rent, EUR/sqm/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

9.35
0.40
0.01
9.76
13.36

9.00
0.36
-0.01
9.35
12.64
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Simrockstraße 19, Köln
prime

Kirchstraße 64, Düsseldorf
prime
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Frankfurt

Mainz

walk score: 89/100

walk score: 92/100

purchases

like-for-like properties

Frankfurt is one of Germany’s premier
economic and cultural centers.
Frankfurt is Germany’s financial capital.
Several banks and newspaper publishers
have their headquarters in the city.
The city houses the European Central Bank
and the German Stock Exchange.

Mainz is the capital in the state of
Rheinland-Pfalz.
Thanks to its central location,
the city is the center of industry, trade and
future career opportunities.
Mainz is located in the heart of Europe,
close to Frankfurt and its airport.

Frankfurt is a cultural city with numerous
museums, art galleries, theaters and the
Frankfurt Opera House.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

256
1,086
3.84
68
2.9

238
1,074
3.84
67
1.3

Average rent, EUR/sqm/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

11.11
0.36
-0.02
11.45
14.44

10.83
0.27
0.01
11.11
13.93
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Riedbergalle 49, Frankfurt
mid

Am Stollhenn 10, Mainz
prime
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Munich

purchases

walk score: 87/100

like-for-like properties

Munich is Germany’s third largest city with
around 1.5 million inhabitants.
Munich is a tourist magnet and attracts
tourists because of its many baroque
churches and historic sites as well as the
city’s famous Oktoberfest,
the world’s largest beer festival and one of
the largest public festivals in Europe.

The city has plenty of green areas and
parks,
including the famous English Garden,
one of Europe’s largest city parks.
A number of well-known industries,
such as BMW and Siemens,
are located here.

Munich is also one of Germany’s foremost
centers for technology and media.
Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent
Average rent, EUR/sqm/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level
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2018

2017

195
748
3.61
55
1.6

180
735
3.61
42
0.69

12.70
0.55
-0.02
13.23
18.88

12.11
0.59
12.70
17.10

Richelstraße 8, Munich
prime

Theresienstraße 21, Munich
prime
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London

purchases

walk score: 86/100

like-for-like properties

London is one of the most visited cities in
the world.
The city attracts tourists with sights such
as Buckingham Palace, Tower of London,
Westminister Abbey and the London Eye.
London is known for being a multicultural
city with restaurants from all over the
world.
There is a large selection of museums,
galleries, pubs and clothing stores.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent
Average rent, GBP/sqft/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level
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Akelius has continued to grow in London.
During the year,
a number of extreme makeover projects
were completed,
examples being seven apartments at
Fordwych Road and eleven apartments at
Inglewood Road.
Four new town houses were also
constructed to the rear of Viney Court,
the first property that Akelius acquired in
London back in 2011.

2018

2017

878
2,244
4.14
54
3.0

780
2,148
4.16
45
2.0

2.75
0.01
0.01
2.77
2.84

2.55
0.08
0.12
2.75
2.61

Gloucester Place, London
prime

Langton Road, London
mid
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Paris

purchases

walk score: 97/100

like-for-like properties

Paris has a high concentration of young
professionals living in the lively districts.
Paris is also the most densely populated
city in Europe.
Residential property prices in Paris
increased by 6 percent in 2018.
Akelius acquired in 2018 twenty properties,
424 apartments.

The average new lease level was EUR 43
per square meter while the average rent
was EUR 23 per square meter.
The key to success is upgrading
apartments.
The complexity of upgrading old properties
in Paris is a challenge,
but Akelius has made great progress.
The number of upgrades is on the increase.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

380
1,546
4.06
18
1.8

245
1,100
4.16
17
1.3

Average rent, EUR/sqm/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

23.40
1.97
-2.58
22.79
42.65

20.99
3.08
-0.67
23.40
43.85
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12/12 bis rue Cité d'Antin, Paris
prime

7 rue de la Montagne Sainte Genevieve, Paris
prime
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Stockholm

purchases

walk score: 66/100

like-for-like properties

Stockholm is expected to be the fastestgrowing city in Europe over the next couple
of years.
Stockholm has a diversified,
modern economy with a steady growth of
technology companies.
A number of international companies
has chosen Stockholm as their base of
operations in the Nordic region.
These companies attract talented people
from all over the world.
The rent for residential properties in
Sweden is regulated.

sales

contracted sales

The difference between the rent level and
the market rent is largest in Stockholm.
The strong population growth has caused
a housing shortage primarly in the rental
segment.
There is usually a waiting period of many
years for an rental apartment.
The risk associated with rental apartments
is therefore considerably lower than for
condominiums.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

2,017
8,030
2.84
48
0.0

2,149
9,245
2.85
45
0.0

Average rent, SEK/sqm/year
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

1,268
1
35
0
1,304
1,530

1,241
25
2
1,268
1,489
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Katarina Bangata 75, Stockholm
prime

Torggatan 6, Stockholm
prime
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Malmö

purchases

walk score: 91/100

like-for-like properties

The Öresund bridge, opened in 2000, and
the University of Malmö,
founded in 1998,
are examples of investments that have
resulted in economic growth in the Öresund
region.
The bridge has connected Malmö,
Sweden’s third largest city,
with Copenhagen,
Denmark’s largest city,
creating a region of four million inhabitants.

With its high birth rate,
immigration from other parts of Sweden
and a welcoming attitude to refugees,
Malmö’s population growth is high.
This has a positive effect on demand
in the residential property market.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

949
4,067
3.20
52
0.0

926
4,063
3.16
48
0.0

Average rent, SEK/sqm/year
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

1,329
21
0
1,350
1,582

1,286
45
-2
1,329
1,555
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Claesgatan 3, Malmö
mid

Sallerupsvägen 11, Malmö
mid
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Copenhagen

purchases

walk score: 95/100

like-for-like properties

Copenhagen is one of the fastest-growing
cities in Europe.
The population is expected to increase by
seven percent in the next ten years.
The Danish economy experiences increased
growth and unemployment is record low.
Due to the strong labor market,
the residential property market is also
very strong.

Demand is high for all types of properties,
from housing for the elderly and students
and everything in between.
After Akelius was established in
Copenhagen in 2016,
the company has doubled its portfolio and
now has a complete local team that takes
care of the properties.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

300
1,031
2.99
32
0.1

277
1,031
3.09
24
0.6

Average rent, DKK/sqm/year
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

936
75
1,011
1,610

916
48
-28
936
1,664
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Amagerbrogade 145, Copenhagen
prime

Amagerbrogade 142-144, Copenhagen
prime
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Toronto

purchases

walk score: 82/100

like-for-like properties

Toronto is one of the ten most financially
powerful cities in the world.
The city is a fast, multicultural, Englishspeaking business hub.
Toronto’s rental market caters to
professionals and students.
The market is currently experiencing
a boom.

In 2005,
the city of Toronto began implementing a
plan to revitalize the community.
The city improved roads, public transport
and community facilities.
Condominiums and other residential
properties blend with commercial buildings
to create a new urban area.

Regent Park was originally built as a
“transitional” neighborhood,
aimed at housing those in financial need.

These ongoing changes allow the
neighborhood’s geographic potential
to be realized.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

837
4,105
4.18
43
1.9

688
3,645
4.22
45
0.5

Average rent, CAD/sqft/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31,
New lease level

2.07
0.09
-0.03
2.13
3.12

2.07
0.10
-0.10
2.07
2.76
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2875 Yonge Street, Toronto
prime

7 Stag Hill Drive, Toronto
mid
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Montreal

purchases

walk score: 91/100

like-for-like properties

Montreal is a relaxed, multicultural,
French-speaking metropolitan city with a
picturesque European charm.
The residential property market is relatively
stable due to rent regulation.
Rents continue to rise,
driven by underlying economic growth,
rather than speculation.
Akelius’ portfolio in Montreal doubled in
size 2018.

Some of the new properties had high
vacancy.
In Akelius we see this as an opportunity to
plan upgrading projects.
These projects are responsible for 60
percent of the total vacancy of 2.7 percent.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

650
3,674
4.35
35
2.7

306
1,855
4.46
44
0.8

Average rent, CAD/sqft/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

1.68
0.03
-0.03
1.68
1.90

1.57
0.10
0.01
1.68
1.88
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3015 Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal
prime

4745 Queen Mary Road, Montreal
mid
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Boston

purchases

walk score: 87/100

like-for-like properties

Boston is one of the oldest cities in the
United States.
Greater Boston has five million
inhabitants and houses some of the world’s
top-ranked universities,
such as MIT and Harvard.

The recent relocation of the global
headquarters of companies such as
General Electric and Reebok to the
neighborhood are just two examples of
the large increase in high-paying
employers.

The South Boston neighborhood is going
through a major transformation.

Along with new jobs,
the area is seeing a large boost in young
professional residents.
The trend is showing no sign of slowing
down.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent
Average rent, USD/sqft/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level
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2018

2017

480
974
4.26
59
3.2

394
920
4.34
50
2.7

3.42
0.20
-0.03
3.59
3.90

3.26
0.14
0.02
3.42
3.67

123 Highland Avenue, Boston
prime

320 D Street, Boston
prime
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New York

purchases

walk score: 97/100

like-for-like properties

New York is the most populous city in the
United States and if it were a country,
it would have the 12th highest GDP in the
world.
New York is a symbol of freedom and
cultural diversity,
known for its social tolerance.
Akelius has properties in two of New York’s
five boroughs – Manhattan and Brooklyn.

Manhattan is the very heart of New York,
densely populated and with large
commercial and cultural districts.
Brooklyn is a destination for hipsters.
It faces growing demand.
If Brooklyn were an independent city,
it would be the third largest city in the
United States.

Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent

2018

2017

924
1,726
4.22
28
2.4

658
1,534
4.26
23
2.3

Average rent, USD/sqft/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level

2.77
0.15
-0.06
2.85
5.19

2.27
0.10
0.40
2.77
4.50
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225 West 23rd Street, New York
prime

379 Washington Ave, New York
prime
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Washington D.C.

purchases

like-for-like properties

The Washington D.C. metropolitan area
is the sixth largest in the United States with
over 6 million inhabitants.
Education, affluence and population growth
are demographic themes for the region.
Washington D.C. is home to the most
educated workforce in the United States
and has the second highest income levels
nationally, with average household incomes
of eighty-five thousand EUR, which is 70
percent highter than the United States
average.
Property portfolio
Fair value, EUR million
Number of apartments
Capitalization rate, percent
Proportion upgraded apartments, percent
Real vacancy rate, percent
Average rent, USD/sqft/month
Total portfolio, Jan 1
Sales
Increase in like-for-like portfolio
Purchases
Total portfolio, Dec 31
New lease level
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walk score: 86/100

Lovely neoclassical buildings,
world-class museums, top restaurants,
vibrant neighborhoods and green space
characterize Washington D.C.
The region is home to the Federal
Government, numerous agencies and 15
Fortune 500 companies.
These factors help make Washington D.C.
one of the safest cities for commercial
investment and an area poised to attract
rental households for years.
2018

2017

337
1,082
4.73
22
3.4

147
673
4.83
26
1.3

1.88
0.08
0.34
2.30
2.25

1.71
0.10
0.07
1.88
1.98

1114 F Street NE, Washington D.C.
prime

901 N Pollard Street, Washington D.C.
prime
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property valuation
Akelius’ property portfolio consists of 1,088
properties in seven countries with a total
value of EUR 12,379 million (10,624).
Each property is unique,
requiring individual considerations.
The value of the properties is based on
internal valuations.
The estimated future cash flows are based
on existing rental income and operating and
maintenance costs adjusted for expected
changes in rental and vacancy levels.
The fair value of the properties comprises
the sum of the discounted cash flows during
the calculation period and the residual
value.
The valuation is made according to IFRS
13, level 3. See note 16, page 131.

rental income
Future rental levels for residential
properties are based on actual rents,
adjusted for potential rental growth
calculated based on investments and
inflation.
Rent levels for commercial properties are
based on indexed rent levels,
meaning that the rent develops at the same
rate as the consumer price index during the
term of lease.
Vacancies are reassessed on the basis
of the current vacancy situation for each
individual property,
adjusted to the market vacancy level,

taking into account the property’s individual
characteristics.

operating and maintenance
expenses
Operating and maintenance expenses are
calculated based on actual costs,
adjusted for inflation.
Specific planned future maintenance
expenses are included in the projections for
each individual property.
Property administration costs are estimated
at a flat-rate cost based on the historical
average cost level.

required yield and discount rate
The capitalization rate is determined by
adding interest rates and risk premiums.
The risk premium covers the market risk
and the property-related risk based on
the building’s location and the prevailing
housing supply and demand.
The capitalization rate is assessed,
as far as possible, using the property
transactions completed in the market,
invitations to buy and sell and by looking at
comparable properties.
At December 31, 2018 the average required
yield was 3.67 percent and the discount
rate was 5.66 percent.
See sensitivity analysis on page 83.

Sweden Germany Canada England

United
States

France

Denmark

Total

Capitalization rate, percent
Opening
3.00
Purchases
-0.03
Sales
-0.05
Like-for-like
0.10
Translation
0.00
Closing
3.02

3.54
0.00
0.00
-0.02
0.00
3.52

4.29
0.00
0.00
-0.03
0.00
4.26

4.16
-0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.14

4.36
-0.02
0.00
-0.01
0.00
4.33

4.16
-0.03
0.00
-0.07
0.00
4.06

3.09
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.00
2.99

3.60
0.04
0.00
0.02
0.01
3.67

Discount rate, percent
Opening
4.99
Purchases
-0.03
Sales
-0.05
Like-for-like
0.10
Translation
0.00
Closing
5.01

5.54
0.00
0.00
-0.02
0.00
5.52

6.29
0.00
0.00
-0.03
0.00
6.26

6.14
-0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
6.14

6.36
-0.02
0.00
-0.02
0.00
6.32

6.16
-0.03
0.00
-0.07
0.00
6.06

5.08
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.00
4.98

5.59
0.04
0.00
0.02
0.01
5.66
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market knowledge
Akelius is very active in the property
market,
accumulating a lot of knowledge from the
large number of transactions.
In 2018, Akelius received invitations to buy
for EUR 41 billion.
Akelius submitted bids on 15,907
apartments for EUR 3 billion and finally
purchased 4,826 apartments
in 108 transactions.
The key ratios of price per square meter,
gross rent multiplier and capitalization
rate from the evaluations of all those
apartments,
in particular those for which Akelius
submitted indicative bids,
constitute the basis for the fair value
estimation.
Akelius sold 987 apartments in
two transactions during the year.

In addition,
Akelius sold 47 condominiums in Hamburg
during the year.
The realized prices in these sales provided
valuable information about capitalization
rates and prices per square meter.

external valuation
In order to verify the internal valuation,
Akelius engages external partners to review
at least one third of the portfolio each year.
In 2018, primarily CBRE reviewed 864
properties out of 1,088 properties owned,
corresponding to 79 percent of the number
of properties and 78 percent of the fair
value.
The external valuation was EUR 25 million
or 0.3 percent higher than our internal
valuation.

United
States

France

Denmark

Total

3,773 20,299

7,300

367

41,086

Sweden Germany Canada England
Transactions, EUR million
Invitation to
buy
1,317
Indicative bids
-number of
apartments
-number of
indicative bids
Completed
acquisitions*
-number of
apartments
-number of
transactions

7,802

228

275

897

562

259

846

458

128

3,425

737

4,930

5,648

483

1,710

1,254

1,145

15,907

13

216

54

10

32

53

11

389

103

235

390

92

342

124

0

1,286

199

1,194

2,265

91

653

424

0

4,826

6

34

28

6

14

20

0

108

69

40

11

28

6

864

785

263

792

165

96

9,712

771
14

264
-1

788
4

176
-11

94
2

9,687
25

1.8

-0.4

0.5

-6.7

2.1

0.3

External valuation, EUR million
Number of
properties
112
598
Fair value
external
3,060
4,551
Fair value
Akelius
3,069
4,525
Deviation
-9
26
Deviation,
percent
-0.3
0.6

* includes sales price and transaction costs
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staff
healthy and creative working
environment
A working environment that is poor from a
physical or mental standpoint jeopardizes the
well-being of our employees.
In turn,
this may lead to a high employee turnover
that puts further stress on the workforce and
limits efficiency.
To limit these risks,
Akelius takes care of the personnel through
a quick integration in our company culture,
ample opportunities for job rotations,
education and other benefits such as health
insurance.

motivation through internal
recruitment
Akelius wants to maximize the expertise
available within the Group by offering ample
opportunities for advancement to new
positions,
regardless of the employee’s starting
position.
All vacant positions are first announced
internally.
9.3 percent of the workforce proceeded to
new positions within Akelius in 2018.
Internal recruitment is faster and more
effective compared to external recruitment,
thanks to the previous knowledge of Akelius
way of working.
This also applies to management positions.
100 percent of Akelius departments and
regional managers have been recruited from
previous positions within the company.
All Akelius head of departments and regional
managers have undergone internal education.
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When establishing operations in new
cities, Akelius is able to export high-quality
personnel,
ensuring growth and integration.
As of 2018,
all managers are given the opportunity to
rotate to other parts of the organization for a
limited time.

quick integration
All new employees take the “Welcome to
Akelius” course within six months of joining
the company.
Focus is on company culture, business
strategy and basic real estate economics.
A broad understanding of the company and
real estate business leads to better decisions,
higher efficiency and higher quality in their
work.

specialist training and MBA
Akelius offers internal training in areas
relevant to the operations through Akelius
Business School,
to maximize the potential of internal
recruitment.
This comprises a specialist training course
with the option to follow up with an MBA
course.
In 2019,
Akelius Business School will have
a budget of EUR 4 million.
Internal training does not only help Akelius to
retain talent.
It also helps manage risks associated with
safety and security issues, sustainability
issues, corruption and whistle blowing.

students at Akelius Business School
number of students

age distribution
average number of employees

59

400
334

37

33

278

36
27

30
156

115
43

2010/ 2012/ 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/
2011 2013 2015 2016 2017 2018
employees with new positions within
Akelius
number of employees

18-35

36-50

women

51-65

men

sick leave per age group
percent

123

4.0
3.0
2.5

57

1.5

36

2016

2017

2.3

2018

18-35
women

1.3

36-50

51-65

men

number of employees
1,326

454

2014

588

2015

734

2016

876

2017

2018
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The Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of Akelius Residential Property AB
(publ), company registration number 556156-0383, based in Stockholm, Sweden,
hereby present their 2018 report for the Group and Parent Company.

financing - safety first

policy

2018

min BBB,
striving for BBB+

BBB

-- loan-to-value ratio,

below
40

44

-- secured loan-to-

below
25

19

min 150

175

min 2.0

1.8

EUR million
300
The financial policy aims to ensure capital
-- cash uses/cash
supply,
sources
min 1.0
decreasing financial risks and
1
minimizing the impact of financial crises.
from 2020
2
excluding realized value growth
The Group shall be able to withstand

461

Akelius puts safety first when selecting
assets and liabilities.
Akelius invests in housing with the
ability to generate a steadily growing
cash flow.
In combination with long-term
financing,
Akelius increases the stability in the
cash flow and equity-to-asset ratio.
Attractive residential properties in
steadily growing metropolitan cities
support good liquidity and good access
to funding.

financial policy

-- credit rating
percent1

value ratio, percent

-- unencumbrance
ratio, percent

-- interest coverage
ratio, times1,2

-- liquidity,

-- a 25 percent drop in
property values

-- an interest rate increase of
five percentage points

-- effects of exchange rate
fluctuations

strive for BBB+ or better
The credit rating agency Standard &
Poor’s has assessed Akelius’ credit risk
to BBB.
The business risk profile is considered
to be in the upper end of strong, based
on very low country risk,
low industry risk and a strong
competitive position.
The financial risk is considered to be
significant.
Akelius strives for a rating of BBB+ or
better.
Akelius aims for an excellent business
risk and a intermediate to significant
financial risk.
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Akelius’ credit rating,
Standard and Poor’s

BBB-

2015

BBB

2018

BBB+

2020
target

1.24

equity and hybrid capital ratio
47 percent

equity and hybrid capital ratio
47 percent

Ordinary equity shall amount to at least
two thirds of the total equity plus hybrid
bonds reported as debt.

47

46

Akelius has issued SEK 6 billion net in
preference shares.
The preference shares are divided between
18,000 shareholders and are listed on
Nasdaq First North.
Stable income from residential properties
makes Akelius a suitable issuer of
preference shares with a fixed dividend.
Akelius views preferred equity as secure
as common equity.
There is no refinancing risk and dividends
can be deferred for an unlimited time at
lower cost than for ordinary equity.

2018

2017

809

838

809

1 043

0

-205

37

38

31 Dec
2018

hybrid bond
preferred equity
ordinary equity

The hybrid bond is risk capital and viewed
partly as equity by rating agencies.

EUR million
Dividend, common
shares
Share issue,
common shares
Net payment,
common shares
Dividend,
preference shares

37

31 Dec
2017

In 2018, Akelius issued a 60 year
subordinated hybrid bond with a nominal
value of EUR 500 million.

Profits will normally be kept in the
company, increasing equity.
No net payments will be paid to common
shareholders if the loan-to-value ratio
exceeds 50 percent.
Payments on preference shares will be
postponed if necessary.

5

40

subordinated hybrid bond

distribution policy

5

6

preferred
equity

hybrid
bond

eternal

2078

yes

yes

-- yield, percent1

6.1

4.5

-- listed

yes

-- maturity
-- optional coupon
deferral

-- subordination
-- equity content

according to
Standard & Poor’s
1
as of Dec 31, 2018

yes
junior to
junior to all senior
all debt
debt

50%

50%
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low refinancing risk
Akelius’ refinancing risk is mitigated by
-- diversified borrowing through 36
banks and four capital markets
-- capital tied up for six years
-- 44 percent loan-to-value ratio
-- liquidity EUR 461 million
-- unencumbered assets of EUR 5,468
million
-- residential properties
-- diversification through assets in 15
metropolitan cities in seven countries
-- credit rating BBB

The loan-to-value ratio remained
unchanged at 44 percent in 2018.
The secured loan-to-value ratio
was 19 percent at the end of 2018.
Loans maturing in 2019 have an average
loan-to-value of 38 percent and are
spread across 11 banks and one bond.

EUR
million
31
26
19
27
22
21

loan-tovalue,
percent
25
40
32
26
41
25

18
164

31
31

Unsecured loans

175

44

Total

339

38

loans maturing in 2019
Bayern LB
Danske Bank
DG Hyp
Deutsche Pfandbriefbank
Helaba
6 others
Short-term part of
long-term interest bearing
liabilities
Secured loans

loan-to-value ratio 44 percent

44

44

26

25

secured loans

18

19

Dec 31, 2017

capital tied up
EUR million
716

633

736

540

392

119

76

2020

Dec 31, 2018

1,253

339

2019

unsecured
loans

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

284
2027

364
143
2028

>2029

unencumbered assets EUR 5,468
million

secured loans from 36 local banks
Akelius borrows secured loans from local
banks in order to achieve diversification
and low costs.

A small proportion of pledged properties
reduces risk and increases financial
flexibility.
Unencumbered properties

-- are easier to sell and provide higher cash

Akelius focuses on secured loans from
stable mortgage banks with stable funding
sources.

Unencumbered assets were EUR 5,468
million at year-end 2018,
1.74 times net senior unsecured loans.

The refinancing risk of secured loans is very
low due to Akelius’ low risk assets,
the stability of the lenders and their
financial products.
Diversification decreases the risk even
further.

flow when sold
-- give higher availability of new unsecured
and secured funding

Secured loans amounted to 33 percent in
relation to encumbered assets.
98 percent of the unsecured debt is in the
parent company.

Akelius has a competitive advantage due
to its access to many stable financing
sources and due to its holding of residential
properties,
which most lenders favor.

unencumbrance ratio

unsecured debt
EUR million

1.63

1.74

1.18

1.0

3,173

2,814

89

2,802

2,725

2016

2015

2017

2018

2017

2018

bank debt

bonds
encumbered and unencumbered properties
EUR million
2,854

encumbered

2,067

unencumbered
949
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activities in the capital market

access to the capital market
With residential properties in Europe and North
America,
Akelius has natural access to several local
capital markets.
In 2018, Akelius raised EUR 900 million in the
European, British, Swedish and North American
capital markets.
In the last five years,
Akelius has raised EUR 4,300 million in the
capital markets.

October 3, 2018
SEK 1,000 million bond issue
September 28, 2018
GBP 100 million tap issue
April 5, 2018
EUR 500 million hybrid bond issue

Unsecured capital market funding at year-end

SEK
EUR
SEK
SEK
EUR
SEK
EUR
EUR
GBP
USD
EUR
SEK

October 9, 2018
USD 250 million private placement

million

maturity

type

1,300
300
1,000
500
600
1,000
500
600
400
250*
500
6,020

2019
2020
2021
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2025
2026-2030
2078
perpetual

senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior bond
senior loan
hybrid bond
preferred equity

November 7, 2017
EUR 500 million bond issue
September 26, 2017
SEK 1,000 million bond issue
SEK 500 million bond issue
September 8, 2017
GBP 300 million bond issue
May 23, 2017
EUR 600 million bond issue
November 17, 2016
EUR 600 million bond issue
September 16, 2015
EUR 300 million bond issue
June 17, 2015
SEK 500 million bond issue

* 100 million disbursed January 2019

April 24, 2015
SEK 2,000 million preference share issue

access to the bank market

March 19, 2015
SEK 1,400 million bond issue

With access to seven local markets,
Akelius can create a resilient funding structure.

January 15, 2015
SEK 500 million bond issue

Akelius has mortgage loan agreements with 36
counterparties.
The long-term bank loans are concentrated to
strong mortgage banks with good financing
instruments for the residential properties.

September 16, 2014
SEK 3,000 million preference share issue

Akelius has unsecured loan agreements from
six international banks.

May 26, 2014
SEK 1,020 million preference share issue

For further information about activities in
the capital market,
see note 3 on page 114.
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June 18, 2014
SEK 350 million bond issue

low liquidity risk
liquidity EUR 461 million

cash uses and sources

Liquidity should be at least EUR 300
million.
At the end of 2018, liquidity amounted to
EUR 461 million (755),
including EUR 13 million of liquid assets
and EUR 448 million of unutilized credit
facilities.
Akelius has long credit agreements.
The capital is tied up for 5.7 years on
average.

The objective is that cash sources,
including liquidity, cashflow from operating
activities and contracted sales,
are greater than cash uses
including investments, contracted
purchases and short-term loans.
By the end of 2018, the cash sources were
224 percent of the cash uses.

liquid assets
Within three to six months,
anything from small to large properties
can be sold.
Overall, Akelius has sold properties for
EUR 3,210 million since 2012,
on average 11 percent higher than
the fair value at the beginning of each
respective year.
A diversified portfolio of attractive
properties in metropolitan areas is a
liquidity reserve during the entire business
cycle.
liquidity
EUR million

The upgrading of apartments can be
stopped with a lead time of up to three
months.
Akelius estimates the investments to a
maximum of EUR 50 million during that
period,
and EUR 15 million per year thereafter.
Cash flow from operating activities based
on pro forma included in cash sources
amounted to EUR 158 million.

cash uses and cash sources
EUR million
1,084

755

465
461

485

739

158
96
50

448

461

339
13

16
2017

2018

unutilized credit facilities
liquid assets

cash uses
contracted
purchases
investments
short-term
loans

cash sources
contracted sales
profit before tax
and revaluation
liquidity
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limited interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk of being
negatively affected by changes
in interest rates.
Akelius monitors and takes action to limit
interest rate risk.

On average, the underlying interest rate is
secured for 4.5 years (5.3),
while the average capital is tied up for 5.7
years (5.6).
See note 3, page 114.

long-term loans reduce risk

strong liquidity and a low
loan-to-value ratio reduce risk

Akelius’ ambition is to minimize the cash
flow effects of sudden increases in interest
rates.
The cost of loans is based on the
underlying interest rate and the lenders’
credit margins.

Interest rate risk is limited by strong
financial resilience.
Liquidity amounts to 3.6 times the interest
expenses for 2018.
A loan-to-value ratio of 44 percent for
residential properties equals a good
financial position.

A low variance in credit margin is ensured
through diversified funding and long-term
credit agreements.
The underlying interest rate level is
guaranteed by long-term fixed interest
rate loans and derivatives.

Higher interest cost will not materially
affect the loan-to-value.

average interest rate
percent

fixed interest term
years
4.2

2014

5.3
4.3

2015

2016

3.94

4.5

4.5

2017

Dec
2014

2018

3.44

Dec
2015

2.62

2.58

2.64

Dec
2016

Dec
2017

Dec
2018

interest rate hedge
EUR million

1,267

955
493

2019
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2020

652
343

2021

608
358

290
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

223

191

139

2027

2028

>2029

interest derivatives are used to
hedge loans

stable and increasing revenues
reinforce interest coverage

Changes in the value of interest rate
derivatives depend on how the market
develops in relation to the agreed interest
rate and the remaining maturity.
At the end of the year,
the negative value of the derivative
portfolio amounted to EUR 46 million
(104).
The fair value of a derivative agreement at
maturity is zero;
consequently, the change in value over
time has no effect on equity.

The ability to cover interest expenses
increases over time as Akelius’ properties
generate steadily increasing net operating
income.
The interest coverage ratio for 2018
was 2.8 (4.7).
Excluding realized value growth on the
property portfolio,
the interest coverage ratio was 1.8 (1.9).

change in interest rate derivatives value,
EUR million
+1 percentage point
market rent
44
one year shorter
maturity
12
change in interest expenses,
EUR million
+1 percentage
point market rent
+1 percentage
point credit margin

EBITDA
EUR 236 million
202

7.54

If the interest rates momentarily increase
on all loans with floating interest rates,
the interest coverage ratio for 2018 would
be affected in the following way,
change in market
interest rate,
percentage point
0 (pro forma)
2
4
8

interest coverage
ratio, excluding
realized value growth,
times
2.0
1.8
1.7
1.4

5.42

interest coverage ratio 2.8
221

233

231

236

realized value growth
EBITDA

4.5

4.7

174
3.0

1.5

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1.7

2.6

2.8

1.4

2.8
1.0

1.2

1.5

1.6

1.9

1.9

1.8

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
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current interest and debt coverage capacity
EUR million
Rental income
Operating expenses
Maintenance
Net operating income
Central administration and other**
EBITDA
Net interest expense
Other financial income and expenses
Profit before tax and revaluation
Realized value growth
Interest coverage ratio
Interest coverage ratio excluding realized
value growth
Net debt as per December 31, 2018
Net debt / EBITDA
Net debt / EBITDA including realized value
growth

Jan–Dec 2018
482
-195
-28
259
-23
236
-128
-3
104
129
2.8

Pro forma
12 months
561*
-201
-30
330
-24
306
-145
-3
158
2.1

1.8
5,505
23.4

2.1
5,505
18.0

15.1

18.0

*Includes EUR 480 million in yearly in-place residential rent as of January 1, 2019,
EUR 44 million in rental income for commercial properties and parking,
EUR -9 million in real vacancy for apartments and EUR 46 million for other income.
**Includes EUR 3 million in other income and expenses and excludes EUR 1 million
in operational exchange differences and EUR 2 million in depreciation.

realized value growth
Akelius manages and develops residential
properties with the ability to generate a
stable growing net operating income.
Higher net operating income leads to a
positive value development.
A part of the business model is to realize
value growth,
defined as sales revenue less acquisition
value and investments.
Profit before tax and revaluation,
including realized value growth,
is a good indicator of the ability to generate
cash flow.

pro forma
Net operating income and realized value
growth are reinvested in existing and
new properties.
This leads to a growing net operating
income.
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It is therefore more appropriate to analyze
the business based on the situation on the
balance sheet date.
The pro forma is based on the property
portfolio’s gross rent, real vacancy,
estimated operating expenses and
maintenance costs during a normal year,
as well as central administrative expenses.
Interest expenses are based on the loans’
interest rate level on the balance sheet
date.
Average exchange rates for the last year
have been used.
No tax has been calculated as it relates
mainly to deferred tax,
which does not affect cash flow.
The pro forma is not a forecast for the
coming twelve months,
as it contains no estimate of rents, vacancy,
currency exchange,
future property purchases and sales or
interest rate changes.

minimized currency risk
The goal is to minimize the effects of
exchange rate fluctuations on
the equity-to-assets ratio.
A constantly high equity-to-assets
ratio reduces risk for the company’s
shareholders, creditors and other
stakeholders.

This is achieved by ensuring that the
currency position in each currency
corresponds to the Group’s equity ratio
multiplied by assets in each currency.
Today, variations in exchange rates have
very little effect on the equity-to-assets
ratio.

sensitivity analysis for exchange rate fluctuation

Currency
EUR
GBP
SEK
CAD
USD
DKK
Total
+10 percent
- 10 percent

Net assets in
EUR million

Effect on net assets
of a 10 percent
stronger EUR

Effect on net assets
of a 10 percent
weaker EUR

-29
-162
-56
-61
-10
-318

36
197
69
74
13
389

1,870
323
1,778
619
667
113
5,370
5,052
5,759

Equityto-assets,
percent

42.9
42.7
43.1

sensitivity analysis on the balance sheet
After a 25 percent fall in property values
and an increase in market interest rates
by five percentage points,
Akelius would still have a solid financial
situation with a 58 percent loan-to-value
ratio.
EUR million
Investment property
Other assets
Total assets
Total equity
Interest-bearing liabilities
Derivatives
Deferred tax
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total liability and equity
Loan-to-value ratio, percent

A drop in property values would eliminate
the current deferred tax liability.
Increasing market interest rates would
affect the value of interest rate derivatives
positively.

2018-12-31
12,379
137
12,516
5,370
5,519
46
885
696
7,146
12,516
44

Pro forma
9,284
263
9,547
3,194
5,506
152
696
6,354
9,548
58
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sensitivity analysis of changes in the fair value of properties
Should the market’s required yield, rental income, vacancy level and cost level change,
the fair value in EUR million would be affected as shown in the table below.
EUR million
Required yield
+0.1 percentage
point
-0.1 percentage
point
Rental income
+1 percent
-1 percent
Operating
expenses
+1 percent
-1 percent

Sweden Germany Canada

Denmark

Total

-107

-138

-40

-22

-12

-45

-11

-375

114

146

42

24

12

48

12

398

28
-28

25
-25

6
-6

3
-3

1
-1

6
-6

3
-3

72
-72

-16
16

-9
9

-8
8

-3
3

-1
1

-9
9

-2
2

-48
48

Holländische Reihe 4, Hamburg
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United
England France States

result for the year
rental income EUR 482 million
Like-for-like growth in rental income was EUR
12 million (17), or 3.2 percent (5.1).
Rental income totaled EUR 482 million,
an increase of 2.8 percent compared to the
same period of 2017.
The low increase in rental income is due to
increased vacancy in the like-for-like portfolio
and that sales of properties took place earlier
in the year compared to the purchases.
The real vacancy rate increased by 0.5
percentage points to 1.4 percent.
The vacancy rate for residential units was
9.6 percent, of which 86 percent was due to
upgrades or planned sales of apartments.
Out of the 50,407 apartments owned as at
December 31 2017,
26,118 rental contracts with a yearly
rent of EUR 253 million were renewed or
renegotiated during the year.
The new yearly rent is EUR 258 million,
an increase of 2.3 percent.

net operating income
EUR 259 million
Property expenses totaled EUR 223 million
(218).
EUR 28 million was attributable to
maintenance,
corresponding to EUR 9 per square meter and
year.
Like-for-like growth in net operating income
was 5.1 percent (10.7).
The net operating income margin
was 53.6 percent (53.4).
Adjusted net operating income margin
was 69.3 percent (68).

net financial items
EUR -145 million
Interest expenses were EUR 128 million (117).
Interest expenses hybrid bond were EUR 14
million (0).
Financial derivatives affected earnings
by EUR 0 million (0).
Other financial items amounted to
EUR -3 million (-5).

profit before tax EUR 634 million
Profit before tax was EUR 634 million (984).
The increase in fair value on properties had a
positive impact on the profit.

tax expenses EUR 127 million
Tax expenses totaled EUR 127 million
(178).
EUR 124 million relates to deferred tax,
mainly due to unrealized gains on properties.
Tax on temporary differences in Sweden is
calculated at the rate of 20.6 percent.
The effect of the tax reduction is EUR 18
million.
Tax on temporary differences in England is
calculated with the 17.0 percent.
The effect of the tax reduction is 0.7 EUR
million.
Akelius has no ongoing tax disputes.

increase in property value
5.2 percent
The increase in property value was
EUR 553 million (886),
or 5.2 percent (9.7).
The growth in value is mainly due to increased
cash flows.
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property portfolio

cash flow

fair value EUR 12,379 million

Operating cash flow before the change in
working capital decreased by EUR 34 million
to EUR 97 million compared to the same
period of 2017.
Cash flow from investments was EUR -1,241
million (-909).
Cash required for the acquisition of properties
is secured before the acquisition agreements
are signed.
Profitable but non-mandatory upgrades can,
if needed, be stopped within a three-month
period.
Cash flow from financing activities was
EUR 1,129 million (799).
During the period, new ordinary shares were
issued for EUR 809 million.
EUR 37 million were paid in dividends to the
holders of preference shares and EUR 809
million were paid to the holders of common
shares.

The fair value was EUR 12,379 million,
which is equivalent to EUR 3,617
per square meter.
The average capitalization rate was
3.67 percent.
It was 0.07 percentage points higher
than at the beginning of the year,
due to purchases in North America.

property purchases
EUR 1,286 million
Property purchases amounted to EUR 1,286
million (1,297) during the period.
The average capitalization rate for purchased
properties was 3.95 percent.

property investments
EUR 349 million
Investments in properties totaled EUR 349
million (288),
corresponding to EUR 105 (87) per square
meter on an annual basis.
41 percent of the total investments were
due to apartment upgrades.

property sales EUR 300 million
In total, Akelius sold properties for
EUR 300 million (737).
EUR 285 million were for properties located
in Sweden and EUR 15 million were for
properties located in Germany.
Income from the sale of properties totaled
EUR 4 million and transaction costs amounted
to EUR 5 million.
Well-kept residential properties are attractive
investments for many types of investors and
provide a liquidity reserve during the entire
business cycle.
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other financial information
the Group
The Group changed the reporting currency
from Swedish kronor to euro from the first
quarter 2018.
It is a natural step as Akelius grows outside of
Sweden.
Forty percent of Akelius’ properties are
located in the euro countries Germany and
France, thirty percent is located in Sweden.
Akelius is increasingly financing the business
in euros.

Parent company
The Parent Company’s profit before tax
was SEK 3 million (251) or EUR 0 million (26).
On April 11, 2018, an issue of common
shares took place, and dividends were paid in
accordance with the resolutions passed
at the Annual General Meeting.
The Parent Company issued 126,229,740
common shares at a subscription price of
SEK 68 per share,
totaling SEK 8,584 million or EUR 809 million.
On the same date, dividends of SEK 2.8 per
share were paid to the holders of common
shares, totaling SEK 8,584 million,
or EUR 809 million.
The Annual General Meeting in 2018 decided
to amend the Articles of Association regarding
the accounting currency from Swedish kronor
to Euro as of 2019.

sustainability report
Akelius publishes a sustainability report.
The report is available on Akelius website,
https://www.akelius.com/binaries/content/
assets/financial-information/sustainability-eng-2018.pdf

The Board proposes the amount to be
allocated as follows
SEK 20 per
preference share
Carried forward
Total

376 712 120
13 124 954 366
13 501 666 486

The Board has decided to propose to the
Annual General Meeting to authorize the
Board to issue a maximum of 500 000
ordinary shares.
A dividend of SEK 5 per preference share
will be recorded on the following dates:
May 3, 2019, August 5, 2019, November 5,
2019, and February 5, 2020.
The proposal is based on all ordinary and
preference shares outstanding as of
December 31, 2018.

Board statement on the proposed
dividend
The Group and the Parent Company have
good liquidity,
and following the proposed dividend,
the equity-to-assets ratios of the Group and
the Parent Company will be 43 percent and
22 percent, respectively.
In the Board’s assessment, which takes
into account liquidity needs, the proposed
business plan, investment plans and the
ability to raise long-term credit,
there are no indications that the Group or
the Parent Company will have insufficient
equity following the proposed dividend.
The Board hereby finds the proposed
dividend justifiable with regard to Chapter
17, Article 3 of the Swedish Companies Act.

proposed appropriation of profits
The Annual General Meeting has at its
disposal:
Retained earnings
Share premium
reserve
Profit for the year
Total

13,508,209,067
-6,542,581
13,501,666,486
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corporate governance report
Akelius Residential Property AB
(publ)

articles of association

Akelius Residential Property AB (publ) is
a Swedish public limited company with its
registered office in Stockholm.
The Company’s object is to own and
manage properties and pursue other closely
related activities.
In 2014, the company’s preference shares
were listed for trading on Nasdaq First
North.
Corporate governance is primarily regulated
by the Swedish Companies Act,
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and
Nasdaq’s rules for issuers
on First North found on the exchange’s
website www.nasdaqomxnordic.com,
and in accordance with other applicable
laws and regulations.
The general mandate from the shareholders
is to provide a high and stable long-term
return.
Ensuring this requires good corporate
governance with a clear separation of
responsibilities between the shareholders,
the Board and Management.

The Articles of Association contain
no specific provisions regarding the
appointment and dismissal of board
members or amendments of the Articles of
Association.
A resolution to amend the Articles of
Association regarding the accounting
currency was passed by the Annual General
Meeting 2018.

the General Meeting
The General Meeting is the company’s
highest decision-making body, through
which the shareholders influence the
company’s affairs.
The Board and auditors are appointed,
the income statement and balance sheet
are adopted and resolutions are passed
regarding the allocation of the company’s
earnings,
the discharge of liability for the Board and
the Chief Executive Officer and changes to
the Articles of Association.
The General Meeting also decides on any
new share issues.
Extraordinary Meetings are held when
requested by the shareholders or the Board.

ownership structure

Akelius
Apartments Ltd
Xange
Holding Ltd
Giannis Beta Ltd

Number of
common shares

Number of
preference
shares*

Total number of
shares

Share,
percent

Votes,
percent

2,713,037,769

654,796

2,713,692,565

84.52

84.95

319,180,914

319,180,914

9.94

9.99

159,590,457

159,590,457

4.97

5.00

18,180,810

18,180,810

0.57

0.06

3,191,809,140

18,835,606

3,210,644,746

100

100

99.41

0.59

Other owners
Total
Share, percent

*) Each preference share confers the right to one-tenth of a vote.
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2018 Annual General Meeting

external audit

The Annual General Meeting of the company
was held on April 10, 2018.
At the Annual General Meeting, 100 (95)
percent of the votes were represented.
The meeting passed resolutions on the
matters to be addressed by the Meeting.

According to the Articles of Association,
the Annual General Meeting shall appoint at
least one but not more than two auditors.
The appointed auditors shall audit the
annual accounts, the consolidated accounts,
the subsidiaries’ annual accounts and the
administration by the Board of Directors and
the Chief Executive Officer.

It was hence decided
- to adopt the profit and loss statement
and the balance sheet, as well as the
consolidated profit and loss statement and
the consolidated balance sheet
- in accordance with the proposal by the
Board to pay a dividend of SEK 2.8 per
common share or a total amount of SEK
8,583,622,320
- in accordance with the proposal by the
board to pay a dividend of SEK 20 per
preference share
- that the Board of Directors shall consist of
five regular members and no deputy board
members
- to re-elect all board members i.e. Leif
Norburg, Pål Ahlsén, Igor Rogulj, Anders
Lindskog and Lars Åhrman
- to re-elect Leif Norburg as the chairman of
the board
- the change of the Parent Company’s
functional currency from Swedish kronor to
Euro as of 2019
- to pay fees in the amount of SEK 500,000
to the chairman of the Board and of
SEK 300,000 to each regular Board
member.
No fees will be paid to board members
employed in the Group
- in accordance with the proposal by the
Board to increase the company’s share
capital by SEK 75,737,844 through an
issue of 126,229,740 common shares to a
subscription price of SEK 68 per share
The share premium of SEK 8,507,884,476
will be transferred to the company’s share
premium reserve.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting are
available on Akelius’ website.

The Annual General Meeting held on April
10, 2018, decided to elect
Ernst & Young AB as the company’s auditor.
Fees are to be paid according to the
approved account.

risk management regarding
financial reporting
The risk assessment is continuously updated
to include changes that significantly affect
the internal control of financial reporting.
The most significant risks identified are
inaccuracies in the accounting and valuation
of the property portfolio, deferred tax,
interest-bearing liabilities, taxes and
risk of fraud of assets.

internal control
The Board has overall responsibility for the
internal control of the corporate financial
reporting.
The purpose of internal control of financial
reporting is to ensure that the reporting is
reliable and that the financial statements
are prepared in accordance with GAAP and
otherwise comply with applicable laws and
regulations.
To ensure internal control,
the Board has established a number of
policies on the basis of an overall governance
structure.
Based on those policies,
the Chief Executive Officer is responsible for
designing internal processes and establishing
internal policies and instructions.
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internal control, continued

audit committee

Existing internal controls include
- the planning, governance and control
of operations follow the organizational
structure
- business plans are prepared for the
Group as a whole and for each operational
department reporting directly to the Chief
Executive Officer
- key operative indicators are reported
every month and provide important
information about the business
- follow-up of the accounting process,
including financial statements and
consolidated accounts and its compliance
with applicable regulations, accounting
and valuation principles

The Board has appointed an Audit
Committee consisting of two members of
the Board.

- approval from the Board is required for
important decisions including the purchase
and sale of new major properties
- clear delegation of authority is required in
all subsidiaries
- the “open door policy” is a process
whereby employees can report on
behavior or actions that are possible
violations of group policies.
Akelius has information and communication
channels designed to ensure that
information easily reaches all employees
and managers.
Regular internal control reviews are
performed internally as well as externally
for the major subsidiaries.
Additionally, the annual audits are prepared
and conducted in close collaboration with
the external auditors.
The Board has assessed that the control
activities are sufficient.

internal audit
In 2015, an internal audit function that
reports to the Board was established.
The Board annually establishes a risk-based
plan that the internal audit team has to
implement to ensure that they focus on the
right areas.
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The Audit Committee’s areas of
responsibility are established by the Board.
The Audit Committee shall prepare the
Boards’ work on quality assurance of
the financial reporting process, including
significant accounting issues.
The committee oversees the internal
control process, property valuations,
tax management, risk and corporate
governance issues.
The Audit Committee meets the current
auditor to obtain information about the
audit’s focus, scope and results.
This is done by the committee taking part of
the auditor’s written report and the auditor
attending some of the committee meetings.
The committee reviews the result of
the audit work and prepares for the
appointment of the auditor.
In 2018, the audit committee consisted of
Lars Åhrman and Leif Norburg.
Leif Norburg was replaced by Anders
Lindskog on the 17th of October 2018.
During the year, the committee held
6 meetings.
The company’s auditor participated in one
of the meetings.
The CEO and the CFO,
who is the secretary of the committee,
participated in all meetings.
At least once a year, the committee meets
the auditor without any involvement from
the company management.

CEO and Group management
The Board has delegated
the day-to-day responsibilities for
the company’s management to the Chief
Executive Officer and Management.
The Board appoints the Chief Executive
Officer and adopts instructions that govern
the division of work and responsibilities
between the Board and the Chief Executive
Officer.
The Chief Executive Officer is responsible
for operating activities and financial
reporting.
The Chief Executive Officer shall regularly
report to the Board on the company’s
development in relation to the established
policies.

The organization is supported by central
Group functions.
The Group Management, including the CEO,
consisted of thirteen people at year-end.

Group management

central Group administration

In 2018, the organization comprises three
regions.
Copenhagen, Stockholm, Malmö and other
cities in Sweden are included in the region
Scandinavia.
London, Paris, Berlin, Hamburg and other
cities in Germany are part of the region
Europe.
New York, Washington D.C., Boston,
Montreal and Toronto are included in the
region North America.

regional managers
The regional managers are responsible for
the profitability in their respective region.
This means responsibility for property
management, lettings, service, upgrades,
projects, purchases and sales, property
valuations, accounting in subsidiaries and
tax and VAT compliance.
The regions had 1,009 (691) employees at
year-end.

Central administrative functions include
finance, IT, business development, staff,
and education.
In addition, Group functions have been
created in the key areas of construction,
procurement, logistics, property
management and customer services.
In total, central group functions employed
317 (185) people at year-end.

CEO
Pål Ahlsén

Construction
Nils Wiklund
Staff
vacant

Scandinavia

Finance

Peter Ullmark

Leiv Synnes

Europe
Ralf Spann

IT
Andreas Wallén

North America

Vice President

Shelly Lee

Lars Lindfors

Customer
Ulf Robertsson

Procurement and
Logistics
Patrik Mårdvall

Akelius Business
School
Pär Hakeman

Business and
Property
Jordan Milewicz
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the Board
The Board is appointed by the Annual
General Meeting for the period up to the
end of the next Annual General Meeting
and, according to the Articles of Association,
consists of a minimum of three and a
maximum of seven members,
with a maximum of two deputies.
The Board’s general mandate includes
responsibility for the organization and
administration of operations and for
financial reporting.
The Board is also responsible for
establishing systems for governance,
internal control and risk management.
The Board’s work and responsibilities,
and its separation from the work and
responsibilities of the Chief Executive
Officer,
are regulated by the Rules of Procedure
and the instructions for the Chief Executive
Officer that are established at the statutory
meeting held directly after the Annual
General Meeting.

The Chairman of the Board and other Board
members have no pension or severance
agreements.

work of the Board 2018

finance committee

Since the 2018 Annual General Meeting, the
Board has consisted of five members.
The Board has held 19 meetings in 2018.
The board meetings dealt with matters of
considerable importance to the company,
such as the establishment of policy
documents,
strategic decisions, purchases and sales of
properties and financing.
Furthermore, the Board was informed
about the prevailing business climate in the
property and credit markets.
A Board meeting was held after the Annual
General Meeting, at which decisions were
made regarding signatories,
the Board’s Rules of procedure,
the CEO’s instructions and a plan for
scheduled Board meetings during the year.

remuneration to Board members
The Annual General Meeting decides on the
remuneration to Board members.
In 2018, it was decided that an annual fee
of SEK 300,000 would be paid to Board
members who are not employed by the
company and SEK 500,000 to the Chairman
of the Board.
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committees
Committees make decisions on the
development of the company, including
- defining and applying Akelius’ concepts
within each area
- finding concrete solutions
- measuring the quality of the activities
performed
- following-up of previous decisions,
especially time frames
The committees usually meet once
a month.

business committee
The Business Committee consists of CEO Pål
Ahlsén, Anders Lindskog and Igor Rogulj.
Anders Lindskog replaced Leif Norburg.
The committee has the mandate to decide
on investments of up to EUR 100 million.
The Finance Committee consists of the CEO
Pål Ahlsén, Leiv Synnes and
the Board member Lars Åhrman.
Leiv Synnes replaced Leif Norburg on the
17th of October 2018.
The Finance Committee is authorized
to enter into loans and other financial
commitments up to the equivalent of
EUR 100 million.

audit committee
See page 90.

other committees include
-- construction, procurement, logistics
-- customer
-- IT
-- property
-- staff
-- education
other
The company has chosen not to establish
a remuneration committee.
Instead, the Board handles these matters,
with the exception of the remuneration to
the CEO.

Anders Lindskog
Chairman since October 2018.
Project manager at Frank Projektpartner AB.
Production and project management at Skanska and Ebab 1987-2017.
Civil engineering, KTH.
Born 1961

Leif Norburg
Board member, Chairman until October 2018
Master of Science in Business and Economics.
Former CEO of Danske Bank in Sweden.
Born 1947

Igor Rogulj
Board member since 2010.
Architect. Has worked in Berlin for the past twenty years.
Born 1965

Lars Åhrman
Board member since 2017.
Owner and CEO of Åhrman Consulting AB.
Former Vice President of SEB Region West and Vice President Göteborg & Co.
Born 1951

Pål Ahlsén
Board member and CEO since 2010.
Economist. Employed since 2004.
Previously Country Manager Germany.
Born 1972
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Götgatan, Stockholm
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key figures
Equity

Equity, EUR million
Equity to assets ratio, percent
Equity and hybrid capital ratio, percent
Return on equity, percent
Net asset value, EUR million

Net operating income

Rental income, EUR million1
Growth in rental income, percent
Like-for-like growth in rental income,
percent
Net operating income, EUR million
Growth in net operating income, percent
Like-for-like growth in net operating
income, percent
Net operating income margin, percent
Adjusted net operating
income margin, percent2

Interest-bearing liabilities

Loan-to-value, secured loans, percent
Loan-to-value, percent
Unencumbrance ratio
Interest coverage ratio
Interest coverage ratio excluding realized
value growth
Average interest rate, percent
Fixed interest term, year
Capital tied up, year

Properties

Number of apartments
Rentable area, thousand sqm
Real vacancy rate residential, percent
Vacancy rate residential, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Change in capitalization rate3, percent
Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value properties,
EUR million

2018
Dec 31

Dec 31
2017

Dec 31
2016

Dec 31
2015

Dec 31
2014

5,370
43
47
9
6,284

4,901
46
46
19
5,840

4,279
46
46
37
5,127

3,357
41
41
29
4,027

2,373
38
38
9
2,888

482
2.8

469
-0.6

472
1.8

464
17.1

396
13.2

3.2
259
3.3

5.1
251
4.4

4.1
244
6.3

4.3
232
15.6

3.4
207
19.2

5.1
53.6

10.7
53.4

8.0
51.7

4.0
50.1

7.1
52.2

69.3

68.0

66.2

-

-

19
44
1.74
2.8

18
44
1.63
4.7

24
43
1.18
4.5

36
48
1.00
3.0

47
51
9.24
1.7

1.8
2.64
4.5
5.7

1.9
2.58
5.3
5.6

1.9
2.62
4.5
5.0

1.6
3.44
4.3
5.7

1.5
3.94
4.2
4.5

50,407
3,422
1.4
9.6
3,617
3.67
0.02
10,624
553
349
1,286
-300
-133

47,177
3,228
0.9
6.6
3,292
3.60
-0.22
9,171
886
288
1,297
-737
-281

46,516
3,236
1.1
5.0
2,834
3.82
-0.49
7,965
1,343
316
643
-957
-139

51,231
3,587
1.3
4.3
2,220
4.33
-0.36
6,068
857
237
1,293
-615
125

47,896
3,472
1.0
3.2
1,748
4.72
0.01
4,932
155
207
1,064
-119
-171

12,379

10,624

9,171

7,965

6,068
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Properties Sweden

Average residential rent, SEK/sqm/year
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent
Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million

Dec 31
2018

Dec 31
2017

Dec 31
2016

Dec 31
2015

Dec 31
2014

1,316
2.3
2.4
5.0
2,976
3.02
12,298
2.1
0.0

1,287
2.4
3.8
10.8
2,821
3.00
13,808
1.1
0.0

1,246
2.6
1.9
2.4
2,421
3.43
17,381
1.2
0.1

1,184
2.6
3.0
1.8
1,877
4.30
23,520
1.5
0.1

1,156
3.7
3.5
8.0
1,566
4.78
24,407
1.5
0.4

3,205
116
65
103
-285
-136
3,068

3,382
376
65
167
-692
-93
3,205

3,472
712
104
55
-805
-156
3,382

3,108
313
92
114
-290
135
3,472

2,996
92
102
228
-118
-192
3,108

9.48
6.3
4.3
3.3
3,201
3.52
21,727
7.4
1.4

8.98
5.7
2.6
2.8
2,941
3.54
20,463
6.5
1.3

8.56
5.0
6.3
10.3
2,583
3.84
19,932
4.8
1.1

8.13
5.1
6.0
3.9
2,078
4.35
20,307
4.9
2.0

7.77
5.4
3.1
5.8
1,760
4.72
19,423
4.5
1.6

3,924
249
132
235
-15
4,525

3,363
360
119
127
-45
3,924

2,725
542
103
90
-97
3,363

2,225
399
80
188
-167
2,725

1,739
43
71
372
2,225

Properties Germany
Average residential rent, EUR/sqm/month
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent
Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million
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Dec 31
2018

Dec 31
2017

Dec 31
2016

Dec 31
2015

Dec 31
2014

Average residential rent, CAD/sqft/month
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent

1.90
3.5
3.1
0.7
3,147
4.26
7,779
13.0
2.3

1.92
4.4
9.5
28.2
2,968
4.29
5,500
3.9
0.6

1.89
6.7
7.0
29.0
2,743
4.36
4,513
7.1
3.4

1.79
3.6
4.1
25.1
2,345
4.37
3,999
11.1
3.6

1.83
6.6
7.0
-17.8
2,292
4.55
2,823
6.7
2.7

Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million

994
119
36
390
-52
1,487

737
83
30
189
-45
994

532
33
37
90
45
737

361
65
21
137
-12
-40
532

197
16
15
120
13
361

Average residential rent, USD/sqft/month
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent

2.88
6.5
1.4
11.3
6,623
4.33
3,782
21.4
2.9

2.77
4.1
10.7
63.6
5,758
4.36
3,127
17.3
2.2

2.51
4.2
5,929
4.42
2,309
10.6
1.7

2.26
5,339
4.47
1,534
9.8
2.8

-

Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million

1,199
68
70
341
63
1,741

979
27
44
278
-129
1,199

597
41
30
267
44
979

3
2
582
10
597

-

Properties Canada6

Properties United States
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key figures
Properties England6

Average residential rent, GBP/sqft/month
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent
Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million

Properties France

Average residential rent, EUR/sqm/month
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent
Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million
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Dec 31
2018

Dec 31
2017

Dec 31
2016

Dec 31
2015

Dec 31
2014

2.77
0.3
4.2
5.1
8,772
4.14
2,244
19.1
3.0

2.75
3.3
16.2
15.4
8,689
4.16
2,148
14.7
2.0

2.55
5.9
7.5
15.4
8,274
4.11
1,224
12.4
3.7

2.07
11.5
15.1
23.0
7,407
4.22
1,404
8.0
2.8

1.74
11.3
5.9
9.3
5,634
4.36
1,153
7.8
2.1

780
-7
20
93
-8
878

473
11
13
301
-18
780

530
15
36
21
-55
-74
473

357
78
40
181
-146
20
530

200
26
24
92
-1
16
357

22.79
8.4
6.3
254.1
7,143
4.06
1,546
43.8
1.8

23.40
14.9
-1.4
-7.1
6,883
4.16
1,100
46.4
1.3

20.99
1.7
11.9
241.1
6,411
4.20
941
46.2
3.7

22.50
15.7
6,857
4.21
467
35.3
1.3

21.31
6,382
4.11
90
34.4
-

245
-8
19
124
380

193
8
13
31
245

109
2
6
76
193

17
-1
2
91
109

-2
19
17

key figures
Properties Denmark

Average residential rent, DKK /sqm/year
Growth in average residential rent 4, percent
Growth in rental income5, percent
Growth in net operating income5, percent
Fair value, EUR per sqm
Capitalization rate, percent
Number of apartments
Vacancy, percent
Real vacancy, percent
Opening balance fair value, EUR million
Change in fair value, EUR million
Investments, EUR million
Purchases, EUR million
Sales, EUR million
Exchange difference, EUR million
Closing balance fair value, EUR million

Dec 31
2018

Dec 31
2017

Dec 31
2016

Dec 31
2015

Dec 31
2014

1,011
8.0
0.9
12.1
3,385
2.99
1,031
4.2
0.1

936
5.3
3,129
3.09
1,031
6.1
0.6

916
2,836
3.42
216
1.9
-

-

-

277
16
7
-1
300

44
22
4
204
3
277

44
44

-

-

1) As of 2018, revenue from operating expenses and other property taxes invoiced
to the tenants are not netted with expenses reported as operating expenses.
Rental income and operating expenses for prior years have been restated accordingly,
as shown in the table below
EUR million
Total

2017
41

2016
38

2015
38

2014
31

2) Adjustment for revenue from operating expenses invoiced to the tenants in Canada,
the United States, Sweden, Germany and France amounted to EUR 109 million for 2018.
Adjustment was EUR 60 million for 2017 and included Canada, the United States and
Sweden.
3) Like-for-like capitalization rate. The property portfolio in England was acquired from
fellow subsidiaries in March 2014. The tables show the development as if the properties
had been owned since January 1, 2014.
4) Like-for-like growth from period start to period end.
5) Like-for-like growth for the period compared to the same period in previous year.
6) The property portfolio in England was bought from fellow subsidiaries in March 2014.
The tables above show the development as if the properties had been owned since the
beginning of 2014.
See definitions on pages 167-169.
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consolidated statement of comprehensive income
EUR million
Rental income
Operating expenses
Maintenance
Net operating income
Central administrative expenses
Other income and expenses
Realized revaluation of investment properties*
Unrealized revaluation of investment properties
Operating profit
Interest income
Interest expenses
Interest expenses hybrid bond
Other financial income and expenses
Change in fair value of derivative financial instruments
Profit before tax
Tax
Profit for the year

note
6
8

2018
482
-195
-28
259
-29
3
-1
547
779
1
-129
-14
-3
634
-127
507

2017
469
-185
-33
251
-22
36
841
1,106
-117
-5
984
-178
806

35
-113
23
2
-53
454

-156
38
-8
1
-125
681

Profit attributable to
- owners of the Parent Company
- owner of the hybrid loans
- non-controlling interests

501
6

802
3
1

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
- owners of the Parent Company
- owner of the hybrid loans
- non-controlling interests

448
6

676
4
1

0.15

0.25

10, 11
9
12
12
7
13
13
13
13
20
14

Other comprehensive income
Items that will be reclassified to profit or loss:
Currency translation difference
Change in the hedging of currency risk
Tax attributable to the hedging of currency risk
Revaluation reserve**
Tax attributable to the revaluation reserve
Total other comprehensive income
Comprehensive income for the year

Earnings per share before and after dilution, EUR

25

*) EUR 5 million (9) refers to transaction costs.
**) The revaluation reserve consists of owner-occupied properties.
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consolidated statement of financial position
Dec 31
2018

Dec 31
2017

Jan 1
2017

11
11,891
39
6
2
1
4
11,954
86
14
13
449
562
12,516

6
10,345
35
4
3
1
7
10,401
85
3
16
244
348
10,749

5
8,847
4
1
8,857
47
1
14
325
387
9,244

211
1,460
-209
3,830

204
1,497
-154
3,334

185
1,272
98
2,495

5,292
78
5,370
5,180
499
46
885
1
16
6,627
339
1
121
58
519
12,516

4,881
20
4,901
4,431
100
838
15
5,384
316
7
2
110
29
464
10,749

4,050
210
19
4,279
3,129
141
698
7
3,975
853
10
98
29
990
9,244

Borrowings
-unsecured
3,173
-secured
2,346
Subtotal
5,519
- hybrid bond
499
Total
6,018
*) 449 EUR million (244) is attributable to investment properties.

2,814
1,933
4,747
4 747

1,737
2,245
3,982
3 982

EUR million
Assets
Intangible assets
Investment property
Owner-occupied property
Tangible fixed assets
Derivative financial instruments
Deferred tax assets
Financial assets
Total non-current assets
Trade and other receivables
Derivative financial instruments
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets held for sale*
Total current assets
Total assets
Equity and liabilities
Share capital
Share premium
Currency translation reserve
Retained earnings
Total equity attributable to
the Parent Company’s shareholders
Hybrid loan
Non-controlling interests
Total equity
Interest-bearing liabilities
Hybrid bond
Derivative financial instruments
Deferred tax
Provisions
Other liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Provisions
Trade and other payables
Liabilities held for sale
Total current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

note
15
5, 12
12
15
16, 20
14
16, 17
16, 17
16, 20
16, 18, 21
27

16, 19,
16,
16,

16,

25
21
19
20
14
23
22

16, 19, 21
16, 20
23
16, 22
27
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consolidated statement of changes in equity

EUR million
Balance at
January 1, 2017
EUR
conversion
Transfer of
revaluation
reserve
Adjusted
opening balance
Profit for
the year
Other
comprehensive
income
Total other
comprehensive
income
Acquired minority
Repurchase of
hybrid loan
Dividend
Share issue
Balance at
December 31,
2017
Profit for the year
Other
comprehensive
income
Total other
comprehensive
income
Acquired minority
Dividend
Share issue
Balance at
December 31,
2018*
*) attribute to
preference share
holders
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Attributable to the Parent Company’s
shareholders
Currency
NonShare
transcontrolShare
prelation Retained
Hybrid
ling
capital
mium reserve earnings Total loans interests
185

1,272

98

11

47

-126

-

7

-

196

1,326

-28

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total
equity

2,495 4,050

210

19

4,279

69

1

-

-1

-

-7

-

-

-

-

2,557 4,051

210

18

4,279

802

802

3

1

806

-126

-

-126

1

-

-125

-

-126
-

802
-

676
-

4
-

1
1

681
1

8

-857
1,035

-

-13
-13
-19
-876
- 1,043

-214
-

-

-227
-876
1,043

204
-

1,514
-

-154
-

3,327 4,881
501
501

-

20
6

4,901
507

-

-

-55

2

-53

-

-

-53

7

-846
802

-55
-

503
-

448
-846
809

-

6
52
-

454
52
-846
809

211

1,460

-209

3,830 5,292

-

78

5,370

1

652

-67

-

-

586

-

586
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consolidated statement of cash flows
EUR million
Net operating income
Central administrative expenses
Other income and expenses
Reversal of depreciation and impairment losses
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Cash flows before changes in working capital
Change in current assets
Change in current liabilities
Cash flows from operating activities
Investments in intangible assets
Investments in investment properties
Acquisition of investment properties
Acquisition of net assets
Proceeds from sale of investment properties
Proceeds from sale of net assets
Purchase and sale of other fixed assets
Cash flows from investing activities
Share issue
Shareholder’s contribution
Loans raised
Repayment of loans
Repayment of hybrid loans
Purchase and sale of derivative instruments
Dividends ordinary shares
Dividends preference shares
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows for the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of year
Translation differences in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

note

15

15
5, 12
5, 12
5, 12
12, 15

19, 21
19, 21
20

2018
259
-29
3
3
-136
-3
97
1
11
109

2017
251
-22
1
2
-98
-3
131
-18
-2
111

-7
-349
-1,186
40
300
-31
-8
-1,241

-2
-288
-1,297
19
737
-45
-33
-909

809
5
3,650
-2,438
-51
-809
-37
1,129

1,043
1
2,192
-1,356
-227
22
-838
-38
799

-3

1
14
1
16

16

13
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accounting principles and notes
note 1 general information
The consolidated financial statements
include the Parent Company, Akelius
Residential Property AB, corporate identity
number 556156-0383, and its subsidiaries
(together the “Group” or “Akelius”).
Akelius Residential Property AB is based in
Stockholm, Sweden.
The annual accounts were approved by the
Board and the CEO on March 14, 2019 and
submitted to the annual general meeting for
adoption on April 11, 2019.

note 2 summary of significant
accounting policies
The most important accounting policies
applied in the preparation of these
consolidated financial statements are
presented below. These policies have been
applied consistently for all years presented
here, unless otherwise stated.
The figures in this annual report have been
rounded up or down, while the calculations
have been made without rounding. As a
result, the figures in certain tables and key
figures may appear not to add up correctly.

basis for preparing the accounts
The consolidated financial statements of
Akelius Residential Property have been
prepared in accordance with the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act, International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and
interpretations by International Financial
Reporting Interpretation Committee
(IFRIC) as adopted by the EU, as well as
the Swedish Financial Reporting Board’s
recommendation RFR 1: “Supplementary
Accounting Rules for Groups”.
The financial statements are prepared using
the historical cost convention, except for
the revaluation of investment property,
operating properties and derivative financial
instruments, which are valued at fair value.
Deferred tax is valued at nominal value.
Assets held for sale are valued at fair value
less selling expenses.
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The Group has changed reporting currency
to euro as of January 1, 2018.
Comparative data have been translated
from Swedish kronor to Euros.
Assets and liabilities have been translated
into Euros at the prevailing exchange rate
on each balance sheet date.
Revenues and expenses have been
translated into Euros at an average rate
that approximates the rates during the
period.
Internal long term loans exist between a
holding company and a foreign subsidiary.
As Management has no intention to recall
the loan until divestment of a full business,
the loans are defined as extended
equity and the exchange rate difference
of the loans are reclassified in other
comprehensive income.
Akelius has also defined currency
derivatives as hedging instruments and
reported the change in fair value of
currency derivatives in other comprehensive
income.
Unless otherwise stated, all amounts are
reported in EUR million and refer to the
period from January 1 to December 31 for
income statement items and December 31
for balance sheet items.
The preparation of reports in compliance
with IFRS and generally accepted
accounting policies requires the use
of significant accounting estimates.
Furthermore, management must make
judgments in the application of the Group’s
accounting policies and the reported
amounts of assets, liabilities, income and
expenses.

financial statements

note 2 summary of significant accounting policies, continued
Estimates and assumptions are based on
historical experience and other factors
that under the current circumstances
seem reasonable. The results of these
estimates and assumptions are then used to
assess the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities that are not readily apparent from
other sources. Actual results could differ
from these estimates.
Estimates and assumptions are reviewed
regularly. Changes in estimates are
recognized in the period when the change is
made if the change affects only that period
or in the period of the revision and future
periods if the change affects both current
and future periods. Areas that involve a
high degree of judgment, are complex or
are areas where assumptions and estimates
are of considerable significance to the
consolidated accounts are presented in
note 4.
The standards, amendments and
interpretations that came into effect during
the year have not had any significant
impact on the Group.

classification
Non-current assets and non-current
liabilities comprise amounts that are
expected to be recovered or paid more
than twelve months after the balance sheet
date. Current assets and current liabilities
comprise amounts that are expected to be
recovered or paid within twelve months
after the balance sheet date.

basis of consolidation
Subsidiaries are companies in which
the Parent Company, either directly or
indirectly, has a controlling influence
and the right to determine financial and
operational strategies. Subsidiaries are
included in the consolidated financial
statements from the day on which the
controlling influence is transferred to
the Group and are excluded from the
consolidated financial statements from the
date on which the controlling influence
ceases.

Intercompany receivables and liabilities,
revenues and expenses and unrealized
gains or losses arising on transactions
between Group companies are eliminated
in their entirety when preparing the
consolidated financial statements.
Acquisitions can be classified as either
business combinations or asset acquisitions.
A case-by-case assessment is made for
each individual acquisition. In cases where
the primary purpose is the acquisition of a
company’s property and where the acquired
company lacks management organization
and administration, or when this is of
secondary importance to the acquisition,
the acquisition is classified as an asset
acquisition. Other corporate acquisitions
that typically contain an independent
business are classified as business
combinations.
Business combinations are accounted
for using the purchase method, whereby
subsidiaries’ equity, defined as the
difference in fair values between assets and
liabilities, is eliminated in full. Acquisitionrelated costs are expensed as incurred.
When the consideration transferred exceeds
the net amount of acquired assets and
liabilities, the difference is accounted for as
goodwill.
For asset acquisitions, the acquisition cost is
distributed between the acquired net assets
in the purchase price allocation.
The share of equity attributable to owners
of non-controlling interests are reported as
a specific item in equity separate from the
share of equity attributable to the owners of
the Parent Company. In addition, separate
information is provided about the noncontrolling interests’ share of the profit for
the period.
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note 2 summary of significant accounting policies, continued
segment reporting
Operating segments are reported in
accordance with the internal reporting to
the CEO, who is the chief operating decision
maker. The chief operating decision maker
is the function responsible for allocating
resources and assessing the performance of
the operating segments.
Metropolises are considered as operating
segments within Akelius. Metropolises are
divided into regions, which are led by a
regional manager.
This region-based classification of operating
segments refers to both economic and
geographical factors. These regions tend
to have similar economical attributes and
follow the internal organization within
Akelius, with its regional managers.
During 2018, Akelius was organized in three
regions.
Stockholm, Malmö, Copenhagen and
other cities in Sweden are included in the
Scandinavian region.
Berlin, Hamburg, London, Paris and other
cities in Germany are included in the
European region.
New York, Washington D.C., Boston,
Montreal and Toronto are included in the
North American region.
The accounting policies used for segment
reporting are consistent with those applied
by the Group.

translation of foreign currencies,
functional and reporting currencies
Items included in the financial statements
for the different units in the Group are
valued in the currency used in the economic
environment in which each company
primarily operates, that is,
the functional currency.

Exchange rate used
GBP - England
SEK - Sweden
CAD - Canada
USD - United States
DKK - Denmark
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The functional currency and reporting
currency for the Parent Company is Swedish
kronor, SEK, while the reporting currency
for the Group is Euro, EUR.
The Group changed the reporting currency
to euro from the first quarter of 2018 since
it is a natural step as Akelius grows outside
Sweden.
During 2018, parts of the funding of the
Swedish companies where moved from the
Parent Company to Akelius Lägenheter AB,
owner of the Swedish subsidiaries.
This means that the parent company’s
functional currency and reporting currency
changes to euro 2019.

transactions and balance sheet
items

Foreign currency transactions are translated
into the functional currency using the
exchange rates prevailing on the transaction
date or the date when the items were
revalued. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies are
translated to the functional currency at the
exchange rate prevailing on the balance sheet
date.
Exchange rate differences are recognized
in the income statement, except for when
the loans are hedges that qualify for hedge
accounting of net investments in foreign
operations or for certain receivables or
liabilities of foreign operations where
gains and losses are recognized in other
comprehensive income.
In order for receivables from or liabilities to
a foreign operation to be revalued in other
comprehensive income, it is required that
the settlement is neither planned nor likely
in the foreseeable future and therefore
actually forms part of the net investment in
the foreign operation.
Year-end rate
2018
2017
1.1179
1.1274
0.0973
0.1015
0.6408
0.6664
0.8734
0.8358
0.1339
0.1343

Average rate
2018
2017
1.1303
1.1409
0.0975
0.1038
0.6539
0.6830
0.8467
0.8864
0.1342
0.1344
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note 2 summary of significant accounting policies, continued
Non-monetary assets and liabilities carried
at historical cost are translated at the
exchange rate prevailing on the transaction
date. Non-monetary assets and liabilities
carried at fair value are translated to the
functional currency at the exchange rate
prevailing on the date of valuation at fair
value.

translation of foreign Group
companies

Assets and liabilities of foreign operations
are translated to Euro at the exchange
rate prevailing on the balance sheet
date. Revenues and expenses of foreign
operations are translated to Euro at
an average rate that approximates the
exchange rates at the transaction dates.
Translation differences arising on translation
of foreign operations are recognized in
other comprehensive income as a currency
translation reserve.

income and expenses
rental income
Revenue is recognized in the income
statement when the significant risks and
rewards have been transferred to the
counterparty. Revenue is recognized at the
fair value of the consideration received or
expected to be received.
Where applicable, services provided such
as electricity and heat are included. The
Group’s rental income is classified as
operating leases under IAS 17.
Rental income is recognized in the period to
which it relates. Any discounts given due to
limitations in the right of use, for example
discounts given during redevelopment,
are recognized in the period to which they
relate. Upon early termination of leases,
revenues are accrued over the original
term of the contract, unless a new contract
is signed, in which case the redemption
amount is recognized as income in its
entirety.

service revenues

to tenants based on invoices from the
suppliers.
From 2018, service revenues are not netted
against operating expenses.
Rental income and operating expenses for
previous years have been corrected.
Service revenue is reported in the income
statement when each service has been
performed.

other services
Other services, such as use of laundry room
and other premises, are recognized when
the service is performed.

revenue from investment property
sales
See the chapter Investment property

operating expenses
Operating expenses are recognized in
profit and loss when services are utilized or
expensed.

central administration expenses
Central administration expenses include
expenses for Group Management and Group
functions.

financial income and expenses
Financial income comprises interest income
on cash and cash equivalents, receivables
and financial investments as well as interest
subsidies.
Financial expenses comprise interest
expenses and other expenses for borrowing.
Expenses for the issuing of mortgage
deeds are reported when incurred as a
financial expense, with the exception of the
issuing of mortgage deeds in conjunction
with an acquisition, in which case the
expense is capitalized as a value-enhancing
investment.
Interest income and interest expenses are
calculated using the effective interest rate
method.
Financial income and expenses are recorded
in the period to which they relate.

In some cases, operating costs are not
included in the rent. Heating, electricity,
water and property tax are invoiced
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leases
Akelius as the lessee

Leases where a considerable share of the
risks and benefits of ownership are retained
by the lessor are classified as operating
leases. Payments made throughout the
term of the lease are charged to the income
statement on a straight-line basis over the
lease period. The Group only holds leases
classified as operating leases. The Group’s
leases refer to offices, cars and office
equipment. See Note 7.

Akelius as the lessor

Leases where essentially all the risks and
benefits associated with ownership fall
to the lessor are classified as operating
leases. As a consequence, all of the
Group’s rental agreements are classified
as operating leases. Properties that are let
under operating leases are included in the
item investment property. The policy for
reporting rental income is presented in the
section on rental income above.

investment property
Investment property is held in order to
generate rental income and value growth.
Investment properties comprise freehold
land and freehold buildings. Investment
property is initially recognized at acquisition
value, including directly attributable
transaction costs. After initial recognition,
investment property is recognized at fair
value.
Fair value is based in the first instance
on prices in an active market and is
the amount for which an asset could be
transferred between initiated parties that
are independent of one another and have
an interest in conducting the transaction.
In order to establish the fair value of
investment property for the annual
accounts, all properties are valued.
See the section “Valuation of properties”
on page 70.
Changes in the fair value of investment
property are reported as changes in value in
the income statement. Additional expenses
are capitalized only when it is probable that
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future economic benefits associated with
the asset will fall to the Group, the expense
can be established reliably and the action
concerns the replacement of an existing
or the introduction of a new identified
component. Repair and maintenance
expenses are continually expensed in the
periods in which they arise. Investment
properties are valued according to Level 3
in the fair value hierarchy according to IFRS
13.
Realized and unrealized changes in value
are recognized in the income statement.
Gains or losses from the sale or disposal
of investment properties are the difference
between the selling price and the carrying
amount based on the fair value in the latest
annual financial statements less transaction
costs incurred in connection with the sale of
investment properties.
Income from property sales is normally
reported on the date of access unless the
risks and rewards have been transferred to
the buyer on an earlier occasion. Control
of the asset may have been transferred at
an earlier time than the date of access and
if this is the case, income from a property
sale is recognized on that earlier date. In
assessing the timing of income recognition,
consideration is given to agreements
between the parties regarding the risks and
benefits and involvement in the ongoing
management

owner-occupied property
By the end of September 2017, a property
was reclassified from investment property
to operating property. The property belongs
to its own asset category and is measured
at fair value in accordance with the IAS 16
revaluation method.
According to the revaluation model, the
asset is recognized at fair value on the
reclassification date. Revaluated assets are
depreciated over the useful life of the asset,
40 years.
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If a revaluation gives rise to an increase
in value, it shall be credited to other
comprehensive income and accrued in
equity unless it refers to the reversal
of a revaluation loss of the same asset
previously reported as an expense, which
should then be recognized in the income
statement. A decrease in value arising
should be recognized as an expense insofar
as it exceeds an amount previously credited
to the surplus related to the same asset.

tangible and intangible assets
Intangible assets and property, plant and
equipment are recognized at acquisition
value less amortization/depreciation and
impairment. The acquisition value includes
expenses that are directly attributable to
the acquisition of the asset. Intangible
assets and property, plant and equipment
are amortized/depreciated on a straightline basis over the expected useful life of
the asset. The estimated useful life is five
years.

impairment
Tangible assets and intangible assets are
written down to the lower amount of its
book value and its recoverable amount.
The recoverable amount is the greater of
the assets’ fair value less selling expenses
and its value in use. Value in use is defined
as the present value of the estimated
future cash flows generated by the asset.
Investment properties are recognized in
the consolidated financial statements at fair
value through profit or loss, and, as such,
are not covered by the above principle for
impairment.

preference shares
Preference shares that are subject to
mandatory redemption at a specific date
are classified as liabilities. Preference
shares that are not subject to a mandatory
redemption right are reported as equity and
there is no contractual obligation to grant
dividends.
Akelius’ preference shares are reported in
equity.

financial instruments
A financial instrument is defined as any
contract that gives rise to a financial asset
in one company and a financial liability or
equity instrument in the counterparty.
Financial instruments recognized as assets
in the balance sheet include cash and
cash equivalents, accounts receivable and
other receivables and derivatives. Financial
instruments recognized as liabilities include
trade payables and other payables, loans
and derivatives.
Financial instruments are initially recognized
at fair value plus transaction costs, except
for financial assets or liabilities recognized
at fair value through profit or loss. Financial
assets or liabilities recognized at fair value
through profit or loss are initially recognized
excluding transaction costs.
A financial asset or financial liability is
recognized in the consolidated statement
of financial position when the company
becomes party to the instrument’s
contractual terms.
Accounts receivables are recognized when
invoiced.
Rent receivables are recognized as
receivables in the period when performance
has been delivered and payments corresponding to the value of the receivable have
not yet been received.
Liabilities are recognized when the
counterparty has performed and there is
a contractual obligation to pay, even if an
invoice has not been received.
Accounts payables are recognized when
received. A financial asset is derecognized
from the consolidated statement of financial
position when the contractual rights are
realized, expire or the company loses
control of them. The same applies to part of
a financial asset.
A financial liability is derecognized when
the contractual obligation is fulfilled or
otherwise extinguished. The same applies
to part of a financial liability.
Financial instruments are recognized at
amortized cost or fair value depending on
the initial categorization under IFRS 9.
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financial assets and liabilities at fair
value through profit and loss
Financial instruments in this category are
measured at fair value with changes in
value recognized in the consolidated income
statement.

financial assets and liabilities at fair
value through other comprehensive
income
Financial instruments in this category are
measured at fair value with changes in
value recognized in other comprehensive
income. Akelius does not have any financial
instruments in this category.

cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash,
bank deposits and other short-term
investments with maturities of less than
three months from the acquisition date that
have only an insignificant risk of changes
in value. Cash and cash equivalents are
carried at face value.

financial assets measured at
amortized cost
Financial instruments that are not measured
at fair value through profit and loss are
measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest rate method.
Trade receivables including rent receivables
and other current receivables that normally
have a maturity of less than twelve months
are reported at fair value.
Impairment losses are recognized for
doubtful receivables and are recorded in
operating expenses.
IFRS 9 introduces a new model for the
recognition of impairment losses – the
expected credit losses (ECL) model. There
is a ‘three stage’ approach which is based
on the change in credit quality of financial
assets since initial recognition. In practice,
the new rules mean that entities will have
to record an immediate loss equal to the
12-month ECL on initial recognition of
financial assets that are not credit impaired
(or lifetime ECL for trade receivables).
Where there has been a significant increase
in credit risk, impairment is measured using
lifetime ECL rather than 12-month ECL. The
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model includes operational simplifications
for lease and trade receivables.
The Group considers a financial asset in
default when contractual payments are 90
days past due.
In certain cases, the Group may also
consider a financial asset to be in default
when internal or external information
indicates that the Group is unlikely to
receive the outstanding contractual
amounts in full before considering any
credit enhancements held by the Group. A
financial asset is written off when there is
no reasonable expectation of recovering the
contractual cash flows.

financial liabilities measured at
amortized cost
Trade payables are obligations to pay
for goods or services acquired from
the suppliers in the ordinary course of
business. Trade and other payables with
short maturities are reported at nominal
value without discounting. Interest-bearing
liabilities are initially recognized at fair
value, net of transaction costs. Interestbearing liabilities are subsequently stated at
amortized cost and any difference between
proceeds, net of transaction costs, and
the redemption value is recognized in the
income statement over the period of the
borrowings using the effective interest
rate method. Long-term liabilities have an
expected maturity of longer than one year,
while current liabilities have a maturity of
less than one year.

derivative instruments
interest rate derivatives
Akelius Residential Property uses derivatives
in accordance with the Group’s finance
policy to achieve the desired average fixedinterest term and interest risks. Interest
rate derivative instruments are reported
in the balance sheet as of the settlement
date and are valued continuously at fair
value through profit or loss. The fair value
of derivatives not listed in an active market
is determined according to valuation
techniques, based on a series of methods
and assumptions relating to market
conditions as of the reporting date.
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The Group does not apply hedge accounting
for interest rate derivatives.

currency derivatives
The Group uses currency derivatives to
achieve the desired currency exposure.
Currency derivative instruments are
reported in the balance sheet as of the
settlement date and are valued continuously
at fair value through profit or loss.
The fair value of derivatives not listed in
an active market is determined according
to valuation techniques, based on a series
of methods and assumptions relating to
market conditions as of the reporting date.
As of April 1, 2016 the Group defined
currency derivatives as hedge instruments
for net investments in foreign operations
and reports changes in fair value on
currency derivatives in other comprehensive
income.
The Group continues to apply hedge
accounting in accordance to IAS 39, which
is currently allowed under IFRS 9.

employee benefits
Employee benefits in the form of wages,
paid holidays, paid sick leave, etc. and
pensions are recognized as earned.

pension
Pensions and other post-employment
benefits are classified as defined
contribution plans or defined benefit plans.
A defined contribution plan is a pension
plan under which the Group pays fixed
contributions to an insurance company.
A defined benefit plan is a pension plan
that is not a defined contribution plan, but
instead is based on the size of the pension
benefit that an employee will receive on
retirement, usually dependent on one or
more factors such as age, years of service
and salary.
Defined contribution plans are plans where
the company’s obligation is limited to the
contributions the company has undertaken
to pay. In such cases, the size of the
employee’s pension depends on the fees
the company pays to an insurance company
and the capital return on those fees.

Consequently, it is the employee who bears
the actuarial risk (that benefits will be less
than expected) and investment risk (that
the invested assets will be insufficient to
meet expected benefits).
The company’s obligations for contributions
to defined contribution plans are recognized
as an expense for the Group as they are
earned.
The Group’s pension commitments consist
of defined contribution pensions with no
obligations from the company other than
the payment of annual premiums during
the period of employment. This means
that after termination of employment,
the employees are entitled to decide
during which time the previously defined
contributions and returns thereon are taken
out as a pension.
There are exceptions for those persons
covered by defined benefit ITP plans with
continuous payments to Alecta in ITP
2. For white-collar workers in Sweden,
the ITP 2 plan’s defined benefit pension
commitments for retirement and family
pensions are secured through insurance in
Alecta. According to a statement from the
Swedish Financial Reporting Board, UFR 10
Classification of ITP plans financed through
insurance with Alecta, this is a multiemployer defined benefit plan.
For the fiscal year, the company has not
had access to the information required
to account for its proportionate share of
the plan obligation, plan assets and costs,
which means that it has not been possible
to account for the plan as a defined benefit
plan. The pension plan ITP 2, which is
secured through insurance in Alecta, is
therefore reported as a defined contribution
plan. At the end of the financial year, Alecta
had a financial leverage ratio of 142 percent
(154).
The company’s pension obligations for
white-collar employees in Germany,
Canada, England, Denmark, France and
the United States are accounted for as a
defined contribution plan.
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termination benefits

A provision is recognized in connection
with termination of employees only if
the company is obligated to terminate
employment before the normal retirement
time or when remuneration is paid as an
offer to encourage voluntary redundancy.
The provision and expense are recognized
for the period over which the company does
not receive any service in return.

assets and liabilities held for sale
Assets are classified as held for sale if their
value, within one year, will be recovered
through a sale and not through continued
use in the operations. On the reclassification
date, assets and liabilities are measured
at the lower of fair value and the carrying
amount. Following reclassification, the
assets are no longer depreciated/amortized.

current and deferred tax
The tax expense for the year includes
current and deferred tax.
The current tax expense is calculated based
on the tax regulations that have been
adopted, or for all intents and purposes
have been enacted or substantively
enacted, as of the balance sheet date in
the countries in which the Parent Company
and its subsidiaries operate and generate
taxable income.
Current tax also includes adjustments of
current tax attributable to prior periods.
Deferred tax is recognized according to
the balance sheet method, on temporary
differences arising between the tax bases
of assets and liabilities and their carrying
amounts in the consolidated financial
statements.
Deferred tax is not recognized on
temporary differences arising as a result
of a transaction that constitutes initial
recognition of an asset or liability that is not
a business combination and that at the time
of the transaction affects neither reported
profit nor taxable profit. Deferred income
tax is determined using the tax rates that
have been enacted or substantially enacted
by the balance sheet date and are expected
to apply when the related deferred income
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tax asset is realized or the deferred income
tax liability is settled. Deferred tax is
recognized at nominal value.
Deferred tax assets are recognized to the
extent that it is probable that future taxable
profits will be available against which the
temporary differences can be utilized.
Offsetting of deferred tax claims and
deferred tax liabilities takes place when
there is a legal right to implement such
offsetting.
Tax is recognized in the income statement,
except when the tax relates to items
recognized in other comprehensive income
or directly in equity. In such cases, the tax
is also recognized in other comprehensive
income or equity.

provisions and contingent liabilities
Provisions are recognized when the
Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of past events, it is
probable that an outflow of resources will
be required to settle the obligation, and the
amount can be estimated reliably.
The provision is recognized in the amount
expected to be required to settle the
obligation.
Provisions are classified as current liabilities
unless the Group has an unconditional right
to defer settlement of the liability for at
least twelve months after the balance sheet
date, in which case it is classified as a noncurrent liability.
A contingent liability refers to a possible
obligation that arises from past events and
whose existence is confirmed only by one
or more uncertain future events or when
there is a commitment that is not reported
as a liability or provision because it is not
probable that an outflow of resources will
be required.
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cash flow analysis
The cash flow statement is prepared
according to the indirect method. This
means that operating profit is adjusted for
transactions that did not result in payments
during the year and for any income and
expenses attributable to the cash flow of
investment or financing activities.

new and amended IFRS standards
adopted by the EU applied as of
January 1, 2018
New and amended standards that entered
into force as of January 1, 2018 have had
no material impact on the Group’s 2018
financial statements.
IFRS 9 “Financial instruments”
IFRS 9 addresses the classification,
measurement and recognition of financial
assets and financial liabilities.
IFRS 9 introduces a new model for
classification of financial instruments
based type of contractual cash flows of the
instrument and the business model.
IFRS 9 introduces a new model for the
recognition of impairment losses – the
expected credit losses (ECL) model.
The model includes operational
simplifications for lease and trade
receivables. The Group receives a significant
amount of prepayments from the tenants.
The Group analyzed the impact of IFRS 9
and concluded that there is no significant
impact on the Group’s financial position.
The Group has not calculated comparative
figures for the 2017 financial year, in
accordance with the transitional rules of the
standard.
Hedge accounting requirements have been
amended to align accounting more closely
with risk management.
The Group will continue to apply IAS 39
on hedge accounting and therefore IFRS 9
has not a significant impact on the Group
financial performance or position.

Since the Group’s revenues consist
essentially of rental income, which fall
outside this standard, IFRS 15 do not have
a material effect on the Group’s financial
performance or position.
The Group has calculate comparative
figures for the financial years 2014-2017.
Rental income and operating expenses for
prior years have been restated accordingly,
as shown in the table below
EUR
million
Summa

2017
41

2016
38

2015
38

2014
31

new standards, amendments and
interpretations not yet adopted
IFRS 16 Leases is implemented from January
1, 2019.
The Group applied the cumulative catch-up
approach in the transition.
Comparative figures are not recalculated.
The standard has an impact on the lessee as
no distinction is made between operational
and finance leases.
The lessor’s accounts will essentially remain
unchanged.
IFRS 16 will affect the Group’s accounts of the
leases where the company is a lessee.
Among other things, the Group’s lease
agreement will be reported in the balance
sheet, thereby increasing the balance sheet
total.
The income statement will be affected by the
Group having increased financial costs and
reduced leasing charges in operating profit.
The assessment is that the introduction of
the standard will have a limited impact on
financial reports as the Group acts mainly as a
leaser.
A lease asset and a lease liability of EUR 6
million are reported as opening balance in
2019.

IFRS 15 “Revenue from contracts with
customers”
Describes a comprehensive framework to
determine whether, how much and when
revenue is recognized.
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Akelius is exposed to various operational risks, including rental income, fair value of
properties and financial risks, including funding and liquidity risks, interest rate risk,
currency risk and credit risk.

refinancing and liquidity risks
Refinancing risk is the risk of not having
access to adequate financing on acceptable
terms at any point in time. Liquidity risk is
the risk of not having access to funds due
to poor market liquidity. The refinancing risk
is reduced by raising funds from 36 (36)
different lenders, by having a low
loan-to-value ratio of 44 percent (44), and
by having unutilized credit agreements of
EUR 448 million (739).

Liquidity is secured by entering into
long-term credit facility agreements with
several banks. See additional information
on page 74 to 81. The following table shows
the maturity structure of Akelius’ financial
assets and liabilities. The figures are
undiscounted cash flows based on contract
dates and include both interest and nominal
amounts

Maturity,
December 31, 2018
Interest-bearing liabilities
Derivative instruments
Trade payables
Other payables
Total

0–1 year
424
24
70
510

1–5 years
2,582
30
2,612

over 5 years
3,022
39
3,061

Maturity,
December 31, 2017
Interest-bearing liabilities
Derivative instruments
Trade payables
Other payables
Total

0–1 year
389
23
21
65
498

1–5 years
2,326
67
2,393

over 5 years
2,461
56
2,517

interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in
interest rates will negatively affect Akelius’
borrowing costs. To reduce this risk, or
fluctuations in cash flow, rates are fixed in
the long term. At year-end, 50 percent (51)
of property loans had a fixed interest period
of more than five years and 17 percent (10)
had a fixed interest period of less than one
year.
Given the low share of loans with variable
interest rates, a change in market interest
rates would have a limited impact on
earnings. In order to obtain the desired
fixed interest rate, derivatives are used.
The interest rate derivatives’ value
development depends on how the market
develops in relation to the contractual
interest rate, currency and remaining
maturity.
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At the end of the year, the net value of
the derivative portfolio was EUR 46 million
(104).
A one percentage point change in market
rates would impact the valuation of the
derivatives portfolio by EUR 44 million (46).
The average interest rate, which takes into
account the effects of swap agreements,
amounted to 2.64 percent (2.58). The
average interest hedge was 4.5 years (5.3).
With the breakdown of fixed rate terms
applicable at the beginning of 2018, a
change in the market interest rate by one
percentage point at the beginning of the
year corresponds to EUR 0.73 million (4) in
changed interest expenses.
For more information about interest rate
risk, see page 81.
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Maturity,
years
0–1
1–2
2–3
3–4
4–5
5–6
6–7
7–8
8–9
9–10
10<
Total

Loans,
EUR million
955
493
343
652
290
608
1,267
358
223
191
139
5,519

December 31, 2018
Average interest
rate, percent
5.13
3.32
0.92
1.69
1.12
1.51
2.12
2.17
2.91
3.47
4.27
2.64

Loans,
EUR million
456
203
571
407
687
14
599
1,238
279
134
159
4,747

December 31, 2017
Average interest
rate, percent
3.28
3.42
3.24
3.80
1.83
3.15
1.56
2.20
2.03
2.97
4.80
2.58

currency risk
Akelius operates in various geographic
markets and undertakes transactions
denominated in foreign currencies and,
consequently, is exposed to exchange rate
fluctuations. This affects the result and
balance sheet as follows
- a single company may have monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in a
currency other than its functional
currency, which are translated to the
functional currency at the closing day rate.
Upon settlement of monetary assets and
liabilities, a foreign exchange rate
difference arises between the transaction
day rate and the transaction price. All
changes in exchange rates attributable to
the translation or settlement of monetary
items are recognized in the income
statement - translation effect.
- revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities
in a functional currency other than the
Group’s reporting currency (EUR) are
translated at the average rate and the
closing rate, respectively. The effect
arising from the change in the closing
exchange rate compared to the exchange
rate at the beginning of the year and the
average annual rate are recognized in the
translation reserve in other comprehensive
income - translation effect.
Foreign investments shall be financed in the
local currency so that the relation between
net assets in the local currency and gross

assets is at the same level as the Group’s
equity-to-assets ratio after adjustment
for preference shares. This means that
currency fluctuations do not affect the
Group’s equity-to-assets ratio. Akelius has
limited currency exposure in operating
income and expenses, since those are
largely denominated in local currency.
External loans, currency swap agreements
are used to reach the desired currency
position.
The interest rate components of the
currency swaps considered as ineffective
are recognized in income statement.
Hedge effectiveness is reached by
continuously rebalancing the currency
portfolio to make sure that currency
exposure in each currency is in line with
group equity to asset ratio adjusted.
The test is performed to make sure that
nominal value of hedge instruments is not
higher than value of foreign net investment.
When a foreign operation that was hedged
is disposed of,
the amount from the foreign currency
translation reserve is reclassified to profit or
loss.
The divestment of an operation should be
equivalent to the divestment of a whole
metropolitan area.
The currency translation reserve in respect
of that foreign operation is reclassified.
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credit risk
Operational credit risk is the risk that
Akelius’ tenants will not meet their payment
obligations.
Since 2018, doubtful accounts receivables
are calculated in accordance with IFRS 9 the expected credit loss (ECL) model.
Trade receivables
EUR million
0–30 days
31–60 days
61–90 days
later than 90 days
Total

The model is based on historical credit loss
experiences and forward-looking factors.
IFRS 9 is assessed to have no significant
impact on the Group’s financial position
because rent is charged in advance and
tenants pay deposits.

2018
Gross
Impairment
2
2
5
-3
9
-3

Provision for bad debt
EUR million
Opening balance
Acquisition
Provisions recognized for potential losses
Confirmed losses
Reversal impairment losses
Translation differences
Closing balance

2017
Gross
Impairment
3
1
5
-3
9
-3

2018
3
3
-2
-1
3

2017
3
3
-2
-1
3

Trade receivables of EUR 6 million (6) are reported net of provisions for doubtful accounts
receivables and other impairments amounting to EUR 3 million (3).
Provisions for doubtful accounts receivables and impairment losses recognized in the
income statement totaled EUR 3 million (3).

capital risk
The Group’s objectives for capital
management are to safeguard the ability
to continue as a going concern in order
to provide returns for shareholders and
benefits for other stakeholders and to
maintain an optimal capital structure to
reduce the cost of capital.
In order to maintain or adjust the capital
structure, the Group may adjust the amount
of dividends paid to shareholders, issue
new shares, convert debt into equity or sell
assets to reduce debt.
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The Group evaluates capital based
on the loan-to-value ratio.
The loan-to-value ratio is defined as net
debt divided by net assets.
At the end of the year, loan-to-value ratio
was 44 percent (44).
According to the finance policy, the loan-tovalue ratio should be limited to 50 percent.
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The preparation of financial statements
requires the Board and Management
to make estimates and use certain
assumptions. Estimates and assumptions
affect both the income statement and
balance sheet as well as disclosures such
as contingent liabilities. Estimates and
judgments are continuously evaluated and
are based on historical experience and
other factors, including expectations of
future events considered reasonable under
the circumstances.

property valuation
Property valuation is described on page 70.

deferred tax
Deferred tax is recognized using the liability
method, on temporary differences arising
between the tax bases of assets and
liabilities and their carrying amounts in the
consolidated financial statements. Akelius
reports deferred tax assets based on
Management’s estimates of future taxable
profits affected by the tax laws that apply
in the jurisdictions where the company
operates. The outcome may be different
depending on changes in tax rules and the
business climate.

classification of acquisitions
In accordance with IFRS 3, acquisitions
may be classified as either business
combinations or asset acquisitions.
This assessment must be made on a
case-by-case basis for each individual
acquisition. In cases where the primary
purpose is the acquisition of a company’s
property and where the acquired
company lacks management organization
and administration, or when this is of
secondary importance to the acquisition,
the acquisition is classified as an asset
acquisition.
Other corporate acquisitions that typically
contain an independent business are
classified as business combinations.
On asset acquisition, no deferred taxes
related to property acquisition are
recognized. Business combinations are
accounted for using the purchase method
and deferred tax is recognized at the
nominal current tax rate with no discount.

preference share issue
Akelius issued preference shares for
SEK 4,020 million during 2014 and for SEK
2,000 million during 2015.
Preference shares that do not have a fixed
maturity, and where the issuer does not
have a contractual obligation to make any
payments, are recognized in equity.
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The business is organized in three regions,
Scandinavia, Europe and North America.
Operating segments are reported in
accordance with the internal reporting
provided to the CEO, who is the chief
operating decision maker.

Segment reporting Jan–Dec 2018
EUR million
Rental income
Operating expenses
Maintenance
Net operating income
Central administrative expenses
Other income and expenses
Realized revaluation of investment
properties
Unrealized revaluation of investment
properties
Operating profit
Net interest income/expense
Other financial income and expenses
Change in fair value of derivative
financial instruments
Profit before tax
Net operating income
Change in fair value
Total property return
Total property return, percent
Property fair value

The division of responsibility for financial
performance between segments includes
net operating income and change in fair
value for investment property. Investment
properties are divided by segment in
balance sheet items.

Europe
219
-84
-11

118

North
America
120
-57
-6

Total
482
-195
-28
259
-29
3
-1
547
779
-128
-3

124
234
358
7.2
5,783

78
132
210
6.0
3,368

57
187
244
11.1
3,228

-14
634
259
553
812
7.6
12,379

Europe
4,949
234
171
452
-15
-8
5,783
-39
5,744

Scandinavia
3,482
132
72
103
-285
-136
3,368
-449
2,919

North
America
2,193
187
106
731
11
3,228
3,228

Total
10,624
553
349
1,286
-300
-133
12,379
-449
-39
11,891

Investment properties 2018
EUR million
Opening balance
Investments
Change in fair value
Purchases
Sales
Translation differences
Total
Assets held for sale
Owned-occupied property
Closing balance

Scandinavia
143
-54
-11
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note 5 segment reporting
Segment reporting Jan–Dec 2017
EUR million
Rental income*
Operating expenses*
Maintenance
Net operating income
Central administrative expenses
Other income and expenses
Realized revaluation of investment
properties
Unrealized revaluation of investment
properties
Operating profit
Net interest income/expense
Other financial income and expenses
Change in fair value of derivative
financial instruments
Profit before tax
Net operating income
Change in fair value
Total property return
Total property return, percent
Property fair value

Europe
202
-78
-10
114

Scandinavia
171
-62
-17
92

North
America
96
-45
-6
45

Total
469
-185
-33
251
-22
36
841
1,106
-117
-5

114
378
492
12.2
4,949

92
398
490
14.3
3,482

45
110
155
9.0
2,193

984
251
886
1,137
12.4
10,624

*) includes an adjustment of EUR 41 million in Germany for the netting of service income
revenue and expenses for 2017. Service income is reported within rental income from
2018.
Investment properties 2017
EUR million
Opening balance
Investments
Change in fair value
Purchases
Sales
Translation differences
Total
Assets held for sale
Owned-occupied property
Closing balance

Europe
4,029
145
378
459
-45
-17
4,949
-35
4,914

Scandinavia
3,426
69
398
371
-692
-90
3,482
-244
3,238

North
America
1,716
74
110
467
-174
2,193
2,193

Total
9,171
288
886
1,297
-737
-281
10,624
-244
-35
10,345
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note 6 rental income
EUR million
Residential income
Commercial income
Other rental income
Service revenues*
Other income
Total

2018
330
31
8
109
4
482

2017
326
30
8
101
4
469

*) Including utility expenses and other property taxes invoiced to the tenants.
In Germany and France, Akelius’ rental agreements relate to net cold rents and
operating costs. Akelius acts as the principal on the basis of the provisions in IFRS 15 for
operating cost of the tenancy agreement in Germany, France, Sweden, Usa, and Canada.
Akelius has the power to provide these goods and services and therefore has a
performance obligation vis-à-vis the tenant. Akelius retains the risk related to vacancies.
All investment properties are let to tenants under operating leases and generate
rental income. Future rental income attributable to non-cancellable operating leases is
distributed as follows:
EUR million
within 1 year
between 1 and 5 years
later than 5 years
Total

2018
182
60
26
268

2017
160
56
26
242

The contracts usually have a term of between three months and five years and include
clauses for periodic adjustment of rent. Residential lease contracts usually run with a
notice period of three months.
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note 7 operating leases
All lease contracts in the Group are classified as operating leases. The leases refer to
premises, cars and office equipment.

2018
3
1
1
5

EUR million
Premises
Cars
Office equipment
Total

2017
3
1
4

Future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:

EUR million
Premises
Cars
Office equipment
Total

< 1 year
2
1
1
4

1–5 years
4
1
5

>5 years
-

note 8 operating expenses
EUR million
Utility expenses
Operating expenses
Property tax
Property administration
Total

2018
-56
-45
-25
-69
-195

2017
-60
-46
-22
-57
-185

Personnel costs are included in property administration costs and are disclosed
in note 11.
Revenue from operating expenses invoiced to tenants is not netted with expenses
reported as operating expenses as of 2018.

note 9 other income and expenses
EUR million
Operational foreign exchange differences
Other revenues, external services
Total

2018
1
2
3

2017
-1
1
-
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note 10 audit expenses
EUR million
PWC
Audit
Subtotal PWC
EY
Audit
Subtotal EY
Other consultants
Total
The audit assignment refers to the review
of the financial statements and accounting
records and the administration by the Board
of Directors and the CEO.

2018

2017

1
1

2
2

1
1
2

2

This item also includes other duties that the
company’s auditors are obliged to perform
as well as advice or other assistance that
is occasioned by observations during the
review or implementation of such other
duties.

note 11 employees – costs and benefits
Average number
of employees
Parent Company
Sweden
Group
Sweden
Germany
Canada
England
United States
France
Denmark
Total

Women

2018
Men

Total

Women

2017
Men

Total

15

29

44

14

24

38

58
176
71
21
67
25
5
438

62
226
132
24
156
16
11
656

120
402
203
45
223
41
16
1,094

66
129
54
13
38
18
1
333

66
141
90
19
105
13
5
463

132
270
144
32
143
31
6
796

At the end of 2018, the number of employees in the Group was 1,326 (876).
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note 11 employees – costs and benefits, continued
Salaries, other remuneration and
social security expenses

EUR million
Senior executives
Other employees
Total salaries and other remuneration
Pension costs:
-Senior executives
-Other employees
Social security expenses:
-Senior executives
-Other employees
Total

senior executives
Other senior management comprises 12
employees (16) of which 1 woman (2).
Salaries and other remuneration to senior
executives consist of fixed salaries and
loyalty bonus paid during 2018.
Akelius signed loyalty bonus agreements
with the CEO and 9 (8) other senior
executives.
These agreements expire in 2020, 2022
and 2023 respectively.
In 2018, the total amount accrued was
EUR 1.6 (1.4) million.
Part of the accrual for loyalty bonus includes
amount already earned but not cashed out.
Six members of the senior executives
are entitled to six to twenty-four months’
salary if the company terminates their
employment.
A mutual notice of termination of
employment of one to six months apply.

2018
3
54
57

2017
3
37
40

3

2

1
11
72

1
8
51

The variable compensation is not included
in the basis for pension benefits.
Other benefits consist of company cars and
private health care insurance.
For expatriates, certain benefits are paid in
compliance with Akelius’ rules.
No stock options program has been offered.

Board of Directors
Board fees to the chairman and other board
members are paid in accordance with the
decision of the Annual General Meeting,
which means that a member who is
employed by the Akelius Group receives no
board fees.
Remuneration to the Board refers to the
annual fees decided by the Annual General
Meeting. No variable remuneration or
bonuses have been paid.
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note 11 employees – costs and benefits, continued
salaries, other remuneration and social security expenses of Board members
and Management

2018, EUR million
Board members
Chairman of
the Board:
Anders Lindskog **
Chairman of the
Board:
Leif Norburg*
Igor Rogulj
Anders Lindskog**
Leif Norburg*
Lars Åhrman
Management
CEO:
Pål Ahlsén
Other senior
management
Total

Holding of
Social
preference shares
security
per December 31,
expenses Total
2018

Salary
and other
remuneration

Pension
costs

0.01

-

-

0.01

-

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.02

-

0.01
0.01
0.01
-

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.02

1,880
400

0.37

0.05

0.16

0.58

450

2.42
2.92

0.36
0.41

0.50
0.69

3.28
4.02

5,544
8,274

*) Resigned as chairman on October 17, 2018.
**) Elected to chairman of the Board on October 17, 2018.
All board members are men.

2017, EUR million
Board members
Chairman of
the Board:
Leif Norburg
Igor Rogulj
Anders Lindskog*
Lars Åhrman*
Staffan Jufors**
Roger Akelius**
Management
CEO;
Pål Ahlsén
Other senior
management
Total

Holding of
Social
preference shares
security
per December 31,
expenses Total
2017

Salary
and other
remuneration

Pension
costs

0.05
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
-

-

0.01
0.01
-

0.06
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
-

1,880
400
-

0.39

0.05

0.15

0.59

450

3.14
3.68

0.35
0.40

0.65
0.82

4.14
4.90

5,844
8,574

*) Elected at the Annual General Meeting held on April 11, 2017.
**) Resigned at the Annual General Meeting held on April 11, 2017.
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note 12 realized and unrealized revaluation of investment properties
and owner-occupied property
investment properties
EUR million
Opening balance
Transfer to owner-occupied properties
Investment
Change in fair value
Acquisitions
Disposal
Translation differences
Total
Assets held for sale
Closing balance

2018
10,589
550
348
1,286
-300
-133
12,340
-449
11,891

2017
9,171
-31
285
885
1,297
-737
-281
10,589
-244
10,345

The value of the properties is based on internal valuations.
The estimated future cash flows are based on existing rental income and operating and
maintenance costs adjusted for expected changes in rental and vacancy levels.
The fair value of the properties comprises the sum of the discounted cash flows during the
calculation period and the residual value.
The valuation is made according to IFRS 13, level 3. See note 16, page 131.
The capitalization rate is determined by adding interest rates and risk premiums.
The risk premium covers the market risk and the property-related risk based on
the building’s location and the prevailing housing supply and demand.
The capitalization rate is assessed, as far as possible, using the property transactions completed in the market, invitations to buy and sell and by looking at comparable properties.
In 2018, primarily CBRE reviewed 864 properties out of 1,088 properties owned.

owner-occupied properties
EUR million
Opening balance
Transfer from investment property
Investment
Depreciation
Change in fair value
Translation differences
Closing balance

2018
35
3
1
39

2017
31
3
1
35

One property in Germany belongs to its own occupied asset category and is measured
at fair value in accordance with the IAS 16 revaluation method.
Accumulated changes in fair value amounted to EUR 2 million.
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note 12 realized and unrealized revaluation of investment properties
and owner-occupied property, continued
investment properties

Sales
EUR million proceeds
2018
Sweden
Germany
Canada
England
United
States
France
Denmark
Total

Realized Unrealized
revaluation revaluation
Transof
of
Book action investment investment
value costs properties properties

Unrealized
revaluation
Total
of owner- revaluation
occupied
of
properties properties

285
15
-

-283
-13
-

-3
-2
-

-1
-

113
245
119
-7

1
-

113
246
119
-7

300

-296

-5

-1

68
-8
16
546

1

68
-8
16
547

sensitivity analysis of changes in the fair value of properties
Should the market’s required yield, rental income, vacancy level and cost level change,
the fair value in EUR million would be affected as shown in the table below.
EUR million
Required yield
+ 0,1 percentage point
- 0,1 percentage point
Rental income
+ 1 percent
- 1 percent
Operating expenses
+ 1 percent
- 1 percent

2018

2017

-375
398

-323
343

72
-72

67
-67

-48
48

-44
44

At December 31, 2018 the average required yield was 3.67 percent (3.60) and the
discount rate was 5.66 percent (5.59).
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note 13 financial income and expenses
EUR million
Interest income on derivatives
Financial income
Interest expenses
Interest expenses, hybrid loan
Interest expenses on derivatives
Interest expenses from
Group companies
Other financial expenses
Financial expenses
Net financial items

2018
1
1
-105
-14
-24

2017

-3
-146
-145

-4
-5
-122
-122

-96
-17

note 14 taxes
EUR million
Current taxes
Deferred taxes
Total

2018
-3
-124
-127

2017

2018
634
-146
23.0
21
-9
17
10
127
20.0

2017

-3
-175
-178

reconciliation of income taxes
EUR million
Profit before income taxes
Income taxes based on national rates
- in percent
Non-taxable income on sold properties
Other non-taxable income and non-deductible expenses
Change in tax rate*
Change in capitalization of tax losses carried forward
Income taxes
Effective tax rate, percent

984
-250
25.4
52
8
5
7
-178
18.1

The national tax rates are 22.0 percent (22.0) in Sweden, 30.175 percent (30.175) in
Germany, 26.5 percent (26.5) in Canada, 19.0 percent (19.0) in England, 28.0 percent
(33.3) in France, 26.0 percent (40.0) in the United States and 22.0 percent (22.0) in
Denmark.
*) Deferred tax on temporary differences is calculated with the same tax rates as above
except for Sweden and England.
The tax rate in Sweden will be reduced to 21.4 percent in 2019 and to 20.6 percent in
2021. The tax rate in England will be reduced to 17.0 percent in 2020.
Tax on temporary differences in Sweden is calculated at the rate of 20.6 percent.
The effect of the tax reduction is EUR million 18 reduced with EUR -4 million regarding
hedge accounting. Tax on temporary differences in England is calculated with the 17.0
percent. The effect of the tax reduction is 0.7 EUR million.
The effect of reduced tax on temporary differences in France and the United States was
reported in 2017.
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note 14 taxes, continued
change in deferred taxes in the balance sheet
2018

EUR million
Group
Opening balance
Acquisitions
Sold properties
Changes through income
statement
Changes through
comprehensive income
Transferred to liabilities
held for sale
Translation differences
Redistribution
Closing balance

Net
Assets Liabilities liabilities

2017
Assets Liabilities

Net
liabilities

1
1
-

838
13
4

837
12
4

1
-

698
7
-35

697
7
-35

-4

120

124

-5

170

175

23

-

-23

-8

-

8

-20
1

-58
-12
-20
885

-58
-12
884

-5
18
1

-4
-16
18
838

-4
-11
837

nature of deferred tax liability

EUR million
Group
Net liability
December 31, 2017
Acquisitions
Sold properties
Changes through
income statement
Changes through
comprehensive
income
Transferred to
liabilities held for sale
Translation
differences
Net liability
December 31, 2018

Derivatives

Tax loss
carried
forward

Other

Total

967
12
4

-24
-

-105
-

-1
-

837
12
4

132

40

-48

-

124

-

-23

-

-

-23

-58

-

-

-

-58

-14

-

2

-

-12

1,043

-7

-151

-1

884

Investment
properties

For the Group, the gross amount of capitalized tax loss carried forward is EUR 595 million
(421) and has no expiration date.
The gross amount of non-capitalized tax loss carried forward is EUR 98 million (134),
corresponding to a tax amount of EUR 15 million (26), and has no expiration date.
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note 15 intangible and tangible fixed assets
intangible assets
EUR million
Acquisition value
Opening balance
Investments
Sales
Translation differences
Closing balance
Amortization and impairment losses
Opening balance
Amortization for the period
Translation differences
Closing balance
Carrying amount

2018

2017

9
7
16

7
2
9

-3
-2
-5
11

-2
-1
-3
6

2018

2017

9
3
12

7
2
9

-5
-1
-6
6

-4
-1
-5
4

2018
-1
-2
-3

2017
-1
-1
-2

tangible assets
EUR million
Acquisition value
Opening balance
Investments
Sales
Translation differences
Closing balance
Depreciation and impairment losses
Opening balance
Disposal
Depreciation for the period
Translation differences
Closing balance
Carrying amount

amortization and depreciation
EUR million
Operating expenses
Central administrative expenses
Total

Intangible assets consist of development cost for supporting business systems.
Tangible assets mainly consist of office equipment and cars.
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note 16

financial instruments

financial instruments by fair value hierarchy

EUR million
December 31,
2018
Assets
Derivatives
Trade and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total
Liabilities
Interestbearing liabilities
Hybrid loan
Derivatives
Other financial
liabilities
Total
December 31,
2017
Assets
Derivatives
Trade and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total
Liabilities
Interest-bearing
liabilities
Derivatives
Other financial
liabilities
Total

130

Fair value
through
profit and
loss

Financial
assets
measured
at
amortized
cost

Financial
liabilities
measured
at
amortized
cost

Total
book
value

Level 1

Level 2

Total
fair
value

16

-

-

16

-

16

16

-

28

-

28

-

28

28

16

13
41

-

13
57

-

13
57

13
57

46

-

5,519
499
-

5,519
499
46

2,770
487
-

2,599
46

5,369
487
46

46

-

94
6,018

94
6,158

3,257

94
2,739

94
5,996

6

-

-

6

-

6

6

-

21

-

21

-

21

21

6

16
37

-

16
43

-

16
43

16
43

107

-

4,747
-

4,747
107

2,816
-

2,034
107

4,850
107

-

86
4,833

86
4,940

2,816

86
2,227

86
5,043
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note 16

financial instruments, continued

Of the Group’s total derivative instruments,
derivatives with a fair value of EUR 16 (3)
million are hedges of net investments in
foreign operations. EUR 18 (9) million refers
to financial assets and EUR -2 (-6) million
are financial liabilities.
The result of all instruments used to hedge
net investments in foreign operations are
recognized continuously in a separate item
of other comprehensive income.
In the event of a sale of the hedged
business, the cumulative result of the hedge
will be recognized in the income statement.

fair value measurement
Measurement of financial instruments
can be classified at different value levels
depending on how the underlying data for
determining fair value is obtained.
fair value hierarchy
level 1
Quoted prices on active markets for
identical assets and liabilities.
Level 2
Other observable data for the asset or
liability other than quoted prices included in
level 1.
Level 3
Data for the asset or liability that is not
based on observable market data. At this
level, assumptions that market participants
would use when pricing the asset or liability,
including risk assumptions, should be taken
into account.

fair value of financial instruments
The fair value of a financial instrument
traded in an active market is based on
valuations using current market data. The
appropriate bid price is used for financial
assets while the appropriate ask price is
used for financial liabilities.

The fair value of borrowings through listed
bonds are reported according to level 1 and
other interest-bearing liabilities are reported
according to level 2. The fair values of
interest-bearing liabilities are calculated by
discounting the future contracted cash flows
to the current market interest rate.
The fair values of derivatives are based on
level 2 of the fair value hierarchy.
Compared to 2017, no transfers have taken
place between the various hierarchical
levels and no significant changes have been
made as regards the valuation method.
The cash flow from derivative contracts is
compared with the cash flow that would
have been obtained if the contracts had
been settled at market price on the closing
date.
The difference in the cash flow is discounted
at a rate that takes into account the
counterparties’ credit risk.
Accrued interest on derivatives excludes
from the fair value through profit and loss
and records separately.
In the case of financial instruments such as
trade receivables and payables for which
observable market data is not available, the
fair value is judged to correspond to the
book value, since these instruments have
short maturities.
The instruments are recognized at accrued
acquisition value with deductions for any
impairment.
These are also based on level 2.
The difference between fair value and
carrying amount is due to the fact that
some liabilities are recognized at amortized
cost.

The fair value of derivative instruments not
traded in an active market is calculated as
the current value of future cash flows.
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note 16

financial instruments, continued

Profit and loss per measurement category are broken down as follows:
Impairment/Reversal
EUR million
Interest
Fair value
of impairment
2018
Financial assets measured
at amortized cost
-2
Financial assets / liabilities at fair
value through profit or loss
-23
11
Financial liabilities measured
at amortized cost
-126
2017
Financial assets measured
at amortized cost
Financial assets / liabilities at fair
value through profit or loss
Financial liabilities measured
at amortized cost

-

-

-3

-22

15

-

-95

-

-

note 17 trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are primarily attributable to residential tenants.
See Note 3 on page 115 for additional information.
Receivables from Group companies are attributable to transactions between
the Parent Company and the subsidiaries.
Intragroup loans are subject to market terms and are without collateral.
EUR million
Restricted cash*
Non-current receivables
Trade receivables
Receivables from Group companies
Prepayments for properties
Restricted cash*
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Promissory notes
Inventory
Other receivables
Current receivables
Total trade and other receivables

2018
4
4
6
1
30
6
17
6
20
86
90

2017
7
7
6
28
3
16
2
6
24
85
92

*) Restricted cash relates mainly to guarantees to banks for derivative transactions and
deposited funds from tenants.

note 18 cash and cash equivalents
EUR million
Bank deposits and cash
Total
132

2018
13
13

2017
16
16
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note 18 cash and cash equivalents, continued
The change in cash and cash equivalents is shown in the cash flow statement.
Cash and cash equivalents mainly include bank deposits. There are unutilized credit
agreements that are not included in cash and cash equivalents of EUR 448 million (739).

note 19 interest-bearing liabilities and hybrid bond
Unsecured interest-bearing liabilities and
hybrid bond at year-end refer to 11 listed
bonds and loans from related companies.
See note 26 for further information about
transactions with related parties.
Assets pledged as collateral for mortgages
have increased from EUR 2,633 million at
the end of 2017 to EUR 2,790 million.
At the end of the period, available funds in
the form of cash and secured but unutilized

credit facilities totaled EUR 461 million,
compared to EUR 755 million
at the end of 2017.
Most borrowings contain financial
covenants, specific to each counterpart.
Loan-to-value ratio and interest coverage
ratio are the most common for Akelius.
See note 3 and pages 115 to 117 for
additional information.

interest-bearing liabilities per currency
2018
SEK
EUR
CAD
GBP
USD
DKK
Total

EUR million
917
1,968
849
550
1,063
172
5,519

Local
currencies
9,428
1,968
1,324
492
1,217
1,285

2017
EUR million
872
1,954
559
518
696
148
4,747

Local
currencies
8,589
1,954
839
460
833
1,100

listed bonds
Nominal
Market
value,
value EUR
million
million
interest-bearing liabilities
SEK 1,400
137
EUR 300
314
SEK 500
48
SEK 1,000
97
EUR 600
604
SEK 700
66
SEK 300
28
EUR 500
474
EUR 600
577
GBP 400
424
hybrid bond
EUR 500
487

Maturity Rating
Mar 2019
Sep 2020
Oct 2021
Oct 2021
Jan 2022
Oct 2023
Oct 2023
Mar 2024
Feb 2025
Aug 2025

BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB

Oct 2078

BB+

Annual coupon

Identification
number*

Stibor 3 months + 2.4% SE0006886974
3.375% XS1295537077
Stibor 3 months +0.442% XS1692931808
1.125% XS1692931980
1.5% XS1523975859
Stibor 3 months + 0.84% XS1889043193
1.875% XS1889043359
1.125% XS1717433541
1.75% XS1622421722
2.375% XS1684269761
3.875%

XS1788973573

*) All SEK bonds are listed on Nasdaq Stockholm except for the SEK 700 and SEK 300
million bonds which together with the EUR and GBP bonds are listed on the Irish Stock
Exchange ISE.
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note 19 interest-bearing liabilities and hybrid bond, continued
maturity structure as of December 31, 2018		

EUR million
0–1 year
1–5 years
Later than 5 years
Total
Average, years
Average interest rate,
percent

Secured
borrowing
561
662
1,123
2,346
4.9

Fixed interest rates
Unsecured
Total
borrowing borrowing
394
955
1,116
1,778
1,663
2,786
3,173
5,519
4.3
4.5

3.5

Share,
percent
10
39
51
100

2.6

2.0
Capital tied up

Secured
borrowing

Unsecured
borrowing

Total
borrowing

Share,
percent

0–1 year

164

175

339

6

1–5 years

869

1,335

2,204

40

1,313

1,663

2,976

54

2,346

3,173

5,519

100

EUR million

Later than 5 years
Total

maturity structure as of December 31, 2017

EUR million
0–1 year
1–5 years
Later than 5 years
Total
Average, years
Average interest rate, percent

Secured
borrowing
105
832
996
1,933
5.9
3.6

Fixed interest rates
Unsecured
Total
borrowing
borrowing
351
456
1,036
1,868
1,427
2,423
2,814
4,747
4.8
5.3
1.9
2.6

EUR million
0–1 year
1–5 years
Later than 5 years
Total

Secured
borrowing
148
754
1,031
1,933

Capital tied up
Unsecured
Total
borrowing borrowing
168
316
1,218
1,972
1,428
2,459
2,814
4,747
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Share,
percent
10
39
51
100

Share,
percent
7
41
52
100
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note 20 derivatives
EUR million
Interest rate derivatives
Assets
Liabilities
Cross currency swaps
Assets
Liabilities
Foreign exchange forwards
Assets
Liabilities
Total net fair value
Nominal value

2018

2017

-46

-104

6
-

6
-

10
-30
2,261

-3
-101
2,186

Derivative transactions are undertaken with approved counterparties for which credit
limits exist and for which we have International Swaps and Derivatives Association Master
Agreements and Credit Support Agreements in force.

changes during the year
EUR million
Opening balance
Outgoing derivatives*
Revaluation of derivatives
reported in the income statement
Revaluation of derivatives
reported
in other comprehensive income
Translation differences
Closing balance
of which, long-term portion

2018
-101
56

2017
-146
31

-

-

11
4
-30
-169

15
-1
-101
-97

2018
139
130
-299
-30

2017
-4
-40
-57
-101

maturity structure
EUR million
0–1 year
1–5 years
> 5 years
Total

*) Realized changes in the value of currency derivatives have generated additional cash
flows of EUR 5 (53) million, which are recognized in other comprehensive income.
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note 21 net debt reconciliation

EUR million
Balance at
January 1, 2018
Cash flow
Reclassification
Acquisitions
Non-cash
transactions**
Translation difference
Balance at
December 31, 2018

Assets
Liabilities
Cash
and Pledged
ShortLongliquid
cash Derivaterm
term Derivaassets assets*
tives
loans
loans
tives

Total

-16
4
-1

-1
-

-6
-10
-

316
-69
91
-

4,431
1,281
-91
62

107
-51
10
-

4,831
1,165
61

-

-

-

1

16
-20

-12
-4

4
-23

-13

-1

-16

339

5,679

50

6,038

*) Pledged asset
**) including EUR -5 million in realized and EUR -11 million in unrealized value changes
of currency derivatives reported in other comprehensive income.
The acquisition of EUR 100 million in investment properties minus EUR -36 million in net
assets was offset with the acquisition of EUR 48 million in minority shares.
The transactions with Giannis Beta, a related party company, were on market terms.

EUR million
Balance at
January 1, 2017
Cash flow
Reclassification
Acquisitions
Non-cash
transactions
Translation difference
Balance at
December 31, 2017

Assets
Liabilities
Cash
and Pledged
ShortLongliquid
cash Derivaterm
term Derivaassets assets*
tives
loans
loans
tives

Total

-14
-2

-2
-

-1
-5
-

853
-768
237
-

3,129
1,604
-237
9

151
22
5
-

4,116
858
7

-

1

-

-3
-3

2
-76

-68**
-3

-69
-81

-16

-1

-6

316

4,431

107

4,831

*) Pledged asset
**) including EUR -55 million in realized and EUR -15 million in unrealized value changes
of currency derivatives reported in other comprehensive income.
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note 22 trade and other payables
EUR million
Rent deposits
Total non-current portion
Trade payables
Prepaid rental income
Accrued interest expenses
Other accrued expenses
Other payables
Total current portion
Total trade and other payables

2018
16
16
24
12
41
18
26
121
137

2017
15
15
21
13
33
16
27
110
125

2018
2
1
-1
2
1
1
2

2017
2
2
2
2

1
1
2

2
2

2018
1
2,790
234
3,025

2017
1
2,633
110
2,744

2018
4
4

2017
10
10

note 23 provisions
EUR million
Balance at January 1
Provision made
Provision used
Balance at December 31
Long-term part of debt
Short-term part of debt
Total
Maturity structure
0–1 year
1–5 year
> 5 years
Total

note 24 pledged assets and contingent liabilities
EUR million
Pledged assets
Pledged bank assets
Property mortgages
Shares in subsidiaries
Total
Contingent liabilities
Guarantees on behalf of subsidiaries
Other guarantees
Total
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note 25 equity
At the end of the year, equity amounted to
EUR 5,370 million (4,901), equivalent to an
equity-to-assets ratio of 43 percent (46).
During the year, Akelius Residential
Property AB issued ordinary shares for
EUR 809 million.
Dividends of EUR 809 million were paid to
the holders of ordinary shares and EUR 37
million to holders of preference shares.
Share capital
Ordinary shares
Preference shares
Total number of shares
Par value SEK
Total share capital, SEK
Total share capital, EUR

Each preference share provides an annual
dividend of SEK 20,
with quarterly payments of SEK 5.
A total of EUR 846 million was paid in 2018.
Akelius’ Certified Adviser is Avanza Bank.
Akelius’ preference shares are listed on
Nasdaq First North.
At December 31, 2018, the price paid per
preference share was SEK 328.50.

01 Jan 2018
3,065,579,400
18,835,606
3,084,415,006
0.6
1,850,649,004
204,139,423

earnings per share
Profit attributable to owners of the Parent Company,
EUR million
Earned dividend, preference shares EUR million
Average number of shares
before and after dilution
Earnings per share before and after dilution, EUR
The statement of changes in equity shows
a complete reconciliation of all changes in
equity.
The share capital consists of 3,191,809,140
ordinary shares with one vote per share,
and 18,835,606 preference shares,
each with 1/10 vote per share.
Share premium consists of other capital
contributed by the owners.
Currency translation reserves arise in the
translation of net assets outside Sweden.

Issued shares
126,229,740
126,229,740
0.6
75,737,844
7,136,798

31 Dec, 2018
3,191,809,140
18,835,606
3,210,644,746
0.6
1,926,386,848
211,276,221

2018

2017

501
37

802
38

3,149,848,155
0.15

3,024,840,114
0.25

Currency translation reserves also consist of
foreign exchange effects on monetary items
for operations outside euro countries
which are considered part of the company’s
net investment in foreign operations.
Non-controlling interest refers to the
share of equity that belongs to external
stakeholders without controlling interests in
certain subsidiaries of the Group.

note 26 related parties
Akelius Apartments Ltd, Cyprus, holds 84.52
percent of the shares and exercises control
over the Group. Xange Holding Ltd, Cyprus,
holds 9.44 percent of the shares and Giannis
Beta Holding Ltd, Cyprus, holds 4.97 percent
of the shares.
Preference shares correspond to about 0.6
percent of the total share capital of the
company.
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Akelius Apartments Ltd is a subsidiary of
Akelius Foundation, Bahamas.
The Board of Directors and senior
management are also related to Akelius
Residential Property AB.
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note 26 related parties, continued
Transactions with related parties are carried
out on market terms.
For information on the remuneration of
board members and senior executives, see
note 11.
For details about intercompany interest
income and interest expenses, see note 13.

No Board member or member of
management has directly or indirectly been
involved in any business transaction with
Akelius beyond what is stated in this note
and note 11.

EUR million
Transactions with companies in the Akelius Foundation Group
Ordinary shares, issue
Ordinary shares, dividend
Hybrid loan, dividend
Hybrid loan, premium
Purchase of financial services
Purchase of company and other net assets
Borrowings from Group companies
Receivables from Group companies
Sales of products and other services
Sales of minority holdings
Transactions with companies controlled by Board members and
other senior executives or related to them
Purchase of services

2018

2017

809
-809
64
43
1
2
-48

1,043
876
4
13
4
97
8
-

-

-

note 27 - assets held for sale
Akelius has signed an agreement for
the divestment of 2,340 apartments.
2,141 are located in south of Stockholm in
Haninge and 199 are located in south of
Gothenburg in Mölndal.
Closing date is in April 2019.
As of December 31, 2018,
investment properties of EUR 449 million
and deferred taxes of EUR 58 million were
reported as assets and liabilities held for
sale.
EUR million
Assets classified as held for sale
Investment properties
Liabilities directly related to assets
classified as held for sale:
Deferred tax liabilities

The fair value measurement is based on the
purchase price stated in the signed
purchase agreement between the buyers
and sellers at the time when agreements
were signed.
The purchase price is considered to belong
to Level 1 of the fair value hierarchy in IFRS
13.
When no signed agreement exists, the fair
value is determined in the same manner as
for investment properties.
2018

2017

449

244

58

29

note 28 - subsequent events
There are no significant events after the end of the reporting period.
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Parent Company
statement of comprehensive income
for the Parent Company
SEK million
Group revenue
External revenue
Administration costs
Operating profit
Profit from shares in subsidiaries
Financial income
Financial expenses
Change in fair value of derivatives
Profit before appropriations
Appropriations
Profit before tax
Tax
Profit for the year
Comprehensive income for the year

note

4,5
3
6
7
7

8
9

2018
232
-261
-29
87
3,109
-1,438
-213
1,516
-1,513
3
-10
-7
-7

*) The Parent Company does not have any items in other comprehensive income.
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2017
144
2
-180
-34
1,383
-1,426
130
53
198
251
-68
183
183
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statement of financial position
for the Parent Company
SEK million
Assets
Intangible assets
Total intangible assets
Shares in subsidiaries
Receivables from Group companies
Other receivables
Deferred income tax assets
Total financial assets
Total non-current assets
Receivables from Group companies
Derivative financial instruments
Other current receivables
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Prepaid expenses Group companies
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
Total assets
Equity and liabilities
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Total restricted equity
Retained earnings
Share premium reserve
Profit for the year
Total non-restricted equity
Total equity
Interest-bearing liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities, Group companies
Hybrid loan
Derivative financial instruments
Total non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities, Group companies
Derivatives
Accounts payable
Other current liabilities
Accrued expenses and prepaid income
Accrued expenses and prepaid income,
Group companies
Total current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

note
10
11
12,13
13
9

12,13
12,16
12,13
13
13
12,14

20
12,15
12,15
12,15
12,16
12,15
12,15
12,16
12,18
12,18
12,18
12,18

Dec 31
2018

Dec 31
2017

2
2
27,286
38,542
94
444
66,366
66,368
3,144
38
36
24
7
3,249
69,617

2
2
13,372
40,388
108
454
54,322
54,324
9,445
73
21
163
5
9,707
64,031

1,927
29
1,956
13,508
-7
13,501
15,457
35,715
9,778
5,124
260
50,877
1,895
688
195
100
405

1,851
29
1,880
13,777
183
13,960
15,840
28,810
17,100
335
46,245
1,127
370
71
3
104
262

3,283
69,617

9
1,946
64,031
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statement of changes in equity
for the Parent Company
Restricted equity
SEK million
Balance at
January 1, 2017
Transfer of
revaluation reserve
Adjusted equity
Profit for the year
Issue of ordinary
shares
Dividend
Balance at
December 31,
2017
Profit for the year
Issue of ordinary
shares
Dividend
Balance at
December 31,
2018
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Non-restricted equity
Share
Retained
premium
earnings
reserve

Share
capital

Statutory
reserve

Revaluation
reserve

1,770

29

70

-

12,168

14,036

1,770
-

29
-

-70
-

183

70
12,238
-

14,036
183

81
-

-

-

-183

9,976
-8,253

10,057
-8,436

1,851

29

-

-

13,960

15,840

-

-

-

-7

-

-7

76
-

-

-

-

8,508
-8,960

8,584
-8,960

1,927

29

-

-7

13,508

15,457

Total
equity
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statement of cash flows for the Parent Company
SEK million
Gross profit
Administrative expenses
Other income and expenses
Reversal of depreciation and impairment losses
Interest received
Interest paid
Income taxes paid
Cash flows before changes in working capital
Change in current assets
Change in current liabilities
Cash flows from operating activities

note

2018
-29
1
2,201
-738
1,435
22
80
1,537

2017
-34
1
1,390
-706
651
-37
-50
564

Investments in tangible and intangible assets
Proceeds from the sale of tangible assets
Proceeds from investments in subsidiaries
Acquisition of subsidiaries
Proceeds from the sale of subsidiary
Investments in financial assets*
Cash flows from investing activities

10

-

-

Proceeds from borrowings
Net from Group borrowing
Repayment of borrowings
Proceeds from issue of ordinary shares
Purchase hybrid loan
Purchase and sale of derivative instruments
Dividends paid
Group contribution
Cash flows from financing activities

15
15
15

26,563
-5,364
-22,151
8,584
-42
-164
8,961
-1,535

10,057
-11,522
19,695
-7,926
-2,188
-41
-8,436
-198
-558

2
5
7

5
5

Cash flows for the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

11

16
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Parent Company accounting policies and notes
note 1

general information

Akelius Residential Property AB, corporate
identity number 556156-0383, is the parent
company of Akelius. Akelius Residential
Property AB is based in Stockholm, Sweden.
The annual accounts were approved by the
Board and the CEO on March 14, 2019 and
submitted to the annual general meeting for
adoption on April 11, 2019.
The smallest group that Akelius Residential
Property AB is included in is Akelius, which
is presented in this report.
The consolidated financial statements are
presented by Akelius Apartments Ltd,
the largest group that Akelius Residential
Property AB is part of.
The consolidated accounts for Akelius
Apartments Ltd are available where the
Parent Company has its registered office,
101 Acropoleos Avenue, 4th floor, 2012
Strovolos, Nicosia, Cyprus.
During 2018, parts of the funding of the
Swedish companies where moved from the
Parent Company to Akelius Lägenheter AB,
owner of the Swedish subsidiaries.
The parent company’s functional currency
will change to euro as of 2019.

note 2

accounting policies

The Parent Company applies the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act and RFR 2:
“Accounting for Legal Entities”.
The accounting policies of the Parent
Company have been applied consistently
for all years presented here unless stated
otherwise.
A more extensive explanation of the applied
accounting policies is presented in Note 2 of
the Group.
The Parent Company applies different
accounting policies than the Group in the
cases specified below.

forms of presentation
The income statement and the balance
sheet are presented in accordance with the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act.
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This entails differences compared to
the consolidated accounts, primarily as
regards financial income and expenses,
comprehensive income, provisions and
changes in equity. The presentation of
some notes also differs compared to the
consolidated accounts. The presentation of
the income statement has been changed in
2018 to give a more accurate picture.

currency
The Parent Company’s functional currency is
Swedish kronor, SEK, which is the reporting
currency for the Parent Company. Unless
otherwise stated, all amounts are reported
in SEK million and refer to the period from
January 1 to December 31 for income
statement items and December 31 for
balance sheet items.

participations in Group companies
Participations in Group companies are
recognized at acquisition value less
deductions for any impairments.
The acquisition value includes acquisition
related costs and any contingent
consideration. When there are indications
that participations in Group companies
have decreased in value, the recoverable
amount is calculated. If this is lower than
the carrying amount, the participation is
impaired. Impairment is recognized under
the item “Income from participations in
Group companies”.

financial guarantees
Financial guarantees that the parent
company has put in favor of subsidiaries
is not valued at fair value. They are
reported as contingent liabilities, unless it
is not likely that the guarantees will lead
to payments. In such cases, an accrual is
reported.

financial instruments
Based on the correlation between
accounting and taxation, the rules on
financial instruments in accordance with
IFRS 9 are not applied fully.
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note 2

accounting policies, continued

All financial non-current assets are thus
carried at cost and financial current assets
according to the lowest value principle in
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.

impairment
Write-downs for loan losses according
to IFRS 9 are forward-looking and a loss
reserve is made when there is an exposure
to credit risk.
Expected credit losses reflect the present
value of all cash flow deficits attributable
upcoming 12 months or for the expected
remaining term of the financial instrument.
The simplified model is applied to accounts
receivable, contract assets and lease
receivables where loss reserve is reported
for the expected remaining term.
The valuation of expected credit losses is
based on various methods for different
credit risk exposures.
The simplified model is based on historical
credit loss percentage combined with
forward-looking factors.
The financial assets are reported in the
balance sheet at amortized cost, that is,
net of gross value and loss reserve.
Changes in the loss reserve are reported
in the income statement. The calculations
of the loss reserve made according to
the above methods have not shown any
material amounts to reserve.
This is why no expected credit loss on
financial assets has been reserved in the
company.
Derivative instruments held by the company
primarily comprise interest rate swaps and
currency swaps,
which are used to hedge interest rate risk
exposure and currency exposure.
Interest rate differences that are to be
received or paid as a result of interest rate
swaps are reported under the item financial
expenses and are distributed over the term
of agreement.
The company will continue to apply IAS 39
and therefore IFRS 9 has not a significant
impact on the company’s financial result or
position.

Group contributions and
shareholder contributions
In Sweden, group contributions are
deductible, unlike shareholder contributions.
Group contributions paid and received are
reported in income statement. Shareholder
contributions are reported as an increase
of participations in Group companies and
tested for impairment.

income
As a Parent Company, Akelius Residential
Property AB provides its subsidiaries
with services related to its operations IT,
business development, staff, education,
management, finance, construction,
architecture, purchasing and logistics,
customer service and legal advice.
Revenues are reported in the period they
relate to and are based on allocation keys
for the respective subsidiary’s leasable
space, IT users, staff and participants in
activities.
The Parent Company records gross revenue
in the transactions where the company is
the principal. In cases where the company
acts as an agent, revenue is reported at the
net amount that the company receives for
its services.

new and amended IFRS standards
adopted by the EU applied as of
January 1, 2018
New and changed accounting principles
that came into effect as of January 1, 2018
have not had any significant impact on the
parent company’s financial statements in
2018.

new standards, amendments and
interpretations not yet adopted
IFRS 16 Leases is implemented from
January 1, 2019.
The company applies full exemption from
IFRS 16 in accordance with RFR2, which is
why this standard has no significant impact
on the company’s earnings or financial
position.
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note 3 operating leases
All lease contracts in the Group are classified as operating leases.
The leases refer to premises, cars and office equipment.
2018
2
2

SEK million
Premises
Office equipment
Total

2017
2
1
3

Future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
SEK million
Premises
Office equipment
Total

< 1 year
2
2

1–5 years
3
3

>5 years
-

note 4 audit expenses
SEK million
PWC
Audit
Total PWC
EY
Audit
Total EY
Total

2018

2017

1
1

2
2

1
1
2

2

The audit assignment refers to the review of the financial statements and accounting
records and the administration by the Board of Directors and the CEO.
This item also includes other duties that the company’s auditors are obliged to perform as
well as advice or other assistance that is occasioned by observations during the review or
implementation of such other duties.
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note 5 employees – costs and benefits						
Average number
of employees
Parent Company
Sweden

Women

2018
Men

Total

Women

2017
Men

Total

15

29

44

14

24

38

At the end of 2018, the number of employees in the Parent company was 55 (39)

Salaries, other remuneration and
social security expenses
SEK million
Senior executives
Other employees
Total salaries and other remuneration
Pension costs:
- Senior executives
- Other employees
Social security costs
- Senior executive
- Other employees
Total

senior executives
Other senior management comprises 5
employees (5) of which 0 women (0).
Salaries and other remuneration to CEO
and other senior executives consist of fixed
salaries and loyalty bonus paid during 2018.
Akelius signed loyalty bonus agreements
with the CEO and 4 (2) other senior
executives, agreements expire in 2020 and
2023 respectively.
Three members of other senior executives
are entitled to six to eighteen months’
salary if the company terminates their
employment.

2018
12
28
40

2017
13
21
34

3
5

3
4

5
11
64

5
8
54

A mutual notice of termination of
employment of two to six months apply.
The variable compensation is not included
in the basis for pension benefits.
Other benefits consist of company cars and
private health care insurance.
For expatriates, certain benefits are paid in
compliance with Akelius’ rules.
No stock options program has been offered.
For information about remuneration to the
Board of Directors,
see note 11 in the Group.

note 6 profit from shares in subsidiaries
SEK million
Sales revenue from sold subsidiaries
Carrying amount of shares in subsidiaries
Impairment losses on shares in subsidiaries
Dividends
Total

2018
-58
145
87

2017
9
-9
-
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note 7 financial income and expenses
SEK million
Interest income on derivatives
Interest income from Group companies
Exchange rate differences
Financial income
Interest expenses
Interest expenses, Hybrid loan
Interest expenses on derivatives
Interest expenses from Group companies
Exchange rate differences
Other financial expenses
Financial expenses
Net financial items

note 8

2018
1
2,341
767
3,109

2017
1,383
1,383

-1,006
-17
-192
-199
-24
-1,438
1,671

-599
-123
-198
-480
-26
-1,426
-43

2018
-1,513
-1,513

2017
198
198

appropriations

SEK million
Group contribution
Total

note 9 tax
SEK million
Current taxes
Deferred taxes
Total

reconciliation of income taxes
SEK million
Profit before income taxes
Income taxes based on national rates
- in percent
Non-taxable income on sold properties
Dividends from subsidiaries
Other non-taxable income and non-deductible expenses
Change in tax rate*
Change in capitalization of tax losses carried forward
Adjustment of tax from prior years
Income taxes
Effective tax rate, percent

2018
-10
-10

2018
4
-1
20.6
19
-28
-10
250

2017
-68
-68

2017
251
-55
22.0
-1
-12
-68
27.1

The current tax has been calculated on the basis of a nominal tax rate in Sweden of 20.6
(22.0).
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note 9 taxes, continued
change in deferred taxes in the balance sheet
2018

SEK million
Parent Company
Opening balance
Changes through
profit for the year
Closing balance

Net
Assets Liabilities liabilities

2017
Assets Liabilities

Net
liabilities

454

-

454

522

-

-522

-10
444

-

-10
444

-68
454

-

68
-454

nature of deferred taxes
SEK million
Net balance
December 31, 2017
Changes through income statement
Net balance December 31, 2018

Derivatives

Tax loss
carried
forward

Other

Total

-89
-6
-95

-363
19
-344

-2
-3
-5

-454
10
444

note 10 intangible and tangible fixed assets
intangible assets
SEK million
Acquisition value
Opening balance
Investments
Sales
Closing balance
Amortization and impairment losses
Opening balance
Amortization for the period
Closing balance
Carrying amount

amortization and depreciation
SEK million
Operating expenses
Central administrative expenses
Total

2018

2017

4
4

4
4

-2
-2
2

-1
-1
-2
2

2018
-

2017
-1
-1
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note 11 shares in subsidiaries
2018
13,619
1
13,972
-19
27,573
-247
-59
19
-287
27,286

SEK million
Opening balance
Acquisition
Capital contribution
Disposal through liquidation
Disposal through sale
Closing balance, acquisitions
Opening balance, impairment losses
Additional write-downs
Disposal through liquidation
Disposal through, sale
Closing balance, impairment losses
Closing balance

2017
13,430
198
-9
13,619
-247
-247
13,372

During the year, capital contributions were made to Akelius US Holding 1 AB of
EUR 8,463 million, Akelius UK Holding 1 AB of EUR 3,178 million, Akelius France 1 AB of
EUR 1,366 million, and Akelius Denmark Holding 1 AB of EUR 746 million.

Company
Akelius GmbH
Akelius Lots GmbH & Co KG
Akelius Lägenheter AB
Akelius Procurement AB
Akelius Holding AB
Akelius Hotell och
Fastigheter AB
Akelius Kanada AB
Akelius Lönnlöven AB
Akelius UK Holding 1 AB
Akelius France 1 AB
Akelius Systems AB
Akelius US Holding 1 AB
Akelius Denmark Holding 1 AB
Closing net book value

Corporate
ID number
HRB101392B
HRA47950B
556549-6360
559051-1845
556705-7673

Domicile
Berlin
Berlin
Stockholm
Danderyd
Danderyd

556650-2414
556709-6564
556878-6502
556709-6028
556878-6494
556705-7756
556954-1518
556954-1393

Danderyd
Danderyd
Danderyd
Danderyd
Danderyd
Danderyd
Danderyd
Danderyd

Holding
percent
Shares
94.9*
2
94.9
100 20,541,962
100
1,000
100
1,000
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

5,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

*) Together with holding via Group companies, the Group owns 99.7 percent of
Akelius GmbH.
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Net book
value,
SEK
million
6,166
259
5,692
0
0
0
0
1,304
3,179
1,366
10
8,463
746
27,186
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note 12

financial instrument

financial instruments by fair value hierarchy

SEK million
December 31
2018
Assets
Receivables from
Group companies
Derivatives
Trade and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total
Liabilities
Liabilities to Group
companies
Interest-bearing
liabilities
Derivatives
Other financial
liabilities
Total

Financial Financial
assets
assets
measured
and
at fair liabilities
value measured
through
at
profit and amortized
loss
cost

Financial
assets and
liabilities
measured
at lowest
value
principle

Total
book
value

Level 1

- 41,710
-

-

20

-

Level 2

Total
fair
value

41,710 41,710
-

-

41,710
-

20

-

7
27

41,710

7
- 41,737

-

7
7
41,737 41,737

-

10,466

- 10,466

-

10,466 10,466

-

42,734
-

- 42,734
455
455

33,475
-

7,564 41,039
234
234

-

479
53,679

479
455 54,134

33,475

479
479
18,743 52,218

-

20

20
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note 12

financial instrument, continued

financial instruments by fair value hierarchy

SEK million
December 31
2017
Assets
Receivables from
Group companies
Derivatives
Trade and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total
Liabilities
Liabilities to Group
companies
Interest-bearing
liabilities
Derivatives
Other financial
liabilities
Total
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Financial Financial
assets
assets
measured
and
at fair liabilities
value measured
through
at
profit and amortized
loss
cost

Financial
assets and
liabilities
measured
at lowest
value
principle

Total
book
value

Level 1

Level 2

Total
fair
value

49,996
-

-

- 49,996
-

-

49,996 49,996
-

57

-

-

57

-

5
50,058

-

5
- 50,058

-

5
5
50,058 50,058

-

17,470

- 17,470

-

17,470 17,470

-

29,937
-

- 29,937
406
406

27,740
-

3,182 30,922
369
369

-

357
47,764

357
406 48,170

27,740

357
357
21,378 49,118

57

57
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note 13 trade and other receivables
Receivables from Group companies are attributable to
transactions between the Parent Company and the subsidiaries.
Intragroup loans are subject to market terms and are without collateral.
SEK million
Receivables from Group companies
Hybrid loan
Non-current receivables
Receivables from Group companies
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Other receivables
Current receivables
Total trade and other receivables

2018
38,542
94
38,636
3,168
36
38
3,242
41,878

2017
40,388
108
40,496
9,608
21
73
9,702
50,090

2018
7
7

2017
5
5

note 14 cash and cash equivalents
SEK million
Bank deposits and cash
Total

The change in cash and cash equivalents is shown in the cash flow statement.
Cash and cash equivalents mainly include bank deposits.
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note 15 interest-bearing liabilities
maturity structure as of December 31, 2018

SEK million
0–1 year
1–5 years
Later than 5 years
Total
Average, years
Average interest
rate, percent

SEK million
0–1 year
1–5 years
more than 5 years
Summa

Secured
borrowing
911
1,320
4,282
6,513
1.9

Fixed interest rates
Unsecured
Total
borrowing borrowing
11,366
12,277
13,106
14,426
17,091
21,373
41,563
48,076
4.1
3.8

8.1

Secured
borrowing
809
5,704
6,513

2.4

Share percent
26
30
44
100

3.2

Capital tied up
Unsecured
Total
borrowing borrowing
1,774
2,583
22,698
28,402
17,091
17,091
41,563
48,076

Share percent
5
59
36
100

maturity structure as of December 31, 2017

SEK million
0–1 year
1–5 years
more than 5 years
Total
Average, years
Average interest
rate, percent

SEK million
0–1 year
1–5 years
more than 5 years
Total
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Secured
borrowing
-1,063
2,279
2,289
3,505
2.7
9.6

Secured
borrowing
393
3,112
3,505

Fixed interest rates
Unsecured
Total
borrowing borrowing
2,904
1,841
26,941
29,220
14,057
16,346
43,902
47,407
4.5
4.3
1.6

Share percent
4
62
34
100

2.2

Capital tied up
Unsecured
Total
borrowing
borrowing Share percent
1,104
1,497
3
28,741
31,853
67
14,057
14,057
30
43,902
47,407
100
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note 16 derivatives
SEK million
Interest rate derivatives
Assets
Liabilities
Cross currency swaps
Assets
Liabilities
Foreign exchange forwards
Assets
Liabilities
Total net fair value
Nominal value

2018

2017

-262

-380

-2

-

-191
-455
20,589

-26
-406
16,679

Derivative transactions are undertaken with approved counterparties for which credit
limits exist and for which we have International Swaps and Derivatives Association Master
Agreements and Credit Support Agreements in force.

changes during the year					
SEK million
Opening balance
Outgoing derivatives
Revaluation of derivatives reported in the
income statement
Closing balance
of which, long-term portion

maturity structure

SEK million
0–1 year
1–5 years
> 5 years
Total

2018
-406
164
-213

2017
-576
40
130

-455
-260

-406
-335

2018
-195
-45
-215
-455

2017
-71
-129
-206
-406
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note 17 net debt reconciliation

SEK million
Balance at
January 1, 2018
Cash flow
Reclassification
Translation difference
Balance at
December 31, 2018

Assets
Liabilities
Cash
and Pledged
ShortLongliquid
cash Derivaterm
term Derivaassets assets*
tives
loans
loans
tives

Total

5
2
-

-

-

1,497
906
180
-

45,910
3,642
-180
1,245

406 47,818
-164 4,387
213
213
- 1,245

7

-

-

2,583 50,617

455 53,662

*) restricted cash

SEK million
Balance at
January 1, 2017
Cash flow
Reclassification
Translation difference
Balance at
December 31, 2017

Assets
Liabilities
Cash
and Pledged
ShortLongliquid
cash Derivaterm
term Derivaassets assets*
tives
loans
loans
tives

Total

5
-

-

-

6,462
-6,121
1,120
72

28,758
18,072
-1,120
200

576 35,760
-41 11,915
-129
-129
272

5

-

-

1,497 45,910

406 47,818

*) restricted cash

note 18 trade and other payables
SEK million
Rent deposits
Total non-current portion
Trade payables
Prepaid rental income
Accrued interest expenses
Other accrued expenses
Other payables
Total current portion
Total trade and other payables
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2018
382
24
100
506
506

2017
3
251
20
104
378
378
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note 19 pledged assets and contingent liabilities
SEK million
Pledged assets
Pledged bank assets
Property mortgages
Shares in subsidiaries
Total

2018

2017

-

-

SEK million
Contingent liabilities
Guarantees on behalf of subsidiaries
Other guarantees
Total

2018

2017

5,670
5,670

5,447
5,447

note 20 equity
proposed appropriation of profits

Board statement
on the proposed dividend

The Annual General Meeting has at its
disposal in the Parent Company, in SEK
Retained earnings
Share premium
reserve
Profit for the year
Total

13,508,209 ,67
-6,542,581
13,501,666,486

The Board proposes that the amount be
allocated as follows:
SEK 20 per
preference share
Carried forward
Total

376 712 120
13 124 954 366
13 501 666 486

The Group and the Parent Company have
good liquidity, and following the proposed
dividend,
the equity-to-assets ratios of the Group and
the Parent Company will be 43 percent and
22 percent, respectively.
In the Board’s assessment,
which takes into account liquidity needs,
the proposed business plan,
investment plans and the ability to raise
long-term credit,
there are no indications that the Group or
the Parent Company will have insufficient
equity following the proposed dividend.

note 21 related parties
The Parent Company has a controlling
influence over its subsidiaries as described
in note 11.

The Parent Company’s purchases from
Group companies amounted to SEK 172
million (103).

The Parent Company has sales to Group
companies amounting to
SEK 232 million (144).

Related party transactions for the group is
described in note 26 for the group.

note 22 - subsequent events
The Parent Company’s functionnal currency is euro as of January 1, 2019.
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signatures
The board assures that the annual accounts have been prepared using generally accepted
accounting policies. The annual accounts give a true and fair view of the company’s
financial position and performance and the directors’ report gives a fair review of the
development of the company’s operations, financial position and performance and
describes the principal risks and uncertainties facing the Group.
The consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with the international set
of accounting standards referred to in Regulation (EC) No. 1606/2002 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 on the application of international
accounting standards. The consolidated accounts give a true and fair picture of the
Group’s financial position and performance and the directors’ report gives a fair review
of the development of the Group’s operations, financial position and performance and
describes the principal risks and uncertainties facing the Group and the companies in the
Group.

Stockholm, March 14, 2019

Anders Lindskog
Chairman of the Board

Igor Rogulj

Lars Åhrman

		
Pål Ahlsén
Leif Norburg		
Managing Director
		

Our audit report for these annual accounts was issued on March 14, 2019.
Ernst & Young AB

Ingemar Rindstig
Authorised Public Accountant
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Jonas Svensson
Authorised Public Accountant

independent auditor’s report
To the general meeting of shareholders of Akelius Residential Property AB (publ),
corporate identity number 556156-0383

report on the annual accounts and
the consolidated accounts
opinions
We have audited the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts of Akelius Residential
Property AB (publ) except for the corporate
governance statement on pages 88-93 for
the year 2018. The annual accounts and
consolidated accounts of the company are
included on pages 74-158 in this document.
In our opinion, the annual accounts have
been prepared in accordance with the
Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position
of the parent company as of 31 December
2018 and its financial performance and cash
flow for the year then ended in accordance
with the Annual Accounts Act. The
consolidated accounts have been prepared
in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act
and present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the group as of
31 December 2018 and their financial
performance and cash flow for the year
then ended in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
as adopted by the EU, and the Annual
Accounts Act. Our opinions do not cover the
corporate governance statement on pages
88-93. The statutory administration report
is consistent with the other parts of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
We therefore recommend that the general
meeting of shareholders adopts the
statement of comprehensive income and
the statement of financial position for the
parent company and the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income and
consolidated statement of financial position
for the group.

Our opinions in this report on the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts
are consistent with the content of the
additional report that has been submitted
to the parent company’s audit committee
in accordance with the Audit Regulation
(537/2014) Article 11.

basis for opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing (ISA)
and generally accepted auditing standards
in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the
Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We are
independent of the parent company and
the group in accordance with professional
ethics for accountants in Sweden and
have otherwise fulfilled our ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements. This includes that, based on
the best of our knowledge and belief, no
prohibited services referred to in the Audit
Regulation (537/2014) Article 5.1 have
been provided to the audited company or,
where applicable, its parent company or its
controlled companies within the EU.
We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinions.

other disclosures
The audit of the annual report for the year
2017 has been performed by a different
auditor who has issued an auditor’s report
dated 15 March 2018 with unqualified
opinions in the “Report on the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts”.
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key audit matters
Key audit matters of the audit are those
matters that, in our professional judgment,
were of most significance in our audit of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts
of the current period. These matters were
addressed in the context of our audit of,
and in forming our opinion thereon, the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts
as a whole, but we do not provide a
separate opinion on these matters. For each
matter below, our description of how our
audit addressed the matter is provided in
that context.
We have fulfilled the responsibilities
described in the Auditor’s responsibilities
for the audit of the financial statements
section of our report, including in relation
to these matters. Accordingly, our audit
included the performance of procedures
designed to respond to our assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements. The results of our
audit procedures, including the procedures
performed to address the matters below,
provide the basis for our audit opinion on
the accompanying financial statements.

valuation of investment properties
description
The recorded fair value of investment
properties is 11 891 mEUR at 31 December
2018. The recorded fair value is based on
an internal valuation of each property. The
valuations policy and valuation model is
consistently used in all countries where
Akelius has property operations. To validate
the internal valuation approximately one
third of the property portfolio value has
been reviewed by external appraisers.
Based on the high degree of assumptions
and assessments which are made in
connection with the property valuations,
we believe that this area is a particularly
important area in our audit.
A description of the valuation of the
property portfolio is stated in the section on
accounting principles in note 2 and note 12
on investment properties.
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how our audit addressed this key
audit matter
In our audit we have evaluated the
company´s process for property valuation
by evaluating the valuation methodology,
and input data in the prepared valuations.
We have evaluated the skills and objectivity
of the internal experts and the external
experts. We have obtained the external
appraisers’ review and assessed if the
difference against the internal valuations is
within the normal uncertainty range.
We have made comparisons to known
market information. Based on our valuation
expertise, we have reviewed the model
used for the property valuation We
have also reviewed the reasonability of
the adopted assumptions such as yield
requirements, property investments and
vacancy rates with support of internal
valuation experts. For a sample of
properties, we have tested rental income
and operating costs as well as arithmetical
accuracy of the calculation. We have
reviewed the appropriateness of the
disclosures provided in the annual accounts.

other information than the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts
This document also contains other
information than the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts and is found on
pages 2-73 and 165-169. The Board of
Directors and the Managing Director are
responsible for this other information.
Our opinion on the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts does not cover this
other information and we do not express
any form of assurance conclusion regarding
this other information.

independent auditor’s report
In connection with our audit of the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts, our
responsibility is to read the information
identified above and consider whether
the information is materially inconsistent
with the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts. In this procedure we also take
into account our knowledge otherwise
obtained in the audit and assess whether
the information otherwise appears to be
materially misstated.
If we, based on the work performed
concerning this information, conclude that
there is a material misstatement of this
other information, we are required to report
that fact. We have nothing to report in this
regard.

responsibilities of the Board of
Directors and the Managing Director
The Board of Directors and the Managing
Director are responsible for the
preparation of the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts and that they give
a fair presentation in accordance with the
Annual Accounts Act and, concerning the
consolidated accounts, in accordance with
IFRS as adopted by the EU. The Board of
Directors and the Managing Director are
also responsible for such internal control
as they determine is necessary to enable
the preparation of annual accounts and
consolidated accounts that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.
In preparing the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts, The Board of
Directors and the Managing Director
are responsible for the assessment of
the company’s and the group’s ability to
continue as a going concern. They disclose,
as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis
of accounting. The going concern basis
of accounting is however not applied if
the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director intends to liquidate the company,
to cease operations, or has no realistic
alternative but to do so.

The Audit Committee shall, without
prejudice to the Board of Director’s
responsibilities and tasks in general,
among other things oversee the company’s
financial reporting process.

auditor’s responsibility
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts as a
whole are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error, and to
issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinions. Reasonable assurance is a high
level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance
with ISAs and generally accepted auditing
standards in Sweden will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error
and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably
be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of
these annual accounts and consolidated
accounts.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs,
we exercise professional judgment and
maintain professional skepticism throughout
the audit. We also:
- Identify and assess the risks of material
misstatement of the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit
procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinions. The risk of not detecting a
material misstatement resulting from fraud
is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations,
or the override of internal control.
- Obtain an understanding of the company’s
internal control relevant to our audit in
order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the company’s internal
control.
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- Evaluate the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the Board of
Directors and the Managing Director.
- Conclude on the appropriateness of the
Board of Directors’ and the Managing
Director’s use of the going concern basis
of accounting in preparing the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts. We
also draw a conclusion, based on the
audit evidence obtained, as to whether
any material uncertainty exists related
to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the company’s and
the group’s ability to continue as a going
concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the annual accounts
and consolidated accounts or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our
opinion about the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts. Our conclusions are
based on the audit evidence obtained up to
the date of our auditor’s report. However,
future events or conditions may cause a
company and a group to cease to continue
as a going concern.
- Evaluate the overall presentation,
structure and content of the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts,
including the disclosures, and whether the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts
represent the underlying transactions
and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.
- Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit
evidence regarding the financial information
of the entities or business activities within
the group to express an opinion on the
consolidated accounts. We are responsible
for the direction, supervision and
performance of the group audit. We remain
solely responsible for our opinions.
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We must inform the Board of Directors
of, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit. We must
also inform of significant audit findings
during our audit, including any significant
deficiencies in internal control that we
identified.
We must also provide the Board of
Directors with a statement that we
have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and
to communicate with them all relationships
and other matters that may reasonably be
thought to bear on our independence, and
where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the
Board of Directors, we determine those
matters that were of most significance
in the audit of the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts, including the most
important assessed risks for material
misstatement, and are therefore the key
audit matters. We describe these matters in
the auditor’s report unless law or regulation
precludes disclosure about the matter.

independent auditor’s report
report on other legal and
regulatory requirements
opinions
In addition to our audit of the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts, we
have also audited the administration of
the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director of Akelius Residential Property AB
(publ) for the year 2018 and the proposed
appropriations of the company’s profit or
loss.
We recommend to the general meeting of
shareholders that the profit be appropriated
(loss be dealt with) in accordance with the
proposal in the statutory administration
report and that the members of the Board
of Directors and the Managing Director be
discharged from liability for the financial
year.

basis for opinions
We conducted the audit in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards in
Sweden. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the
Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We are
independent of the parent company and
the group in accordance with professional
ethics for accountants in Sweden and have
otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities
in accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinions.

responsibilities of the Board of
Directors and the Managing Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for
the proposal for appropriations of the
company’s profit or loss. At the proposal
of a dividend, this includes an assessment
of whether the dividend is justifiable
considering the requirements which
the company’s and the group’s type of
operations, size and risks place on the size
of the parent company’s and the group’s
equity, consolidation requirements, liquidity
and position in general.

The Board of Directors is responsible
for the company’s organization and
the administration of the company’s
affairs. This includes among other things
continuous assessment of the company’s
and the group’s financial situation and
ensuring that the company’s organization
is designed so that the accounting,
management of assets and the company’s
financial affairs otherwise are controlled
in a reassuring manner. The Managing
Director shall manage the ongoing
administration according to the Board
of Directors’ guidelines and instructions
and among other matters take measures
that are necessary to fulfill the company’s
accounting in accordance with law and
handle the management of assets in a
reassuring manner.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objective concerning the audit of the
administration, and thereby our opinion
about discharge from liability, is to obtain
audit evidence to assess with a reasonable
degree of assurance whether any member
of the Board of Directors or the Managing
Director in any material respect:
- has undertaken any action or been guilty
of any omission which can give rise to
liability to the company, or
- in any other way has acted in
contravention of the Companies Act, the
Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of
Association.
Our objective concerning the audit of the
proposed appropriations of the company’s
profit or loss, and thereby our opinion about
this, is to assess with reasonable degree
of assurance whether the proposal is in
accordance with the Companies Act.
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Reasonable assurance is a high level of
assurance, but is not a guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards
in Sweden will always detect actions or
omissions that can give rise to liability
to the company, or that the proposed
appropriations of the company’s profit
or loss are not in accordance with the
Companies Act.
As part of an audit in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards in
Sweden, we exercise professional judgment
and maintain professional skepticism
throughout the audit. The examination
of the administration and the proposed
appropriations of the company’s profit
or loss is based primarily on the audit of
the accounts. Additional audit procedures
performed are based on our professional
judgment with starting point in risk and
materiality. This means that we focus
the examination on such actions, areas
and relationships that are material for
the operations and where deviations and
violations would have particular importance
for the company’s situation. We examine
and test decisions undertaken, support
for decisions, actions taken and other
circumstances that are relevant to our
opinion concerning discharge from liability.
As a basis for our opinion on the Board of
Directors’ proposed appropriations of the
company’s profit or loss we examined the
Board of Directors’ reasoned statement and
a selection of supporting evidence in order
to be able to assess whether the proposal is
in accordance with the Companies Act.

the auditor’s examination of the
corporate governance statement
The Board of Directors is responsible for
that the corporate governance statement
on pages 88-93 has been prepared in
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.
Our examination of the corporate
governance statement is conducted in
accordance with FAR´s auditing standard
RevU 16 The auditor´s examination of
the corporate governance statement.
This means that our examination of the
corporate governance statement is different
and substantially less in scope than an audit
conducted in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing and generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden. We
believe that the examination has provided
us with sufficient basis for our opinions.
A corporate governance statement has been
prepared. Disclosures in accordance with
chapter 6 section 6 the second paragraph
points 2-6 of the Annual Accounts Act
and chapter 7 section 31 the second
paragraph the same law are consistent
with the other parts of the annual accounts
and consolidated accounts and are in
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.
Ernst & Young AB, Box 7850, 103 99
Stockholm was appointed auditor of Akelius
Residential Property AB by the general
meeting of the shareholders on the 10 April
2018 and has been the company’s auditor
since that day.

Stockholm 14 March 2019
Ernst & Young AB

Ingemar Rindstig
Authorised Public Accountant
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alternative performance measures
Reconciliation for the purposes of the Guidelines published by the European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA) is set out below:

net asset value to asset ratio and loan-to-value ratio
2018
Dec 31

2017
Dec 31

5,370

4,901

884

837

30

101

6,284

5,839

6,018

4,747

-499

-

-13

-16

-1

-1

Net debt

5,505

4,730

Total assets

12,516

10,749

-13

-16

-1

-1

12,502

10,732

44

44

Net Debt

5,505

4,730

Less senior unsecured debt

-3,173

-2,814

Secured debt minus cash, pledged cash and liquid assets

2,332

1,916

12,502

10,732

19

18

5,370

4,901

499

-

5,869

4,901

12,516

10,749

Equity ratio, percent

43

46

Equity and hybrid capital ratio, percent

47

-

EUR million
Equity
Deferred tax
Derivative financial instruments
Net asset value
Total interest-bearing liabilities
Hybrid bond
Cash and liquid assets
Pledged cash assets

Cash and liquid assets
Pledged cash assets
Total assets minus cash, pledged cash and liquid assets
Loan to value, percent

Total assets minus cash, pledged cash and liquid assets
Loan-to-value ratio, secured loan, percent
Equity
Hybrid bond
Equity and hybrid bond
Total assets

adjusted net operating income
EUR million

Adjustment
for other
2018
services

Adjusted
2018

Rental income

482

-109

373

Operating expenses

-195

109

-86

Maintenance
Net operating income
Net operating income margin, percent

-28

-28

259

259

53.7

69.4
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alternative performance measures, continued
EUR million

2018

2017

11

6

5,344

4,304

Tangible fixed assets

6

4

Deferred tax

1

1

Financial assets

4

7

Trade and other receivables

86

85

Derivative financial instruments

16

6

5,468

4,413

3,173

2,814

-25

-73

-13

-16

Net unsecured senior debt

3,135

2,725

Unencumbered asset ratio

1.74

1.62

Intangible assets
Unencumbered properties

Unencumbered assets
Unsecured debt
less debt from Akelius Apartment and Akelius Spar, up-front
fees and repurchased SEK bond
less cash and cash equivalents

rental income and net operating income growth for like-for-like properties
2018

2017

Growth
percent

482

469

2.8

-

-15

Service revenue

-40

-41

Purchases and sales

-71

-53

Like-for-like rental income

371

360

3.2

Net operating income

259

251

3.3

Exchange differences

-

-7

-31

-27

Like-for-like net operating income

228

217

Proceeds from the sale of properties

300

737

-5

-9

-112

-289

Accumulated investments

-54

-115

Realized value growth

129

324

EUR million
Rental income
Exchange differences

Purchases and sales

Costs of sale
Acquisition costs
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definitions
adjusted net operating income
margin
Net operating income in relation to rental
income, excluding income from operating
expenses included in the rent invoiced to the
tenants, such as utility and property taxes.
It highlights the ongoing earning capacity
from property management related to rental
services only.

adjusted profit before taxes
Profit before taxes adjusted for amortization,
depreciations, impairments, expenses for
property sales, net interest expenses, change
in the value of properties, exchange rate
differences in the profit before taxes, change
in value of derivative instruments and change
in value of available-for-sale investments and
liquid financial assets.
It highlights current cash flow capacity from
property management excluding financial
income and expenses.

annual property return
Gain from the revaluation of investment
properties and net operating income on an
annual basis in relation to the fair value of
the properties at the beginning of the year.
It illustrates the total return on the property
portfolio.

capitalization rate
Rate of return used in assessing the
terminal value of property in the fair value
assessment.
Defined as the expected return when net
operating income and property prices remain
constant.

debt maturities, years
Volume-weighted remaining term of interestbearing liabilities and derivatives on the
balance sheet date.
It illustrates the company’s refinancing risk.

debt coverage capacity
Profit before tax and revaluation, including
realized value growth.
Net operating income and realized value
growth are reinvested into existing and new
properties.

This leads to a growing operating surplus.
The pro forma is based on the property
portfolio’s gross rent, real vacancy, estimated
operating expenses and maintenance costs
during a normal year, as well as central
administrative expenses.
Interest expenses are based on net debt
on the balance sheet date calculated at the
currency rate on the balance sheet date.
No tax has been calculated as it relates mainly
to deferred tax.
The pro forma is not a forecast for the coming
twelve months. It contains no estimates of
rental, vacancy, currency exchange, future
property purchases and sales or interest rate
changes.

discount rate
Rate of return used in assessing the present
value of future cash flow and terminal value
in the fair value assessment of properties.
Defined as the expected return on the
property.

EBITDA
Net operating income plus central
administrative expenses,
other income and expenses with add-back
of depreciation and impairment charges and
operating exchange rate differences.
It highlights current cash flow capacity from
property management.

equity ratio
Equity in relation to total assets.
It highlights the company’s financial stability.

income return
Net operating income on an annual basis in
relation to the fair value of the properties at
the beginning of the year.
It measures the yield on the property
portfolio.

interest rate hedge total loans, year
Volume-weighted remaining term of interest
rates on interest-bearing liabilities and
derivatives on the balance sheet date.
It illustrates the company’s financial risk.
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definitions
interest coverage ratio

net operating income

Adjusted profit before taxes in relation to net
interest expenses.
It illustrates the company’s sensitivity to
interest rate changes.

Rental income less property costs.
It highlights the ongoing earning capacity
from property management.

liquid financial assets
Debt securities and equity securities traded
on a regulated market and with an investment
grade rating.

Net operating income in relation to rental
income.
It highlights the ongoing earning capacity
from property management.

like-for-like

other income and expenses

Properties owned during the compared
periods. This means that properties that were
acquired or sold during any of the compared
periods are excluded.

Items from secondary activities such as
gains on disposals of fixed assets other than
investment properties, income and expenses
from temporary services rendered after the
sale of properties.

loan-to-value ratio, total loans
Net debt divided by net assets.

net operating income margin

property costs

Net debt reduced by unsecured interestbearing debt divided by net assets.

This item includes direct property costs such
as operating expenses, utility expenses,
maintenance costs, leasehold fees and
property taxes.

net asset value

property portfolio

net asset

Investment property and investment
property classified as assets held for sale.

Total assets minus liquid assets.

realized value growth

net debt

Proceeds from the sale of investment
properties minus acquisition costs,
accumulated investments and costs of sale.
It illustrates the realized value growth of
properties sold.

loan-to-value ratio, secured loans

Equity, deferred tax and derivatives.

Interest-bearing debts less subordinated debt
minus cash and liquid assets.

net financial items
The net of interest income, interest expenses,
other financial income and expenses and
changes in the fair value of derivatives. It
measures the net of financial operations.

net letting
The sum of agreed contracted annual rents
for new lets for the period less terminated
annual rents.

net interest expenses
Total interest expenses less interest on
subordinated debt, one-off financing charges
and interest on cash, cash equivalents and
liquid financial assets.
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real vacancy rate
The total number of vacant apartments less
the number of apartments vacant due to
renovation work or planned sales, in relation
to the total number of apartments.
Real vacancy is measured on the first day
after the month-end.

renewed and renegotiated rental
contracts
All changes in rental levels for remaining
tenants.

definitions
rental income
Rental value less vacancies, rent discounts.

rental value residential rent
12 months rent for apartments including
a market rent for vacant apartments.
Development of the rental value over the
last 12 months, broken down into disposals,
acquisitions and comparable portfolio.

return on equity
Comprehensive income divided by opening
equity. Shows the return offered on the
owners’ invested capital.

unencumbrance ratio
Unencumbered assets less cash equivalents
to senior unsecured debt less cash
equivalents.

vacancy rate
The number of vacant apartments in relation
to the total number of apartments.
Vacancy is measured on the first day after the
month-end.

value growth
Changes in the value of investment properties
excluding investment and change of currency.

walkscore
Rating of how easy it is to complete daily
errands without a car.
Locations are rated on a scale from 0 to 100,
where 100 is the best. Walkscore is provided
by walkscore.com
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